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SYmPSIS 

The work presented constitutes an original approach to the 

phenomenological modelling of combustion in wall-wetting direct 

injection diesel engines. Starting with the modelling of fuel film 

development on the piston wall, the model covers essential aspects 

inVOlved in mixture preparation in the engine and its subsequent 

combustion. Experiments using optical methods were undertaken to 

measure various characteristic dimensions of the fuel film along the 

piston wall. Predicted results are compared with empirical data 

obtained in engine experiments and used to improve the formulation of 

wall-jet equations used to describe fuel film flow. Velocity and 

scalar quantity profiles in the region close to the film surface are 

described, based on the theory of turbulent boundary layer flow over a 

porous flat plate with mass injection from the surface. This is done 

for conditions with and without combustion, thus defining the 

distribution of mixture strength in the gaseous stream adjacent to the 

wall. These principles were incorporated in an existing thermodynamic 

model to illustrate their influence on important engine parameters 

such as pressure, temperature, and heat release rate. Predictions for 

the formation of smoke and NOx emissions are carried out to address 

the problem of poor exhaust emissions associated with wall-wetting 

diesel engines. A description of the alterations made to improve the 

computational efficiency of the existing thermodynamic model is also 

provided. These make the implementation of the program possible on all 

machines equipped with stamdard FORTRAN 77 Corpilers. 
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B Mass Transfer Number 

ef Friction Coefficient 

Cp Specific Heat capacity (kJ/kg.K) 

d' Equivalent Injector Nozzle Diameter (m) 

D Binary Diffusion Coefficient (m2/s) 

Fr Froude Number 

9 Mass Transfer Conductance for high transfer rate (kg/m2/s) 

* 9 Mass Transfer COnductance under Reyn::>lds Arology Conditions 

h Heat Transfer Coefficient (kW/m2/K) 

hrg Enthalpy of Vap::lrisation (kJ/kg) 

% Lower Calorific Value of the Fuel (kJ/kg) 

I Olarge mass m::ment of inertia (kg.m2 ) 

k Turbulence kinetic energy (kJ) 

t Integral length scale of turbulence (m) 

m 

m 

n 

N 

.. Non-Dimensionalised mass flux 

Mass Flux (kg/m2/s) 

Radical nuclei number density (particles/m3 ) 

Soot particle number density (particles/m3 ) 

P Pressure (Pa or Bar) 

Pr Prandtl Number 

Q 

q 
.. Olarge heat content (kJ) 

Heat Flux (kW/m2) 

r Stoichianetric Air/Fuel Ratio 

rj Radius of the fuel spray (m) 

R Gas Constant (kJ/kg. K) 

Re Reyn::>lds Number 

s Film Thickness (m) 

SMD Sauter Mean Diameter of the fuel spray (m) 

t Time (s) 

T Temperature (K) 

u Local velocity in the fuel spray (m/s) 

Ufe Injected fuel film equilibrium velocity (m/s) 

v Velocity rormal. to the direction of fiCM (m/s) 

V Volume (m3 ) 



We Weber Number 

x,y cartesian Co:miinates 

z Non-Dimensional velocity 

a Swirl Angular M:rnentum (kg.m2/s) 

(3 Mass Transfer Coefficient (m/s) 

'Y lsentropic Exponent 

0 Boundary Layer Thickness (m) 

E Turbulence eddy dissipation rate (m2/s) 

8 Film Spray Angle (Degrees) 

A Dynamic similitude length scale factor 

p, Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s) 

V Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 

~ Non-Dimensional height above the film surface 

(f Surface tension of the fuel (N/m) 

7 Shear stress (N/m2) or Turbulence mixing time (s) (in context) 

cp cl> Angles 

W Swirl Angular velocity (rad/s) 

BP Boiling Point condition 

ch Charge mean condition 

CXM3 Conbustion 

CDND Conduction 

COW Convection 

CR Critical condition 

rNM' Evaporation 

f Relating to the fuel 

G Relating to the bulk gas stream 

H Relating to thermal properties 

j Fuel spray jet 

m Conditions at the axis of the fuel spray 

o Conditions at injector oozzle exit 

Oz Oxygen 

RAn Radiation 



s Pertaining to the fuel film surface 

wall On the piston wall 
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0IAPl'ER 1 : LITERA'lURE SURVEY 

1.1 INl'RODUCI'ION 

'l1le need f= an enhanced understanding of diesel engine cc:rnbustion has 

grown significantly in the past several years due to the demand f= 

~ fuel ecx:n:::my and exhaust emissions in passenger cars. 

Conbustion ll'Odels have been used by researchers to gain useful insight 

into the nature of diesel engine ccmbustion. H~ (1), and Mehta 

(2) have both given reviews of the various ll'Odels available f= this 

pu:q:x:lS6. The ll'Odels are generally classified into the following maj= 

categ=ies: 

i. Zero-dimensional 

11. Quasi-dimensional 

11i. Multi-dimensional 

A detailed discussion of these classifications has been pl:OVided by 

H~ and also by Mehta. As a general rule, multi-dimensional ll'Odels 

tend to involve long and laborious canputational algorithms which, 

toough they pl:OVide detailed information about the flCM field, take up 

large arrounta of canputing time. As a result, one of the major 

drawbacks of multi-dimensional m:x:1elling, besides the effort required 

to code the algorithm, is the t.meempetitive cost effectiveness. 

Parametric studies in diesel engines require rapidly resolving 

alg=ithms in =der to highlight the Significant trends an which 

detailed experimental investigation may be based. So it is essential 

when developing canbustion m:x:1els to apply the c=rect dimensional 

detail, bearing in mind that too simple a m:x:1el will give incorrect 

results, while a very canplex m:x:1el may unnecessarily increase costs. 

Phencmenological rrociels canbine attributes fron zero and quasi

dimensional m:x:1els to produce rapidly resolving algorithms that have 

found wide application in engine diagrx:>stic and parametric studies 

such as that of Shahed et al (3) • They are structured around 

therrrodynamic analysis of cylinder contents, and empirical = semi-

1 



analytical equations to describe the transfer of mass, IIDl1eIltum, and 

energy during engine operation. Unl:!ke IOOdels that are based on the 

prediction of cylinder pressure fran a heat release rate empirically 

correlated with fuel injection (Lyn (4», several pheocnenological 

IOOdels incorporate turbulent mixing processes using semi-analytical 

entrainment functions (Shahed et al (5), Dent and Mehta ( 6) , Dent 

et al (7) ) • '!his enables the IOOdelling of exhaust emissions to be 

related to the level of turbulence in the engine cylinder. 

The present woIk describes the developnent of a mathematical IOOdel 

designed to evaluate the perfonnance of a wall-wetting direct 

injection diesel en;Jine. The work fODllS part of a rrore extensive 

project to develop a pheronerx>logical IOOdel f= predicting the 

perfonnance of quiescent and swirl assisted direct injection diesel 

engines. Various aspects of this project have been reported in 

several publications (6,7) which provide a fairly a=urate guide to 

the different stages in the developnent process, and rrore recently 

Kyriakides et al (8) have given the updated version. 

1.2 THE CASE FOR O! DIESEL EN}INES 

It is a widely held view (M:Jnaghan (9), Cichoki and cartellierl (10» 

that the fuel ecorx:rny advantage of the diesel engine is unsurpassed by 

any other intemal canbustion en;Jine. So the rise in the cost of 

petroleum, coupled with supply interruptions witnessed in the last few 

years have inevitably led to increased research activity in the 

application of diesel en;Jines to light and medium load conditions. 

The direct injection (O!) diesel engine offers a better fuel ecorx:rny 

(around 10% gain) than the indirect injection (IDI) en;Jine (9), yet 

alrrost all of today's ccmnercially available passenger car diesel 

en;Jines utilise the IDI engine (10). 'lb understand the reason f= 

this, it is necessary to look at the differences in design between the 

two types of engine. 

'lb achieve optimum performance in diesel engines, canbustion processes 

2 



need to be =ntrolled so as to avoid excessive peak pressures in the 

cylinder, and rate of pressure rise. At the same time it is essential 

to ensure that a large proportion of the injected fuel is burnt early 

in the expansion stroke. Appropriate design of the canbustion chamber 

is thus necesscn:y to attain the desired goal. 

In the DI (also refe=ed to as the open chamber) engine, fuel is 

injected directly into a canbustion space, usually located on the 

piston crown. Figures 1.1 to 1.4 shcM several such designs, starting 

with the quiescent DI engine (Fig. 1.1) in which the fuel spray is 

used to =eate the turbulence necesscn:y for fuel/air mixing, through 

to the high swirl engine (Fig. 1.4). 

The design of the IDI engine differs f=m that of the DI in that it 

makes use of a combustion space divided into two compartments, 

separated by a restricted passage (Tay1or (11)). The passage 

is designed to induce large pressure differences during 

combustion, between the compartments. The chambers illustrated in 

Figure 1.5 come under this classification. In some versions of the 

IDI, the pre-combustion chamber, into which the fuel is injected, 

is designed to generate intense swirling air motion (swirl chamber) 

to enhance the mixing of fuel and air (Fig. 1.5(a». The large 

pressure rise during combustion in the pre-chamber forces the hot 

gases =ntaining unburnt fuel vapour into the cylinder, through the 

restricted passage, at a high velocity. This produces intense 

turbulence and fuel-air mixing, resulting in excellent conditions 

for combustion and reduced levels of exhaust smoke (9). As the 

formation of N:)x in engines is largely dependent on temperature, and 

linearly on the availability of oxygen (Whitehouse and Ba1uswamy 

(12), Lavoie et a1 (13)), the rich mixture in the pre-combustion 

chamber results in relatively low N:)x formation which "freezes" as 

the temperature drops below 2100K due to the th=tt1ing effect of 

the th=at. Consequently, IDI engines are known to P=duce lower 

NOx emissions (9, 10). The smoke-limited power output of a 

high speed DI engine can be up to 15% worse than an equivalent IDI 

engine (9). Fig. 1.6 sh::>ws a comparison of the smoke limited power 
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output, between an IDI and some DI engines. Engine speed in IDI 

engines is not 1imited by the combustion process because fue1-air 

mixing is controHed 1arge1y by the rate at which the charge emerges 

from the pre-chamber (H). In high speed engines, mean piston speeds 

may reach 12.2 m/s before friction horsepower 1imits any further 

speed increase (Fraas (14», whereas combustion gases and rich fue1-

air mixtures from the pre-chamber have ve10ci ties from ten to 

thirty times the mean piston speed (Judge (15». The major 

disadvantages of the IDI engine re1ate to the very high ccmpression 

ratios (typicaHy 22:1) required for operation, which resu1t in 

unfavourab1y high therma1 stresses. Also the high heat 1088 due to 
intense air motion when ccmbined with a high surface to vo1ume ratio 

resu1ts in poor cc1d starting characteristics, which necessitate the 

use of g1ow-p1ugs, and significant 10ss in therma1 efficiency. Due 

to high pressure in the pre-chamber, design of the IDI cy1inder head 

needs to be more robust, which is more expensive. In view of the 

disadvantages associated with the IDI engine, research activity 

directed at the DI engine, has therefore been aimed at im~ 

emission and noise 1eve1s, whi1e maintaining the superior fue1 

eooncmy. 

1. 2.1 Quiescent Cllamber DI Engines 

The quiescent DI engine finds much use in industria1 and marine 

appUcations where, becaus~ of the 10w engine speed, sufficient time 

is avai1ab1e f= mixture fonnation, based on1y on the turbu1ence 

generated by the spray. A very efficient fue1 injection system is 

required in =der to distribute the fue1 adequate1y and so promote 

mixing. Robusb1ess of the engine permits use of high injection 

pressure. As a resu1t, quiescent chamber engines tend to use mwti

hole nozz1es with up to twe1ve ho1es (LiHy (16»; depending on engine 

bore. The use of more than 10 =ifices genera11y resu1ts in 

interference between adjacent sprays, and so 4 to 10 orifices are more 

oommon (Bunnan and De Luca (17». High injection pressures of the 

=der of 1000 bar (8) are not uncommon with this design. These have a 
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two-fold requirement: to atomise the fuel sufficiently, and also to 

give the spray a high initial velocity needed for good air entrainment 

(Chiu et al (18». For high speed engine applications, however, 

the rate of mixture formation in quiescent engines is not 

adequate, hence the application of the swirl chamber design is 

adopted in all passenger car engines. 

1.2.2 Swirl 01amber DI Engines 

In order to ;improve mixing processes, a well controlled air novement 

consisting mostly of swirl and squish (16) is introduced in the DI 

engine cylinder. This creates an envi.ronment favourable for the 

generation of turbulence, which has been identified (Dent (19» as a 

significant mechanism for enhancing fuel/air mixing. The swirl 

element is generated by a suitably designed inlet port, shaped in one 

of the following most CXlillonly utilised designs: 

1. Masked valve: a typical example is sh::mn in Figure 1.7. These 

are seldan used in production engines due to poor 

volumetric efficiency. They find much use, 

however, in research applications ( for example 

Urlaub (20» due to the versatility they offer for 

varying swirl ratio (i.e. Ratio of Swirl 

Revolutions to Engine Revolutions). 

11. Helical port: this generates swirl by inpa.rting a spiral flow to 

the inlet air (Fig. 1.8). 

111. Directed port: here, the inlet port is introduced into the 

cylinder tangential to the wall in order to 

deflect the flow into a forced vortex (Fig. 1. 9) • 

Although the helical port is aerodynamically better suited to the 

generation of swirl (16), limited cylinder-head space favours the 

directed port, hence its wider application. The squish component, 
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which is also essential in the formation of turbulence, depends on 

the ratio of the bore to the combustion chamber diameter (Fig. 1.10). 

'lhe optimisation of canbustion chamber design to produce optimum swirl 

over a wide range of engine operating conditions is usually done 

eXperimentally. In spite of the advantage of working with in-cylinder 

measuranents of swirl, the practical difficulties encountered lead to 

metb::lds for evaluating swirl, based on steady state flOW' laboratory 

rigs as in the work of Urlaub (20), Watts and Scott (21), and Davis 

and Kent (22). 'lhe principle involved in relating steady flOW' rig 

data to in-cylinder swirl has been well illustrated by M:>=is and Dent 

(23) wOO denonstrated that similarity between the two systems is 

characterised by a ratio of the jet rranentum flux to that of the cross 

swirl. A review by M:J=is (24) of various studies on the effects of 

swirl on engine performance sOOws evidence of an optimum swirl 

intensity for mixture formation at arr:l given engine speed. 'lhe 

results of Watts and Scott (21), illustrated in Figure 1.11, show fuel 

crnsumption passinJ through a miniJnum, and the mean effective pressure 

through a maximum, as swirl level is varied, corresponding to the 

optimum swirl value. Similar trends were also reported by Alcock 

(25), and are =borated by the results of Urlaub (20) sh:Mn in 

Figure 1.12 to illustrate the effect of injection timinJ on optimum 

swirl, represented by max:imum mean effective pressure, and in Figure 

1.13 to show swirl effect on SIOClke emission. At each engine speed, 

four values of SIOClke emission are possible corresponding to different 

mask heights (hence swirl intensity), and for engine speed higher than 

about 1350 rpn, the 10 nm mask gives minimum exhaust SIOClke. !my 

further increase in the mask height (e.g. to 14 nm) leads to higher 

SIOClke values. Care should be taken when attributing the results in 

Figures 1.12 and 1.13 solely to the effect of swirl since masked 

valves can also produce a tumblinJ air IOCltion (Gosman et al (26» and 

large scale turbulent mixing which will have an influence on the 

course of ccmbustion. However, this appears to be dependent on the 

configuration used for positioninJ the shroud (Pinchon and Baritaud 

(27». 'lhe configuration used by Urlaub (Figure 1.7) is designed to 
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direct the intake flCM to provide max:Inum swirl. An identical 

ccnfiguration (Fig. 1.14) used by P:incOOn and Baritaud (27) was found 

to generate nostly swirliIY:1llOtion. In any case, the protographic 

results of Lee (28) deIlOnstrate that only swirl IlOtion persists in the 

vicinity of TDC and in the expansion stroke at a level. that '\\1OUld 

significantly influence the mixing of fuel and air. Urlaub's results 

may thus be taken to dem:lnstrate the effect of air swirl. 

1.3 THE D1 El'GINE MJDEL 

The pherx:lnen)logical D1 diesel engine IlOdel being developed in a 

project of which the present contribution is a part, was f:ixst 

reported in a paper by Dent and Mehta ( 6) • The phen:men:)logical 

approach was chosen due to its canpetitiveness, intenns of processiIY:1 

time, to produce fairly a=ate parametric and diagnostic results of 

performance CNer the full load range of an engine. This method of 

analysis addresses' the problem fran observed physical and empirical 

characteristics, such as the daninant role of air entrainment and 

turbul.ent mixing in diesel erYJine mixture formation, and avoids 

unnecessary canputational rigour in favour of empirically derived 

expressions. As a result, the method can scmetimes suffer fran 0ver

simplification of very canplex: phen:rnena, leadiIY:1 to inaccurate 

results. But once care and prudence have' been ex:ercised in the cix:lice 

of govenrln;;J equations, it has been consistently demonstrated that 

useful predictions such as toose reported by Shahed et al (3) , and 

also Kyriakides et al (8) can be made concenrl.ng engine performance. 

As the early version of the model only addressed the quiescent chamber 

engine design, it was inapplicable to high speed diesel engines which 

rely, for satisf~ fuel/air mixing, on a high level of air 

movement. This reason, combined with the absence of exhaust emissions 

predictions, established the need for extendiIY:1 the model. The 

extended model, which included aspects of swirl and exhaust emissions 

(smoke) was reported in a subsequent paper by Dent et al (7). The 

model sOOwed good agreement with published experimental data, and 
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also attempted to address the problem highlighted by the results 

of Nagao et al (29), and Watts and Scott (21), on the effects of 

over-swirl:in;J on smoke emissions. However, the model still lacked 

the accuracy to correctly predict magnitudes of smoke emission, 

altoc>ugh the trends were favourably predicted. Further development 

of the smoke model was thus necessary in order to improve the 

magnitudes of the smoke, and to include NOx predictions. 

Kyriakides et al (8) describe the incorporation of NOx 
emissions predictions in detail, includfn;j' the effects of Exhaust 

Gas Recirculation (EGR). Once again the model predicted trends 

favourably, alth::lugh absolute magnitudes could only be approximated. 

A point highlighted by the authors was that the prog.ram did rot 

perform well when details relating to engines with very high 

injection pressure were to be modelled. This was attributed to the 

impingement of a significant quantity of the injected fuel on the 

piston walls, forming a thin liquid film. This suggests that the 

parts of the model used to describe mixture formation when jet 

imp:in;Jement occured, were unsatisfactory and needed to be addressed 

once again. Although this problem was only obs9l:Ved in the quiescent 

version of the model, and was rot considered a significant drawback in 

modell:in;J swirl assisted DI engines, its:i.rrportance is OCM felt when 

the model is used to study high-speed diesel engines designed to 

deposit a large proportion of the injected fuel on the walls of the 

canbustion chamber (Neitz and D'Alfonso (30), Martin and Ahmad (31». 

This has brought about the need f= a further developnent of the model 

to take into account the wall-wattfn;j' direct injection diesel engine. 

1.4 LITERATURE RELATIN3 TO WALL-WETl'IN3 EN:;INES 

Pioneer:in;J work in develop:in;J the wall-wattfn;j' engine is attributed to 

Meurer (32) wOO developed the M.A.N. M-Conbustion System. The engine 

was designed f= heavy duty vehicles, and differs fron conventional DI 

diesel engines in the method of mixture fonnation. In the M-system, 

fuel injected tt=gh a s:in;Jle-hole rozzle is deposited as a thin film 

on the walls of a spherical canbustion bCMl located in the piston 
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crown (Fig. 1.3). This creates exb:eme charge stratification in which 

the reactants are separated physically as well as spatially. This 

significantly reduces the fuel surface area to about 1/16th that 

afforded by droplet surface area (Meurer (33», with the benefit of a 

reduced initial evaporation rate. Air swirl generated by a suitably 

designed inlet port, is intensified by forcing the charge into the 

canbustion bowl during cx:IlIpLession, so as to enhance evaporation of 

the fuel. The fuel, thus, only leaves the wall in the form of vapour, 

and is then steadily supplied f= canbustion through turbulent and 

thermal mixing processes (20) set up due to air rrotion, and density 

gradients. As a result of the reduction in premixed charge at the 

start of canbustion, the maximum cylinder pressure is reduced as is 

the rate of pressure rise. As a oonsequence a significant reduction 
" in engine =ise is obtained (Urlaub (34), Neitz and Muller (35». 

In addition, the engine has distinct advantages that make it 

readily adaptable to multifuel operation through the in=rporation of 

a spark plug (Chmela (36». Compared to other DI engines, the 

wall-wetting engine has relatively low IDx emission levels, due 

to the lower combustion temperature that is associated with the 

engine. Figure 1.15 illustrates some typical results, sh:lwing NJx 
emission over a wide load range for DI (stratified and 

conventional), and also IDI engines, together with those for a 

wall-wetting engine. 

The saroke and unbu:rnt hydrocarl:Jon emission levels associated with 

wall-wetting engines have been found to be poor under certain load 

conditions (Martin and Ahmad (31), Zinner (37». During lCM load 

conditions (idling and start-up) the poor exhaust emission 

characteristics have been attributed (35) to the fact that nore fuel 

reaches the walls, and the lCM temperature leads to a SlCMer rate of 

evaporation of the fuel. The inccmplete canbustion which results has 

been held responsible f= the unpleasant exhaust od::Jur. This is 

especially the case in wall-wetting engines where high levels of 

aldehyde concentration have been obsel:ved (35) in the exhaust. Urlaub 

(38) identifies the level of aldehyde concentration as the significant 

yardstick for measuring the intensity of exhaust gas od::Jur. Figure 
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1.16 shcMs the effect of the il\jector IX:lzz1e diameter on exhaust gas 

aldehyde concentration. '!he results were obtained in a 125 mu bore and 

142 mu stroke engine. It =uJ.d appear fron the figure that reducing 

the injector IX:lzz1e diameter:lrop:roves the quality of the exhaust 

during low load operation. 'lhis may be attributed to the higher 

injection velocity which leads to improved turbulent mixing between 

fuel and air. This has been identified in quiescent chamber engines 

(19) , where IX:lzz1e diameter variation plays a significant role in the 

generation of jet-induced turbulence. Hcmever there is a limit to 
which the reduction in IX:lzz1e diameter offers a solution for reducing 

exhaust emissions due to the fact that satisfactory full load 

operation cannot be achieved with very small IX:lzz1e diameters (35). A 

way round this problem is to m:x'Iulate the fuel spray througrout the 

load range. At low load conditions the fuel spray is directed towards 

the centre of the canbustion chamber while at high load nost of the 

fuel is deposited on the piston wall. This principle has been used to 
design the "Controlled Direct Injection" (COl) diesel engine (which 

has been described by Neitz and D'Alfonso (30). '!he change in spray 

direction is achieved by means of a specially designed pint1e IX:lzz1e 

illustrated in Figure 1.17. '!he advantages of the 'COl' over the 

conventional wall-wetting system apply only when operating under low 

load conditions and are given by M::lnaghan (39) as follows: 

1. High relative velocity between fuel and air ensures good mixing 

so that sroke is minimised. 

2. Only about 10% of the injected fuel reaches the wall (canpared to 
around 90% in the conventional wall-wetting engine) , so that 

unbunlt hydrocarbons are reduced. 

3. The long il\jection period ensures that canbustion IX:lise is kept 

low even at higher loads. 

A IX:lticeab1e shortooming with the 'COl' design is the increase in fuel 

consumption and smoke emission in the high-load range (35).As a 

result of the difficulties associated with trying to control 
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exhaust gas emissions in wall-wetting engines, the engine has enjoyed 

little commercial success, and is mostly limited to heavy duty 

vehicles such as in mili ta:J:y applications where the need for mul ti

fuel applicability, and red1lced engine IX>1se, is overriding. This 

poor performance, especially when viewed in terms of the amount of 

past research activity in the field, has been attributed (31) to a 

general lack of understanding of the combustion processes involved. 

It is therefore necessary to address the problem from a fundamental 

standpoint, keeping in mind that an improved underst~ of thS 

processes would result in marked improvements in the performance of 

the wall-wetting engine. 

The difficulties encountered when attempting to formulate a 

mathematical nodel for mixture fonnation in a wall-wetting diesel 

engine are well OOcumented (Urlaub (34), Meurer and Urlaub (40». As 

a result =st attempts at nodelling have only dealt with sub-processes 

and have =stly been of a qualitative nature used to supplement 

analysis of experimental data (Martin and Ahrnad (31), Mtlller (41), 

Klanner (42». Qualitatively, mixture fonnation in a wall-wetting 

engine is considered made up of the following sequence of mutually 

interacting subprocesses (34): 

(a) Propagation of the film on the wall, 

(b) Evaporation fron the film into a gaseous boundary layer formed 

above the film, 

(c) Turbulent mixing of the air distributed vapour and canbustion. 

A detailed look at each of these processes in tuJ:n follows, sh:Jwing 

the present. state of knowledge and unders~ of the various 

processes. 

1.4.1 Film Propagation 

AI though the pattern of film propagation is central to the 

characterisation of mixture formation, it is dealt with only slightly 
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in the literature (Urlaub (34), Meurer (43», mostly by assigning 

approximate ar mean values far surface area covered by the film. Far 

example, Meurer (32) gives the area covered by the film as 40% of the 

combustion chamber surface area which value is later improved to 

50% (34,40). These values are based on a physical :Inspection of the 

combustion bowl after running the engine. MUller (41) gives 

detailed experimental results showing the development of the film 

during motoring (Fig. 1.18) as well as during firing (Fig. 

1.19). No attempt was made by him to correlate the development 

of the film with engine operatilYJ conditions. However the 

experimental data obtained constitute the most detailed experimental 

analysis of fuel film development available in the literature and 

are therefore very useful for providing an empirical insight into 

the mechanisms involved, and for validating mathematical models. 

His results show that the wetted surface area is rot represented by 

a constant percentage of the combustion bowl surface area, but 

rather depends on the fOllowing parameters: 

i. Nozzle geanetty and direction of spray 

11. SWirl velocity 

ill. Injection timing 

iv. Load 

v. Engine speed 

vi. Physical properties of the fuel (especially density and 

viscosity) • 

In any case, alm::lst all of Mllller's results were well below 40%. It 

is possible that the higher injection pressure in ~urer's result 

a=ted for the increased wetted area. 

In order to ccmpletely characterise the flCM of the film in the 

canbustion chamber, the follCMing parameters need to be detenn1ned; 

i. Surface area of the film patch, 

ii. Velocity of the film, 

ill. Penetration, 
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iv. Film thickness. 

Apart fron the experimental work of Mill.ler discussed above, the 

fluctuation of these variables in the engine with crank position is 

=t docurrented in any literature. Meurer and Urlaub (40, 43) have 

dealt, to a limited extent with the propagation of the film (Fig. 

1.20) along the piston wall. They ooncluded that alth::Jugh their 

experimental weD< on a test rig sh::lw a cushion of vapour fcmning 

between the film and the canbustion chamber walls (ladenfrost 

pherx:men:ln), this can scarcely be expected to occur at the operatin;J 

pressures in aut.arotive operation. As a result, simpler fluid 

mechanics fonnulations can be used to derive equations f= penetration 

and velocity decay. Urlaub' s the=etical studies of film propagation 

are described (34) as based on a simplified friction-heat-mass 

transfer analogy which is more c:c:nm:lI11.y referred to as the Reynolds 

Analogy. The actual equations employed are =t provided, so that it 

is =t possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the model. The 

results are given in terms of mass of fuel evaporated (Fig. 1.21) and 

=t penetration or surface area. The film velocity is assigned a 

constant value once jet impingement has occured, representin;J the mean 

relative velocity between the film and the swirl velocity (Fig. 1.22). 

But, as Klanner (20) has deronstrated, once the film has impinged on 

the wall, it experiences an exponential decay in velocity fron a 

maximum value to a tenninal velocity consistent with a balance of the 

interfacial and wall shear f=ces. It is possible to carry out a 

f=ce balance on a control element of fluid shown in (Fig. 1.23) to 

derive the equation obtained by Klanner for velocity of the film, Uf , 

as: 

(1.1) 

where Ufo is the =zzle exit velocity (i.e. velocity of time t = 0) of 

the film and s the film thickness. By making t approach infinity, it 

becc:mes apparent that the equation is canposed of a decaying c:anponent 

resultin;J fron loss of m:mentum due to friction, and a unifonn 
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OOlllfXJilent representing the effect of swirl. By non-dimensionalising 

eqn. (1.1) in the fonn sOOwn in eqn.(1.2), Klanner was able to shJw 

theoretically, the response of film thickness with time as sOOwn in 

Fig. 1.24. 

Uf - Ufe 
---= exp 
Ufo - Ufe 

(1.2) 

Ufe is the constant terminal. velocity which is given by equation 

(1.3), and illustrated in Figure 1.25, shJwing agreement with the 

m:Jdel results of Meurer and Urlaub in Figure 1.20. 

(1.3) 

The uniform ccmponent represented by equation (1.3) has also been 

investigated by Squire (44) in considering flow visualisation in wind 

tunnels. By assuming unit width (Fig. 1.26) on an element of film, 

Squire shJws that the change in thickness, ds, in time dt is 

represented by the arrount of fluid flowing into the element, less the 

arrount flowing out. Mathematically, this can be expressed as follows: 

as = _! f S U dy _ ~ JS v dy 

at ax t az 0 

(1.4) 

The partial differential equation in (1.4) is non-linear and rx>t 

amenable to an analytical solution. However, by neglecting variables 

that have ccmparatively very low orders of magnitude, Squire (44) 

simplified the equation to give a solution of the following form: 

- =- (1.5) 

Both equations (1.3) and (1.5) assume that flow in the liquid film can 

be considered laminar , despite the air stream boundary layer 

experiencing turbulent flow. In both equations the injected velocity 
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CXlllp,h=nt is much lower than that in wall-wetting engines where film 

flow is turbulent and tmSteady (34). In the case of equation (1. 5), 

the initial velocity is in fact zero (i.e. the film is initially at 

rest before the air stream acts on it). 

It is clear fron the foregoing, that sore siIrplifying assumptions are 

necessary in order to fonnulate a worldng JlDdel f= film propagation. 

Urlaub (34) suggests the following simplifications: 

(i) Unifonn film thickness 

(!i) Unifonn surface temperature 

(!ii) Diminution of the film surface area occurs to an equal extent 

with the O\Terall thinning of the film. In other wxds, the 

surface area of the film halves, due to evaporation, when the 

film thickness has halved. 

The first of these assumptions, trough it greatly simplifies the 

analysis, does not accurately represent obsexved physical phen:mena. 

It has been eapirically de!ronstrated (41,42), and:indeed a siIrple 

continuity oonsideration ~d sOOw, that if the breadth of a liquid 

film increases as it flows, and mass consexvation is asSl.mled, then the 

film tapers at its leading edge. The second assumption is not far 

rem:JVed fron obsexved phen:mena, as wmk on liquid film cooling ( 45) 

has denonstrated that after the initial adjustment in the film 

temperature as it canes in contact with the hot gas stream, and the 

ccmbustion chamber wall, the temperature settles for all practical 

purposes, at a unifonn value. In the evaporation film case, this will 

be the saturation temperature. By making the suggested o=rection to 
the first assumption, the third assumption suggests a film patch 

dIying up on the edges first and IrOI7ing inwards. It is, therefore, a 

reasonable assumption to make. 
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1.4.2 Evaporation of the Film 

Events on the gas-side of the film are llIllCh nore canplex and far less 

understood or touched upoo :In the literature. Apart fron the 

vaporisation of the film, there is also turbulent mixing between the 

air and vapour streams (by boundary layer entra:lnment). There is a 

considerable body of published literature coverin;;J recent developnents 

:In the vaporisation of thin films (Shernbharl<ar and Pai ( 45) , I<arlmy 

(46), Waxner and Emrons (47), Zucrow and Graham (48), Zucrow and 

Sellers ( 49) ) • The techniques that are bein;;J developed provide a 

fairly reliable tool for analysin;;J fuel film evaporation :In the 

en:;J:Ine. Qualitative analyses (34) show remarkable evidence (Fig. 

1.21) that the rate of evaporation plays a major role:ln controllin;;J 

the heat release rate :In wall-wettin;;J en:;J:Ines. lO.anner (42) relates 

the rate of evaporation of the fuel to the rate at which film 

thickness reduces: 

ds 
m" = - Pf -

dt 
(1.6) 

where s is the film thickness. This means that the diminution of the 

film has to be determined prior to the evaluation of evaporation. To 

calculate change :In film thickness with time, lO.anner used an 

exponential decay equation with fuel temperature as the controllin;;J 

parameter: 

(1.7) 

W is the mass transfer coefficient between the film surface and the 

gaseous stream, coxrected to take :Into aOCOlmt a phenc:rnenon known as 

the "block:ing effect" (Marxman (50» whereby the presence of mass 

transfer at the surface leads to a reduction :In the transfer of heat. 

The corrected coefficient is given in tenns of the heat transfer 

coefficient as: 
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(1.8) 

where h' is the heat transfer coefficient, similarly corrected between 

the film and the gaseous stream, Ps the saturation vapour pressure on 

the surface which is assumed to be at the fuel temperature, and P the 

total cylinder pressure. The fuel film temperature, Tf , in equation 

(1.7) is derived by can:ying out an energy balance on the liquid film, 

giving the following differential equation: 

A'lIL 1-Tf/Tcr 0 38 
+ ~) Tf -~ ( )] • 

Rt-.Tf 1-TBP/Tcr 

x exp (- B/Tf) (1.9) 

~ is the heat transfer coefficient between the fuel film and the 

walls of the canbustion chamber. The shortcaning in the foregoing 

analysis appears to be that Klanner only considered 1aminar effects 

rot just within the liquid film (which would be acceptable according 

to Squire's analysis (44» but his method of calculating mass transfer 

between the film and the boundary layer suggests that similar 

treatment is assumed f= the gaseous phase. It is therefore expected 

that equation (1.6) would yield lower rates of evap=ation than those 

expected in the engine. 

Effects of IH.gh B en Ill" 

AI trough the corrections made above to ~ and h refer to laminar 

diffusion whereby high vapour pressure results in an interference 

between heat and mass transfer, an identical phenomerxm :in turbulent 

heat and mass transfer has been identified by Marxman (50), and also 

by Spalding (51). Instead of expressing mass flux from the film 

surface in terms of the familiar expression given below; 
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------ ----- ----- -----

mu = g B (1.16) 

in the presence of a high mass tranfer rate £ran the surface, 

m:xll.ficatien to equaticn (1.16) to accOl.Ult for the effect of reduced 

skin frictien is necessary. This takes the followinlj form: 

Cf mu = g (_) B (1.17) 
Cfo 

where Cf is the resultant skin frictien when mass transfer is high, 

and Cfo is the frictien coefficient in the absence of mass transfer. 

'!his use of frictien reductien to represent a reductien in mass 

transfer is based en ReyIX)lds analogy between heat-mass and friction. 

The factor Cf/Cfo can be srown (Kays and Crawford (52), Lees (53» to 

be given by the following expressien: 

Cf 1n(l+B) 
(1.18) -----

where B is the mass transfer mnnber defined as the ratio of enthalpy 

difference between the bulk air stream, and the liquid surface asSlUlled 

to be at its boiling point, to the enthalpy of vaporisatien of the 

film. The derivation of equatien (1.18) can be better explained, 

analytically, by considering turbulent flow O'Jer a flat plate (this is 

illustrated in Cl1apter 4) together with the analogy between the 

transfer of heat and frictien (Kays (54». SubstitutinJ equation 

(1.18) into equation (1.17) gives an equation similar to that 

developed by Spalding (55): 

mu = g* m(l + B) (1.19) 

where 9* represents the mass transfer conductance which, £ran 

ReyIX)ld's J\nal.ogy, can be given as: 
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h 
g* =-

cp 
(1.20) 

'Ihe mean heat transfer coefficient, h, between the film and the air 

stream is estimated fran the standard correlation for turbulent flow 

over a flat plate (Schlichtlng (56», so that equation (1.20) can be 

given as: 

(1.21) 

and the Nussel t ntmlber, Nul' as: 

Nul' = 0.037 Rel 0.8 ~/3 (1.22) 

A ansl:ai1t velocity based on half the maximum swirl magnitude has been 

used in the literature to evaluate Rel (31). It is, h::Mever, the 

instantaneous difference between air velocity and the velocity on the 

film surface that must be used if a=ate estimation of evaporation 

is to be made. 

'Ihe mass transfer rrumber, B, defined earlier in this section, can be 

formulated so as to include the effects of Ul1lbustion as well as 

conduction fran the piston and flame radiation to the vapourising 

film. Equation (1.23) gives the resulting expression: 

q" + q" 
(roND RAn ) 

g* 
B = ---------------- (1.23) 

'Ihe relative significance of conduction and radiation is m:in:lr 

canpared to convective effects. Radiation contributes an equivalent 

of 20% of the contribution due to convective heat transfer, and 

conductive effects fran the wall are negligible (34). 'Ihe following 

simplified expression has therefore been used in the analysiS of 
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evaporation in wall-wett:inJ engines (31). 

B = ---------- (1.24) 

1.4.3 Combustion 

Combustion in the wall-wett:inJ diesel engine is a combination of 

reaction in the boundaI:y layer, and vapour phase combustion (20,31). 

Initial mixture formation occurs in air layers directly above the 

film, then a therma11l1ixiIYJ motion sets in (20) ~ the less 

dense burning masses on spiral paths towards the centre of the 

combustion chamber. Fresh air is simultaneously displaced towards the 

periphery, providing more oxygen for combustion near the Wall. This 

thermal separation process is gove=ed by a ratio of the density of 

the sunounding charge, and that of the burning mass. '!he centrifugal 

force on packets of burning mass, given by equation (1.25) belOW, 

determines the rate at which these regions are moved towards the axis 

of the combustion chamber: 

(1.25) 

where w is the swirl ~ar velocity, and r the position radius of 

the burning mass under c::oosideration, defined by Urlaub (20) as: 

(1.26) 

where rb is the radius of the combustion chamber, '" the ~ar 
displacement of the burning mass, and!ll the ratio of the sunounding 

charge density to that of the burning mass, Pc/Pb. Equation (1.26) 

describes the path followed by burning mass towards the centre of the 

combustion chamber, thus by implication, it represents the mixing 

length for fuel and air on a large (integral) scale. It is, rowever, 
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the intricate inter-mixing on a molecular scale that is responsible 

for the reactions between fuel and oxidant (Magnussen (57». In 

free jets, and also in multi-hole nozzle diesel engines, 

successful attempts at describing this mixing process exist (7,19), 

and some of the generalised approaches can be adapted to the wall

wetting engine (Plee (58». However, no specific attempt has 

been made in the literature to formulate a model for mixing 

processes in a wall-wetting engine. Figures 1.27 to 1.31 show the 

results of a CDNOlAS model calculation of the turbulence field in a 

spherical combustion chamber of a wall-wetting engine. The regions of 

high turbulence in Fig. 1.27 (marked 'H') represent areas in which 

fuel and air would mix and react favourably, and these correspond to 

areas of high swirl velocities (55). The basis of the mixing 

mechanism in an engine operating the MAN M-System was briefly 

explored by Dent (19), who considered a reaction zone above the 

film surface to separate the fuel and oxidant (Fig. 1.32). The 

rate of combustion was then considered to be controlled by the 

rate at which oxygen is supplied to the reaction zone. Figure 

1.21 shows the result of a calculation for the rate of evaporation 

ca=ied out by Urlaub (34), compared with the heat release diagram 

obtained on a wall-wetting engine. It may be concluded from the 

comparison in Figure 1.21 that sufficient oxidant is available in the 

layers above the fuel film to react with all the evaporated fuel. 

Cbmbustion thus proceeds at a rate proportional to the rate of 

evaporation, as suggested by Urlaub. 

From the observations made in the last paragraph it is apparent that 

combustion in the wall-wetting engine proceeds at a rate controlled by 

the lower flux-between air entrainment and fuel evaporation and 

diffusion - to the reaction zone. Mathematically, this may be 

expressed as follows: 

m" 0<. MIN [m" COMB f' 

m" 
~] 
r 

(1.27) 

where r is the stoichiometric oxidant/fuel ratio. The experimental 
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data depicted in Figure 1.21 suggest that evaporatien rate is slower 

than air flux to the reactien zone. 

Marxman and Gilbert (50,59) have investigated air flux to the reactien 

zone, in a bt.Irn:inJ boundaJ:y layer with mass diffusien fran the wall, a 

phen::rneron very similar to that considered here, and conclude that 

al tha.lgh the mass fracticn of oxidant approaches zero in the vicinity 

of the flame (Fig. 1.33) the gradient of oxygen ccncentratien, 

h::lwever, beccmes very high in the same viCinity. So they suggest 

calculating the transport rate of oxygen into the buJ:n1ng zone using 

the standard transport equatien: 

(1.28) 

A detailed examinatien of air entrainment in the wall regien is 

explored in a subsequent sectien of the present work dealing with the 

mathematical basis for the proposed ccrnbustien nodel. 

1. 5 DISaJSSION OF THE LITERATURE STUDY 

It is clear from the literature surveyed in this chapter that much 

work remains to be a=mplished in order to arrive at a consistent and 

coherent flmdamental method of analysis for wall-wetting diesel 

engines. Most of the literature quoted above set out to investigate 

particular sub-processes within the very complex field of heterogerx:lUS 

combustien in diesel engines, and so do not offer a complete picture 

en which engine development can be based for SOlving some of the 

problems. For example, Urlaub devotes a significant portien of ens of 

his papers (20) to the evaluatien of the effects of swirl and the 

possibility of prescribing an optimal swirl intensity at arr:! engine 

" speed. Muller's work (41), en the other hand deals entirely with the 

behaviour and propagatien of the fuel film en the combustien chamber 

wall using an entirely empirical approach and offering minimum 

analytical soluticns. Other papers have dealt with exhaust emissicns 

(35,38), potential of the engine for high speed applicaticns (30), and 
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varioos other aspects of the enJine. The ooe point that oomes through 

from the literature is the high potential that the wall-wetting enJine 

appears to have for replacing the IDI diesel as a prime mover in 

high speed passenger car engines (58). The reasons for this 

superiority can be attributed to various reasons amongst which the 

following are the most significant (31, 34, 35, 39): 

i. Potential for lower fuel consumption than that obtainable frcm 

IDI diesels. 

ii. Mlch lower enJine noise and rates of pressure rise than in 

typical DI diesels. 

iiL Easily adaptable for multifuel application. 

iv. !Dd fuel injection pressures. 

v. !Dd canpression ratios. 

vi. Reduced canbustion temperatures. 

v. !Dd N:>x emission. 

The high hydrocarbon emissions and exhaust gas oOOur, lxJwever, have 

prevented a wider application of this enJine, in spite of the 

associated advantages outlined above. The need for an improved 

understanding of the formation of pollutant emissions in this type of 

enJine has thus, been clearly identified. 

1.6 OUTLINE OF PRESENT OBJECrrVES 

The present wo:tk aims at providing a feasible and coherent technique 

of formulating the processes of mixture formation in a wall-wetting DI 

diesel enJine mathematically, based on empirical and semi-analytical 

equations. Starting from the impingement of the fuel jet on the 

oombustion chamber wall, a mathematical model will be developed to 

study the interaction between swirl air and the film surface, and the 

nature of combustion, through to the formation of exhaust sect and N:>x 

emissions. Processes outlined above have been made analysable by 

certain simplifying assumptions consistent with observed physical 
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behaviour. These are outlined and given wherever they have been first 

introduced. The developed model will then be incorporated into a 

thermodynamic model developed and reported in an earlier 

publication (8), to sOOw the resulting en:Jine perfonnance. Comparison 

of the data with experimental results will be made and experiments to 

characterise film developments will be undertaken to verify model 

predictions. 
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FIGURE 1.1: DIRECT INJECTION QUIESCENT CHAMBER GENERALLY USED 
IN LARGE :.ENGINES. (16) 
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FIGURE 1.2: QUIESCENT COMBUSTION SYSTEM APPLIED MOSTLY 
TO ENGINES ABOVE 150 mm BORE (16) 
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FIG9RE 1.3: M-SYSTEM SPHERICAL CAVITY PISTON 
(WaU-Wetting) 
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SWIRL (15) 
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FIGURE 1.6: COMPARISON OF SMOKE LEVELS IN VARIOUS ENGINES 
AT, 25 rps (58) 
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FIGURE 1.7: SWIRL GENERATING MASKED VALVE (20) 
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FIGURE 1.8: SCHEMATIC OF ,A HELICAL PORT (16) 
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FIGURE 1.9: DIRECTED PORT DESIGNS (16) 
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FIGURE 1.27: COMPUTED TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY IN 
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FIGURE 1.28: COMPUTED TURBULENCE DIFFUSIVITY. 
HIGH VALUE CONTOURS ARE DENOTED BY 
'H' (58) 



FIGURE 1.29: COMPUTED TURBULENCE MIXING RATE (58) 
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FIGURE 1.30: COMPUTED VELOCITY FLOW-FIELD SHOWING 
RADIAL AND AXIAL VELOCITIES (58) 



FIGURE 1.31: COMPUTED VELOCITY FLOW-FIELD SHOWING SWIRL 
STRUCTURE, LOW VALUE CONTOURS ARE NEAR THE 
BOWL AXIS (58) 
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0JAPl'ER 2 

J\SPa;r.:; OF EXISTDG MDEL 

2.1 INI'RODUCrION 

Originally it was intended to develop a single pLogram to cater f= 

both swirl assisted and quiescent type engines, oowever, two programs 

have developed dealing with the two engine types separately. The two 

programs have developed from a common source, and so exhibit a number 

of similarities between them. 

In this chapter a general description of the two programs as updated 

and reported by Kyriakides et al (8) is given. Points of weakness in 

the design of some of the routines are raised and in the last 

section of the chapter, modifications made by the present autOOr to 
remedy these weaknesses are discussed. It must be pointed out here 

that most of these weaknesses do rot refer so much to the accuracy in 

the representation of the physical pherxlmena involved as to the 

general convenience of applying the model to a diverse set of 

conditions. A typical example, which will be discussed in detail at a 

latter stage, has been to replace all references in the program to a 

commercial package available on the university mainframe, f= solving 

systems of linear equations, with a Gaussian elimination routine. 

This was considered desirable as it removed the restriction imposed on 

the user; of having access to an identical commercial package, in 

order to successfully implement the program on a microcomputer. This 

and many other modifications will be discussed in some detail and, 

wherever possible results of comparisons between the various 

modifications and their corresponding original alg=i thms will be 

presented in graphical form. 

Similarity between the two programs has meant that only a detailed 

description of the quiescent model is sufficient. Hence under the 

heading for the swirl model, only differences between the two models 
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are highlighted, and a detailed des=iption of the extra features is 

provided. 

2.2 THE OOIESCENT El'GINE M:lDEL 

The objective in developing the quiescent model was des=ibed by Dent 

and Mehta (6) as being the "accurate performance prediction over the 

full load range of an engine •.. with economic use of computer time". 

'lb achieve this goal, the govenrlng conservation equations were 

simplified by making use of similarity p=files f= velocity and 

scalar quantities, and an empirical function employed to des=ibe the 

distribution of fuel droplets in the spray. A simple chemically 

reacting system was also assumed in which the reactants were only 

allowed to combine in stoichiometric proportions. The the=etical and 

conceptual basis of the model is outlined in reference (6) in a fairly 

detailed but concise form. 

A comprehensive listing of the computer code f= the early version of 

the simulation program, is given in reference (60). The model has the 

capability to predict the effect of engine speed, load, injection 

timing, and boost pressure when the load conditions, including the 

level of exhaust gas recirculation, are specified and the following 

input parameters supplied; 

(1) Engine specifications: 

- stroke 

- 00re 

- cc:rrpression ratio 

- connecting rod length 

- geanetrical description of the cylinder IxMl 

- inject= nozzle dimensions 

- valve timing. 

(2) Discretised fuel injection pressure diagram (alternatively a 

trapezoidal shape could be assumed). 
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The model only simulates events during the closed period of the 

engine cycle (Le. from inlet valve closure to exhaust valve opening) 

and yields instantaneous values for the following' variables at each 

crank angle, for presentation in graphical form: 

(1) Cylinder pressure (Pa ) 

(2) Temperature in the burning zone (Tj ) 

(3) Mean charge temperature (Tch) 

(4) Curm..Ilative quantity of fuel injected 

(5) The following fuel mass fractions: 

- evaporated 

- burned 

( 6 ) Heat flux fron the charge to the cylinder walls 

(7) Rate of air entrainment into the jet or burning zone 

(8) Heat release rate 

(9) Net soot formed (Le. formed less oxidised) and the oxidation 

rate 

(10) E'quilibrium concentration of canbustion product species 

(11) Concentration of N)x' based on chemical rate kinetics. 

The quantity of fuel injected, and fuel mass fractions are integrated 

0<Jer the whole closed period in order to compare the results with the 

experimentally obtained total quantity of fuel injected. Similar 

integrations are also carried out for the exhaust emissions (soot and 

N)x)' so that at exhaust valve opening the values are corrected to NTP 

and displayed as the level of engine emissions in the exhaust. 

A brief outline flow-chart of the model is given in Figure 2.1 to 

illustrate the sequence of operations and their inter-relations. 

Details of the swirl model are also included on the same figure, shown 

in dashed enclosing boxes. 

In the following sections, the computational methodology employed in 

the model to calculate pressure, temperature and volumes of the 

burning region will be addressed :in some detail. The contents of the 
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cylinder are divided into two conceptual regions referred to as the 

surrounding air, and the burnirYJ zone (Fig. 2.2). Du:rin;J injection, 

the burnirYJ zone is considered to be spatially distributed around the 

fuel spray while the remainder of the air in the cylinder constitues 

the surroundin;;J zone. After the end of injection, the spatial 

distribution of either zone is not explicitly defined, although it is 

recognised that thermodynamic conservation laws may be applied to !xJth 

regions to determine their respective temperatures, volumes, and the 

total pressure in the cylinder. Energy balancing has been applied to 

the two regions by simultaneously solving the n:n-flow energy 

equation, (two equations - one f= each of the zones), and the semi

perfect equation of state (arx>ther two equations). 'Ihe equations 

involved are described in the fOllowing paragraphs. 

2.2.1 Non-flC7N Energy Fguation 

Fquation (2.1) represents the non-flow energy equation as applied to 

the two hypothetical =nes, taking into a=unt the various 

constituents =tained within each volume. 

(2.1) 

'Ihe first two terms on the left represent the change in internal 

energy of the cylinder charge. 'Ihe incremental loss of heat from the 

region is represented by dOr" and r;xN represents the woJ:k done by the 

charge on its surroundings. 'Ihe extra term, drnf.lb only applies to 

the burnirYJ Z9fl9 and represents the chemical heat released due to the 

oombustion of a fixed mass of fuel, drnf , having a calorific value lb. 

2.2.2 Fguation of state 

'Ihe semi-perfect equation of state in differential form can· be 

expressed as follows: 

(2.2) 
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where mi represents the mass of component i .in the zone under 

consideration. The assumption of a simple chemically reacting system 

implies that only three components are identified.in either zone: 

Fuel vapour, air and combustion products. Ri is the specific gas 

constant f= the respective component. 

2.2.3 Energy Balance 

The f= equations derived from equations (2.1) and (2.2) constitute a 

linear system which must be solved simultaneously. The equations, 

which have been outlined .in detail by Mehta (2), can be shown to have 

the following general fonn: 

All dTj + PdVj + 0 + 0 = Bl 

~l dl'j - PdVj - VjdP + 0 = ~ 

o - PdVj - 0 + Ma c;, dl' = ~ 

o + dVj - dP + dT 
V P T 

To :render the equations amenable to solution by numerical techniques, 

they are presented .in matrix fo:rm as follows: 

All P 0 0 dl'j Bl 

~l -P -Vj 0 dVj = ~ • (2.3) 
0 -P 0 Mac;, dP ~ 

0 1 -1 1 dT B4 
V P T 

The Crout reduction method (61) was orig.inally employed to solve the 

equations to yield the following values: ir=ement.in the temperature 
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of the burn:in.;J zone (dl' j ); incranent in the volume of the burn:in.;J mass 

(dV j ); and .increments in total cylinder pressure (dP) and the 

temperature of the 'surrounding zone' (dl'). The m:ldified Euler's 

matOOd is used to integrate these quantities over the closed period of 

the engine, fron inlet valve closure to exhaust valve opening. 

2.2.4 Spray O1araateristics 

The injected fuel spray is dealt with in ~ sections representing the 

free jet portion, and the impinged region close to the piston walls 

(Fig. 2.3). In each of these regions similarity profiles f= the 

distribution of velocity and mass ooncentration lTUlSt be defined in 

=der to describe the process of fuel-air mixing. 

i. Free Jet Region 

The profiles of velocity and mass ooncentration in a circular two

phase jet anerging fron a nozzle with a unifonn velocity, into a 

stagnant fluid, are given by Abrarrovich (62) by the follCMing 

equations: 

Velocity profile : (2.4) 

Concentration profile : ~ = 1 _ Y 1.5 cm p 
(2.5) 

where U is the local velocity at the nonnalised radius Yp (= Y/r j) and 

~ is the jet centreline velOCity. C is the local fuel mass fraction 

and cm the mass fraction at the jet centre-line. The radial growth of 

the jet with penetration is given by equation (2.6) which is also 

based on the results of Abranovich: 

drj 
- = 0.11 
dx 

(2.6) 
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To determine the distribution of fuel droplet sizes in the spray, the 

representation of the fuel spray into conceptual sectors needs to be 

considered. In order to simplify the canplexity of the ~phase jet 

so that the phenanenologiCal approach may be realistically applied, 

the structure of the fuel spray was divided into eleven radial sectors 

as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The radial positions of each of the 

sectors was chosen so as to correspond with Simmon's (53) 

correlation for droplet size distribution. The currr-ulative 
~ 

volume fraction of injected fuel, having a normalised droplet 

diameter of Di (defined belOW) or higher, is given bY Simmons as: 

(2.7) 

where Vcf = cumulative volume fraction of injected fuel constituted bY 
droplets greater and equal to Di • 

~ 
Di = SMD 

~ = droplet diameter in class i (as defined below) 

SMD = Sauter mean diameter 

Equation (2.7) .is valid in the range 0.082 < Di < 3. Mehta (2) 

assumed eleven classes of droplet diameters to exist in this range, 

with the laxgest droplets on the jet axis and the smallest at its 

edge. The ccmputed radial positions of these classes correspond to 

the radial positions of the sectors in the spray rn:Jdel. Entrained air 

is then distributed througrout the sectors according to the similarity 

profile given bY equation (2.5). Hence, each sector contains a 

nono-disperse fuel spray with droplets of a uniform diameter. 

The SMD is calculated fron the following relationship based on the 

experimental results of Knight (54): 
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(2.8) 

where Vf is the kinematic vis=sity of the fuel, .<!iP the pressure drop 

across the injector rozzle =ifice, and Cl the volumetric fuel flow 

rate. 

It is widely 1=:Mn, fron exper;!mental evidence, that mass flow-rate in 

the jet increases as one traverses in the downstream direction. This 

is because the jet entrains large8rrounts of the =ding fluid as 

it spreads (see Figure 2.4). This constitutes the rrost significant 

integral scale mixing mechanism in quiescent chamber diesel engines. 

The entrainment rate in the m::x'lel is calculated fron the expression of 

Ricou and Spalding (65) given as: 

In + 1T1~ 
aE --"]; = 0.32 ~ 

l11t %' 
(2.9) 

where nas and IIf are mass flow rates of air entrained and fuel 

injected in the time it takes the jet to penetrate to a distance x. 

%' is the equivalent jet diameter defined by: 

%' 
p. 

= % ("":)1/2 
Pa 

where % is the rozzle orifice diameter. 

(2.10) 

The methods used in the =iginal model to account f= the effect of 

canbustion on velocity and scalar quanti ti ty similarity profiles and 

to redistribute droplet sizes on evaporation are discussed in detail 

in references (2) and (6). The modified approach is discussed in 

detail in Section 2.4.9. 

ii. Wall Jet Structure 

The quasi-steady analysis for wall-jet flOW, neglecting the effects of 

wall friction, is described by Rajaratnam (66) and schematically 
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illustrated in Figure 2.3. The onset of :inq;lingement in the engine is 

determined fron simple geanetric oonsiderations of the piston bc:M1 and 

the jet penetration, based on the equations PIOVided by Giralt et al 

(67). Description of scalar quantity profiles in the wall-jet are 

based on the assumption that eqUations (2.4) and (2.5) hold over the 

cross-section of the wall-jet by letting the wall correspond to the 

axis of an equivalent free-jet. Variation of maximum velocity in the 

wall-jet is given (66) by the following equation: 

(2.11) 

where Xw is the wall-jet penetration, obtained by integrating 

equation. (2.11) with respect to time yielding: 

xw = (2.06 Uo db't)1/2 + C (2.12) 

Entrainment of air into the wall-jet is calculated fron the following 

equation of Harte1 (68): 

aaw + ~ = 0.865 XW 
~ db' 

(2.13) 

Thepossibility of interference between adjacent wall-jets when long 

injection durations are involved, is a=ted f= by assuming 

entrainment into the wall-jet to be negligible when interference 

occurs. 

2.2.5 Turbulent Mixing 

At the end of injection, the sb:ucture of the jet starts to 

disintegrate, and air entrainment as computed from equations (2.9) and 

(2.13) is IX) longer valid. By assuming the idea of an idealised 

turbulent mixer after Corrsin (69), Dent (19) postulates that the 

transp=t processes by which available air continues to be drawn into 

the jet plume are described by turbulent mixing which is controlled by 

the kinetic energy input into the flow. This idea is developed to 
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provide the dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy from which 

the governing equations for mixing rate are determined. As the mixing 

process in reacting media takes place on a molecular level (57), 

Kolmogorov microscales of turbulence are employed. The length, time, 

and velocity scales are def:lned in terms of the dissipation rate of 

turbulence (E), and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (V), by the 

fOllowinJ relationships (70): 

i. Length scale, 1/= (V3 /E)1/4 

ti. Time scale, 7= (VIE)1/2 

tii. Velocity scale, U =1/ It = (V E)1/4 

The dissipation rate of turbu1ence (E) is def:lned, after Corrsin, as 

follows: 

E ='Y. [Specific rate of energy input to the flCM] 

where 'Y is a constant representin] the fraction of the input energy 

that is directly involved in the dissipations of turbu1ence. Dent 

(19) has derived an expression for & in quiescent diesel engines in 

tenns of injection variables and engine speed by the expression: 

N Vf 
E= C (_)3 ( __ )2 

gip nd.a2 
(2.14) 

where N is the engine speed, gip is the injection period in degrees 

crank angle, Vf the fuel volumetric delivery rate per stroke of the 

injection pump. n is the number of roles in the injector nozzle, each 

with a diameter %, and C is a kI'nm constant. 

For large scale eddy structure, the mixing time, 7, is characte1't&ed 

by: 
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r= (2.15) 

where the length scale L, is taken to be the nozzle orifice equivalent 

diameter, Cb'. By mass conservation considerations, Dent and Mehta 

(6) show that the rate of mass transfer of air into the jet plume is 

given by: 

(2.16) 

where ma is the mass of air available in the surroundings, for 

entrainment. The constant Cl was evaluated by equating the mean 

entrainment rate during injection with the right hand side of 

equation (2.16). 

2.2.6 Exhaust Stroke M::ldelling 

The modelling of exhaust emissions in the model is discussed in detail 

by Kyriakides et al (8) and only a brief overview is outlined here. 

The model adopts the soot formation mechanism postulated by Tesner 

et al (71), with the eddy dissipation ocncept developed by Magnussen 

(57) to describe soot formation and oxidation in turbulent flames. 

Tesner et al postulated that soot formation occurs in three separate 

stages, viz; spontaneous formation of radical nuclei - which are the 

pre-cursors of soot formation, the formation of soot particles around 

the nuclei, and the destruction of the nuclei. Formation of radical 

nuclei was given by the follCMing expression: 

dn 
-- = % + (f - g)n - gcJiN (particles/m3/s) 
dt 

where % represents spontaneous rate for the formation of radical 

nuClei, defined by the following equation: 

(2.17) 

% = Ao Cfu exp (- :T) (particles/m3/s) (2.18) 
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Cfu is the time mean concentration of fuel in the burning zone, in 

kg/m3 • The term -gcf1N in equation (2.17) represents the rate of 

destruction of active particles on the surface of soot particles wixlse 

concentration, N, is derived fron the following formation equation: 

dN 
= (a - bN)n (2.19) 

dt 

A similar term f= the destruction of active particles also appears 

here, although the coefficient b is of the =der of a hundred times 

(10-13 ) larger than go (10-15 ). The mean rate of radical nuclei 

COlIbustion is adapted fron Magnussen (57) and modified by Mehta (2) to 

a=t for the effects of instantaneous variation of C1nin, and Cfu 

to give 

dn C1nin 
-- = - ltrr* 1/1 n --
dt Cfu 

(2.20) 

which can be canpared with the =iginal expression: 

dn 
--=-rn 1/1 
dt 1-r*1/I 

n 

~ 
(2.21) 

Where m represents the transfer rate of mass between the fine 

structure of turbulence, and the bulk fluid. It is defined, for 

nearly isotropic turbulence, as: 

m = 23.6 
PE 3/4 
(~) (2.22) 

where P is the kinematic vis=si ty, E the rate of dissipation of 

turbulence kinetic energy, and k the turbulence kinetic energy. 

Metoods of calculating k and E utilised in the model are outlined in 

detail by Kyriakides et a!. 
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The possible cause for the departure between equations (2.20) and 

(2.21) is that the m::x'lel uses instantaneous quantities for 

cxmcentrations Cfu and cmm. This :implies that tc:Mards the end of 

canbustion the tenn r*l/J approaches unity, and also Cfu approaches 

zero, making equation (2.21) indete:cninate. The conditions under 

which these turbulence parameters were fornu.Il.ated, however, :implied 

the use of the time mean value of cxmcentration (72) , expressed 

mathematically as: 

1 
C=

T 
(2.23) 

This is because, in the analysis of turbulence, time averaging is used 

to treat statistically steady flcms (e.g. bunsen flames), while 

periodic flcms (e.g. inte=al canbustion engines) are treated using 

ensemble averaging. Instantaneous values canputed in the m::x'lel at 

each crank angle can be canpared to the ensemble averaged value at the 

same crank position, hence equation (2.20) is used in the existing 

m::x'lel. 

The rate of oxidation of soot particles during ccmbustion was 

developed around the kinetically =ntrolled mechanisms proposed by Lee 

et al (73) for laminar diffusion flames and m:xlified (6) to include 

effects of turbulence to give the following expression: 

dN 6.51 Po:l 
-- = - Nr*l/Jexp [-_E] (PartiCles/m3/s) 

s dg Tl/2 RT 
(2.24) 

dt 

where P02 is the partial pressure of oxygen, and T the absolute 

temperature of the burning zone. r* is the mass fraction occupied by 

five structures, and l/J the fraction of fine structures reacting. 

2.2.7 MOdelling for NOx Emissions 

The fcmnation of NO in engines has long been identified to be a non-
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equilibrium process. Fairly accurate results have been obtained by 

many researchers by assum:in;J that it is controlled by the Zel 'dovich 

mechanism. This is represented by the following tw:> equations: 

(a) N2+0~N)+N 

(b) Oz + N~ N) + 0 
(2.25) 

with equatien (a) as the rate determining step. The mechanism is 

highly dependent en temperature and cnly linearly dependent en the 

=ncentratien of oxygen atans. Consequently, N:>x emissions are 

largely produced early in CCflIbustien when both oxygen ooncentratien 

and temperaature are high. 'As a result, mR is a very effective 

method of reducing N)x emissicns due to a reductien in temperature and 

the available oxygen. The conceptual sectorisatien of the spray 

illustrated in Figure 2.4 allows the formatien of emissions (N)x and 

Stroke) to be related to the =ncentratien similarity profile, and also 

to the rate of air entrainment which detenn1nes the availability of 

air in each sector. Both emissicns subroutines are designed so that 

they can either be called in each sector (cnly dur:ing injectien), 

using local variables as input, er called cnly once at each crank 

positien using global values as input. 

Two asstmlPtions are made in order to a=ive at an approx:imate rate 

equatien for the rate of the kinetic mechanism: 

i. The C-o-H system is in equilibrium and is oX affected by 

dissociaticns of N2. 

ii. N atans are assuned to change =ncentratien by a quasi-steady 

process. 

With these tw:> asSUlTg;ltions, it can be sln-In (8) that the formatien 

rate for N) is given by: 
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where K = Rl~ 

Rl = kl [Nleq • [ooleq 

~ = ~ [Nleq • [0:21eq 

(2.26) 

kl and ~ represent the fornard rate constants for reactions (a) and 

(b) respetivel.y, in expression (2.25), and <xis the ratio of 00 

ooncentration to its equil.ibrium ooncentration at the same terrperature 

and pressure. Square brackets indicate the IIIOl.ar ooncentration of the 

species encl.osed, and when subscripted by eq, refer to the equil.ibrium 

ooncentration of the same species. 

'!he method described by Kyriakides et al. for eval.uat!ng equil.ibrium 

ooncentrations in the cyl.inder at every crank angl.e, is based on a 

partial. equil.ibrium technique, in which onl.y atan-mass bal.ances of 

Nitrogen and Oxygen are considered (i.e. for the foll.CMi.ng species: 

N2 , 0, 00, N and 02). '!he iterative al.gorithm adopted to sol.ve for 

these canponents was ccmputational.l.y inefficient with the resul.t that 

to achieve convergence, CPU time much in excess of that util.ised for 

al.l the other ccmputations in the program, was required. A different 

procedure based on a total. equil.ibrium consideration has been 

incorporated instead. Details of the technique are given in a 

subsequent section of this chapter. 

2.3 THE SWIRL EN3INE MJDEL 

'!he structure of the swirl. IIIOdel. is simil.ar to that described for the 

quiescent engine. The presence of significant air rrovement, however, 

means that the following features require IIIOdification in order for 

the effects of swirl. to be incorporated: 
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a. Free jet trajec:tmy 

b. Wall-jet flow 

c. Air entrainment function 

d. Turbulent mixing rate 

The predictions f= soot and IDx are effected with the same equations 

utilised f= the quiescent nodel, with changes made to the turbulence 

characterisin;;J parameters in equations (2.21) and (2.24). In =der 

f= these m:xlifications to be in1;>lemented, it is necessmy to 

in=porate a routine for canputin;;J swirl. 

2.3.1 Generation of Swirl 

The llDdel does not canpute the formation of swirl durin;;J the induction 

stroke since, as earlier mentioned, only events durin;;J the closed 

period are oansidered. However, fron a given value of swirl ratio at 

inlet valve closure, the nodel canputes the intensity of swirl at 

every crank angle tmtil exhaust valve opening. 

The intensification of swirl IlOtion in the llDdel is based on the work 

of Dent and Derham (74). By applying the principle of oansBJ:Vation of 

angular m::men:tum to the cylinder contents fron inlet valve closure, 

swirl intensity at any crank angle durin;;J canpression is obtained. 

Neglectin;;J frictional effects on the walls, and assuming solid body 

swirl results in the followin;;J expreSSion f= oansBJ:Vation of angular 

rranentum: 

(2.27) 

where lc and Wc are the rranent of inertia and the angular velocity, 

respectively, durin;;J ccmpression. For a deep bowl cylindrical chamber 

of diameter CIa in an engine with a bore B, Dent and Derham have 

dem:lnst:rated that the rranent of inertia of cylinder contents is given 

by: 
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[

1l"B4 • £(9) + d~] 
Int. 16 VB 4 

I = -. (2.28) 

2 [1l"B2. j,(9) + 1 ] 

4 VB 

where lilt; is the trapped air mass in the cylinder, and'£ (9) the 

instantaneous stroke. The volume VB refers to the bowl. The m::ment 

of inertia during the induction period can be approx:iJnated (74) by: 

lilt; B2 
I = - (-) 

2 2 

Hence the angular velocity of the cylinder charge is given by: 

(2.29) 

WO(1l"B2f,( 9) + V) 
W = "" (2.30) 

1l"B2.f,(9) + V.(dB/B)2 
4-

By specifying the swirl intensity at the closure of the inlet valve, 

Wo' the instantaneous swirl at any angle during c:arq;>reSsion, can tlrus 

be ccmputed. The assumption of solid body rotation results in the 

following expression for the tangential veloctiy at the walls of the 

canbustion chamber: 

(2.31) 

where rB is the radius of the canbustion bowl. ~s method of 

calculating angular velocity assumes that swirl increases uniformly 

througOOut the cylinder, during CXlltpression. HcMever, the angular 

velocity in the cylinder will be higher iIT'4;Q~ central zone (Fig. 2.5) 

directly above the canbustion bowl, than in ~ annular space (20). 

~s effect results fron the fact that the radial air l1l)tion (squish) 

illustrated in the work of Dent and Derham (74) causes air packets to 

be transported to the central zone, increasing the angular m::mentum 

there. A different approach, based on the work of Urlaub (20), has 

been adapted in the prop::>sOO wall-wetting engine l1l)del to account for 

this effect. The simplifying assumptions of solid body swirl and 

=nservation of angular m::mentum have been maintained. 
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2.3.2 Free Jet Trajectory 

The trajectmy of a jet issuing into a cross-flow has 

:Investigated experimentally and analytically by S:!nnarron et al 

been 

(75). 

Their analytical approach is based on COIlSeJ:Vation equations applied 

to the jet as well as the air, to yield equations for the following 

variables. 

1. Decay of axial velocity with penetration (~ in Figure 2.6) 

ii. Jet radial growth (b in Figure 2.6) 

iii. Deflection of the jet due to entrainment of fltrld with a 

CXlllpansnt of m:::mentum nonnal to the initial jet spray direction 

(9) 

iv. Fuel mass concentration at the jet axis, and its variation with 

penetration. 

The algebraic fonn of these equations are outlined in section 2.4.8 

when discussing rrodifications made by the author. The equations are 

integrated along the length of the jet, so that it is necessary to 

detenn1ne the penetration prior to carrying out the- integration. This 

is calculated fron the empirical correlation of Chiu et al (18) given 

below: 

where ~ = Penetration in the presence of swirl 

J a = Cross swirl m:::mentum 

J f = M3nentum of the fuel spray 

X = Penetration in the absence of swirl. 
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Al.so derived frcrn the wo:rk of S:!nnarran et al is the expression f= the 

rate of air entrainment :into the jet, given by: 

(2.33) 

where subscript rn refers to values on the axis of the jet, t to the 

tangential coufX),llent of velocity, and n to the rormal canponent. The 

E!Ililirica1 constants a and A are assigned the values of 0.035 and 0.05 

respectively by S:!nnarran et al. 

In order to derive all the dimensions of the jet f:ron the equations of 

S:!nnarran et aI, it is necessary to solve simultaneously four 

. differential equations representing oonsemration of mass (two 

equations) , and the conservation of m::mentum (arother two equations). 

To avoid solving the wtx>le system of equations, radial growth of the 

jet was asstmled to follow the steady state equation of Abrarrovich (62) 

given :in equation (2.6), ITOdified acc:ord:inJ to Mler and Baron (76) 

as: 

(2.34) 

where Llum is the excess centreline velocity (Urn - Ut), and Ut the 

tangential canponent of air velocity. 

steady state similarity profiles are also asstmled for the distribution 

of fuel mass fraction, :in line with other wo:rkers (18, 75, Mler and 

Lyn (77). 
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2.3.3 Effect of Wall Impingement 

A nodel of the wall-jet structure, based on the work of Spalding (51) 

and also that of Escudier and Nicoll (78) is used to characterise 

penetration along the piston wall, and air entraiI1ment into the 

impinged portion. Details of the analytical basis are discussed in 

reference (8). Inherent in this treabnent of the wall-jet is the 

assumption that the fuel jet may be treated as a gaseous jet, and air 

entraiI1ment is then canputed using the following equation fr:an 

Escudier and Nicoll: 

(2.35) 

which has units of mass flux (kg/m2.s). ZE is the velocity 

profile shape parameter defined (78) as the ratio of the law of the 

wall velocity at the outer edge of the boundazy layer, to the bulk gas 

velocity. This may be expressed algebraically as: 

if 
ZE =-

UG Y =0 
(2.36) 

where U+ is the expression for the law of the wall velocity which will 

be discussed in detail in Olapter 4. The method used in the nodel to 

evaluate ZE is outlined by Kyriakides et al. 

The resulting entrainment level is obtained by adding the free jet to 

the wall jet c:arp:ll'lerlt. 

2.3.4 Tutbulent Mixing 

The resultant mixing time in swirl engines combines the component due 

toinjection with that due to air swirl so as to give the mixing rate 

as (7): 

(2.37) 
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where the mixing rate, R, is defined by the reciprocal of mixing time. 

Equation (2.14), which has been used to derive the turbulence energy 

dissipation rate ;in the quiescent model, describes the ttilipJilel'lt due 

to the injection process. In the swirl model, it is necessary to 

include the effect of air IrOtion on the level. of turbulence, and hence 

equation (2.38), based on the work of Dent et a1 (7), is used to 

determine the swirl canponent for the dissipation rate. 

E = --=0--32 
(2.38) 

Once the mixing time has been evaluated using the relation given under 

section 2.2.5 and equation (2.37), the rate of fuel-air mixing is then 

calculated fran the same expression as used in the quiescent model, 

i.e. equation (2.16). 

2.4 MJDIFlCATIONS MADE TO THE o::M3USTION M:lDEL BY THE PRESENT AUIHOR 

By taking advantage of the similarities between the two programs 

discussed above, once again it is only necessary to describe ;in detail 

the c:han;es made to only one program, it being unders1xx:ld that similar 

changes have been effected in the other version wherever 

appropriate. The swirl engine model has been chosen for detailed 

descrition as it includes most of the features of the quiescent 

mode1.The following is a list of all the changes made to the swirl 

engine model, which will be discussed ;in the paragraphs that follow: 

i. :rt=poration of an 'IntroductoJ:y Front-End' and associated 

routines. 

il. Inocrporation of a new routine for the characterisation of 

piston bowl geanetry. 

ili. Use of Gaussian Elimination instead of a 'NAG' Library Routine. 

iv. New Algorithm for evaluating the equilibrium composition of 
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exhaust products. 

v. Re-casting of the ID kinetic rate equation. 

vi. Re-wri t:lng soot fonnation routine. 

vii. Replacin] soot oxidation routine with one that a=ts for 

oxidation due to the OH-radical. in fuel-rich regions. 

viii. New iterative routine, based an the assumption of Lewis number 

equal to unity, so that the mass transfer numbers I\n and Br! 
should be equal. 

;Ix. Dispensin] with the use of an exper.imental injection pressure 

diagram in favour of a sinusoidal fuel delivery rate. 

x. Development of an Exhaust/Induction routine. 

xi. Replacement of vectorised solution of Sinnamon's equation with 

an algebraic routine based on the solution of the cx:mplete set 

of equations. 

xii. Redefinition of fuel spray dispersion. 

The other significant change, which may I'X)t require separate 

categorisation, but nevertheless havin] a profotmd. influence on the 
. ~ 

behaviour of the model, is the adoption of a oons~t time step rather 

than one that is determined by the chosen engine speed. 

2.4.1 Introductory Front-End 

'-
In order to make the program easily accessible and 'user-friendly', an 

introductory front-end has been incorporated. This S&veS the 

purposes of assisting the user to create the required input data files 

in the right format, and also to be able to change run-conditions 
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rapidly and cxmveniently. Once the files have been created, 

subsequent runs of the program are achieved simply by calling the 

relevant data files. This is a maj= change from the old versions of 

the program in which the data (engine dimensions mostly) were 

:inccu:p:u:ated in the coding of the program. To model a different 

engine, therefore, necessistated some re-programming. A sample 

terminal dialogue, illustrating the w=king of this routine, has been 

incorporated in Section 6.4.1. 

2.4.2 Determination of Piston Bowl Geometry 

Although the nature of the model renders it less sensitive to piston 

rowl geometry, certain aspects of the geometry have a very significant 

and OC>ticeable effect. The rowl diameter, f= example, determines the 

swirl intensity in the vicinity of TDC, which in turn affects the 

mechanism of mixing, a process central to the operation of a diesel 

engine. Bowl depth, on the other hand has an effect on entrainment in 

that it determines the impingement of the jet, which is associated 

with reduced air entrainment - another form of mixing. The method 

used to specify rowl geometry (surface area and volume) required 

considerable input data, and was specific to a partiCUlar piston rowl 

shape. This, obviously, limits the effectiveness of the model in that 

it becomes less versatile. A generalised approach has been developed 

and incorporated into the model. This requires only 6 dimensions (see 

Figure 2.7) to characterise any combustion rowl shape. Details of the 

method used are given in Appendix B. 

2.4.3 Cllanges in Numerical Teohniques 

It was demonstrated in section 2.2.3 that the governing equations f= 

the energy balance of cylinder contents can be presented in a matrix 

form, which is then solved using the Crout Reduction method. A 'NAG' 

package on the university mainframe was used to achieve this. 

However, as the system of equations is very small (four equations), 

there is no loss in computing time if a direct method, such as 
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Gaussian elimination is employed. In fact, for systems of equations 

less than ten, it is recommended practice (61) to use the direct 

approach. A Gaussian elimination routine has thus been incorporated 

in the program, dispensing with the need to invoke the 'NAG' library. 

Due to the simplicity of the system involved, no observable gains in 

numerical a=acy = losses in computational time are noticed when 

the above modification is implemented. The advantage in using the new 

routine is that it makes the whole program "self-contained". As 

mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, this removes the need 

for the user to have access to an appropriate 'NAG' package to be able 

to successfully implement the model on a micro-computer. 

A rapidly converging iteration routine useful in the solution of 

equations of the form x = f(x), has been incorporated. Steffens 

algorithm (given in detail in reference (61», which has quadratic 

convergence, is used to obtain values of mass transfer I.n1der the 

assumption of Lewis number equal to unity. A detailed discussion of 

the equation iterated in the model, will be outlined in Olapter 4. In 

Figure 2.8 the value of B as calculated from the new technique is 

illustrated. 

2.4.4 E'guilibrium Composition of Combustion Products 

By assuming that the canbustion reaction can be approximated by the 

following chemical reaction; 

~ Hm + Air- H + 0 + N + H2 + OH + m + NO + Oz + mz + N2 (2.39) 

a new algorithm has been developed (Appendix A) which converges 

rapidly by making use of the Newton-Raphson iterative technique f= 

systems of non-linear equations. 

The two techniques, as can be expected, yield different results with 
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the new procedure converging much faster than that used by Kyriakides 

et al. A further improvement was the use of a fixed mass (12, 13, 

Shahed et al (79» to define VIY the required volume in the rate 

kinetic equation instead of Vj derived from energy balance 

calculations. This is because Vj contains unburnt vapour and air 

beside combustion products, whereas Vb represents a volume of 

combustion products resulting from complete combustion of a fixed mass 

of fuel. 

The modification to the NJ kinetic rate equation involves the use of 

NJ mass fractions rather than concentration (kg/m3) as is the case in 

equation (2.26). The reason for this is that the rate of change of V 

in equation (2.26) cannot be defined analytically, and the metood used 

to evaluate it (from the energy balance matrix) causes instabilities 

when charge temperatures beoome tco high. The rate equation can be 

expressed in terms of mass fractions of NJ by the equation below 

(Ferguson (80»: 

= 60 (l-c?-) 
P 

where XNJ = NJ mass fraction 

P = Clange density 

a = Xr-ofXNJ eq. 

RI and K retain the same definitions as in equation (2.26). 

2.4.5 M::xllfications to the Scot M:ldel 

(2.40) 

AI though there have been some changes made to the scot formation 

routine, these have basically been a re-casting of the equations of 
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Tesner et al (71) with the turbulence considerations of Magnussen (57) 

taken into a=unt. So the discussion given earlier in 2.2.6 is valid 

under the present modifications. The major changes have dealt with 

the oxidation routine. It is a generally held view, acoording to 

Appleton (81), that the Nagle and Strickland-constable model (82) 

provides the best method for estimatin;J soot oxidation in combustion 

systems. However, acoording to a study by Neoh et al (83), this same 

model has been found to under-estimate oxidation rates in fuel-rich 

zones or near stoichiometric conditions. To counter this under

estimation, Ahmad, Plee and Myers (84) have included an extra term to 

a=unt for oxidation due to the OH-radical, as suggested by Fenimore 

and Jones (85). Hence they express the rate of soot oxidation by the 

following equation: 

dmg 60 
dt =-0· 

Is 

ffig 
(-) [m"02 + m"OH] 
dg 

(2.41) 

where nI'02 is the reaction rate on soot surfaces due to oxygen (in 

g/cm2.s), and nI'OH a similar rate due to the OH radical. The 

calculation of nI'02 is based on the Nagle and Strlckland-Cl:lnst:able 

model, expressed as follows: 

(2.42) 

ka = 20. exp( - 30 OOO/RT) (g/c;m2 .s.Atm) 

~ = 21.3 exp(4 1oo/RT) 

kb = 4.46 x 10-3 exp (-15 2oo/RT) (g/an2 .s.Atm) 

P02 is the partial pressure of oxygen and X is the fraction of the 

soot surface that is covered by reactive sites. This is defined by: 
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(2.43) 

where kt; = 1.51 x 10-5 exp (- 97 OOO/RT) g/an2 .s for the OH-term, the 

follCMing equation, after Feninore and Jones, is used: 

... 1/4 P 1/2 
r02 • H2O 

II\"OH = 1.63 x 104.0'. exp (- 37 800/RT) g/an2 .s (2.44) 
T1/2 

where 0'= Collision efficiency (A value of 0.1 is suggested) 

R = Gas constant (cal/nole.K) 

T = Absolute temp. 

Substituting equations (2.42) and (2.44) into (2.41) provides an 

expression f= the net soot mass concentration in g/an3 • .Ahrnad et al 

(84) have also used Magnussen's app:roach to account f= the effect of 

turbulence on the chemical kinetics, and use the equation (2.41» as a 

source term f= their multi-dimensional m::ldel. F= the 

phen::rnen:>logical approach, however, the source term is a sufficient 

parameter for characterising soot formation and oxidation, and it has 

been dem:Jnstrated by Mehta (2) after Magnussen that turbulence effects 

may be incorporated sinply by multiplying all the kinetic terms by the 

rate of transfer of mass between the bulk fluid and the fine structure 

of turbulence. This is defined (57) by: 

r* .1jJ= -_Cpr-=-__ 
Cpr + 4.45 Cfu 
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where Cpr and Cfu are, respectively, the concentration of ccmbustion 

products and fuel, in kg/rn3 • The constant 4.45 is the value for r, 

defined by: 

(2.46) 

Equation (2.45) has been applied to equations (2.17) and (2.19) to 

:include turbulence effects. r* and ~ have the same meanings as in 

equation (2.24). 

2.4.6 Sinusoidal Fuelling Rate 

1ImJng the input data required to implement the rrodel is an injection 

pressure diagram. I<:yriakides et al make use of pressure diagrams 

experimentally obtained at the conditions to be rrodelled. This was 

considered an :improvement over the earlier version of the lOCldel (2) in 

which trapezoidal injection pressure diagrams were assumed. However, 

as it may not always be possible, or even practical to obtain 

injection pressure diagrams at every condition to be lOCldelled, the 

present IlOdification makes it only necessary to specify injection 

duration (9i ) and quantity of fuel injection (Q) per stroke. It is 

worth pointing out here that 9i , and Q are not additional input 

variables as they were also necessary in the version discussed by 

Kyriakides et al. So the number of input variables have been reduced 

by the present IlOdification. The following sinusoidal fuelling rate 

is assumed : 

(2.47) 
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where (Iq is the volume of fuel injected in the crank intEmTal. de. 

Equation (2.47) is fonnulated in such a way that the fOllOwing 

relation is satisfied: 

f
lhe 

Q = q de 

8;'0 

(2.48) 

where Sio is the crank angle at the start of injection, and Sie the 

angle at the end of injection. Based on equation (2.47) and the 

equation for injection pressure derived by Dent (14), the 

instantaneous injection pressure, ~Pinj' is then given by: 

(2.49) 

where N is the engine speed in RIM, n the number of holes in the 

injector nozzle, % the diameter of each hole, Cd the discharge 

coefficient,. and P f is the fuel density. Figure 2.9 a:xnpares the 

injection pressure diagram resulting fran the use of equation (2.47) 

with a typical injection pressure diagram. 

2.4.7 Exhaust/Induction Routine 

Figure 2.10 sh::lWs a schematic diagram of the physical processes of 

exhaust and induction. A fundamental nodel of these processes has 

been developed based on the =rk of Shennan and Blumberg (86) • The 

objectives of the nodel are as follows: 

i. To describe mass flCM during intake and exhaust processes so as 

to estimate pumping and val vs throttling effects on volumetric 

efficiency. 
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ii. To allow f= the inclusion .in the program, of calculations f= 

mean effective pressure. 

The theI:Irodynami.c formulation is based on applyinJ the open system 

energy balance 

working voll.llOO • 

.internal energy, 

to the control voll.llOO consisting of the cylinder 

This can be written, in tenns of the change in 

as: 

(2.50) 

where dmi and ~ flow through the intake and exhaust manifolds, 

"respectively, and ~ and ~ the respective enthalpies. dW is the work oX 

term, and dQ the heat transfer to the cylinder walls. Sher:man and 

Blumberg have written equation (2.50) in tenns of temperatures and 

heat capacities and sOOw that by canbining with the perfect gas law, 

the change in cylinder pressure, dPc ' is obtained as a first order 

differential equation: 

Fran mass consezvation considerations .in the cylinder, Horlock and 

Woods (87) have derived the following expression f= the change in 

charge temperature: 

(2.52) 

Equations (2.51) and (2.52) are solved simultaneously using a f=th 

=der Runge-Kutta integration. Before the solution to the two 

equations can be sought, it is necessary to specify eN, dQ, dmi , and 

dme. eN is easily evaluated f:rom the equation for piston motion which 

is used in other parts of the main model. Mass flow rate through the 

inlet and exhaust valves (dmi and dme ) are approximated by 
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isentropic compressible flow equations as applicable to flow through 

nozzles, and modified by means of a discharge coefficient. Steady 

flow conditions are assumed during each time step, and the mass 

flow rate through either valve is given by: 

where: 

p P 
F = 1:: (_)2/"1 [1 - (_)("1- 1)/"1] for subsonic flow 

"1-1 Pu Pu 

= -.l (~)2/("I-1) 
"I +1 "1+1 

for sonic flCM (choked) 

P u = Upstream pressure 

P = Downstream pressure 

en = Discharge coefficient 

Av = Minimum flCM area at the valve 

Tu = Upstream temperature. 

The variation of discharge coefficient with valve lift is given by 

Sherman and Blumberg, after the work of Kastner et al (88) by: 

L en = 1 - 1.5 (0) (2.54) 

The high discharge coefficient (approaching 1) at low lift 

(approach:in;;J zero) was attributed to the absence of a tendancy, by the 

flCM, to separate, and so is approximated to isentropic flCM. This, 

however, neglects the effects of friction which increase drastically 

as lift approaches zero. Thus, the results of Tabaczynski (89) which 

shc:M discharge coefficient approaching zero as valve lift bea::mes very 
/ 

small, are considered rrore realistic. This is also the trend shown by 
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Q. 

Fukutani and watan,pe (90) which is illustrated, together with a 6th-

order Olebyschev po1yrx:mial fit used in the present node1, in Figure 

2.12. Equation (2.54) thus, only represents the discharge coefficient 

f= relatively large value lifts (typically L/D > 0.05). To 

characterise the nature of the flow, it is assumed that the valve seat 

has a conical shape, and that flow through it is divided into the 

foll~ regimes: 

1. Early stages of valve lift when minimum area con:esponds to 

the frustrum of a cone. 

H. When the minimum area corresponds to the annular area i.e: 

Port Area less area of valve stem. 

These two regimes are illustrated in Figure 2.11. 

regime, it can be shown that the area is given as: 

2 1 1.. L 
lI._ =1I"D Cosa. [1 + - (=) Sin 2a:J.(-) 
."1: 2 D D 

where L = Valve lift 

D = Inlet port IXlminal diameter 

a = Valve seat angle (typically 45°) 

In the first 

(2.55) 

Sherman and B1umberg suggest that this regime occurs in the range: 

o ~ (~) ,0.125 

In the second regime the flow is tl=ugh a section with an annular 

CJ:OSs-sectional area given by: 

1I"D2 2 
At = 4 (1 -~ ) (2.56) 
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where {3 is the ratio of the valve stem diameter to the valve nc:minal. 

diameter. By equating equations (2.55) and (2.56) and solving for ~, 
the limiting value for the transition fran the first to the second 

regime is then given by: 

L [1 + (1-{32) s.l.nd)1/2 

D ~ sin2a - 1 (2.57) 

The variation of valve lift as a function of crank angle is derived 

fran the diagrams in Figure 2.13, as suggested by Shennan and 

Blumberg. By defining the acceleration ratio (see Fig. 2.13(a» as; 

<\nax 
r=--

'\nin 
(this is -vel (2.58) 

then it is possible to derive the fOllowing equations for the 

rnrmalised valve lift: 

L e2 
For 9 0 ~ 9 ~ 91 : -- = Clmax • -

Imax 2 
(2.59) 

+ 1 (2.60) 

(2.61 ) 

where all angles are defined with respect to Figure 2.13. Once the 

acceleration ratio, r, has been specified, then the maximum 

acceleration is defined by amax = r. amin where amin is 

calculated as follows: 

(2.62) 
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By assigning a value of zero at valve opening (i.e. when 9 = 9
0

), 

then: 

9 f =[Valve closure]-[valve opening] 

Hence it is only necessaIy to specify three variables to characterise 

valve lift: 

1. Valve timings 

2. Valve acceleration ratio, r 

3. Crank angle at which lift is to be determined. 

Figure 2.14 stows the effect on valve lift, of the acceleration ratio, 

r, and in Figures 2.15 to 2.18, typical solutions from the Exhaust

Induction subroutine are illustrated. Where dimensions of the 

valves are oot specified, values in the following range are 

recommended. by Lilly (16): 

0.43 B "Di " 0.46 B 

0.35 B " De 4 0.37 B 

where B is the cylinder bore. 

2.4.8 Modified Fuel Spray O1aracterisation 

An analytical model consisting of integral continuity and momentum 

equations f= a steady-state gas jet has been developed, based on the 

work of Sinnamon et al (75), discussed earlier. The difference 

between the present approach and that described in section 2.3.2 above 
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is the comprehensive treatment in the present WmK, of the four 

equations expressing the conservation of fuel mass, total jet mass and 

the conservation of horizontal and vertical comp::>nents of momentum, 

given below: 

i. Conservation of Fuel Mass 

The flow-rate of fuel mass at ~ =ss-section of the jet is 

=tanto This is expressed by the follCMing equation: 

:s [Se updA] = 0 (2.63) 

ii. Conservation of Total Jet Mass 

At ~ =ss-section of the jet, the rate of il=ease in the jet mass 

is equal to the entrainment rate: 

(2.64) 

The entrainment function of Ricou and Spalding (65) is used to express 

express the rate of air entrainment along the jet, leading to 

equation (2.33) shown earlier. 

ill. ConseJ:Vation of Momentum 

The b:>rizontal comp::>nent of the jet momentum is given by the following 

equation (see Figure 2.19 for the nomenclature): 

d J2 dIne ds[cos 9 pu dA] = Us • cos !il ds - Fd ·sin9 (2.65) 

The =responding vertical carponent is: 

d J 2 
ds[sin 9J pu dA] = Us • (2.65) 
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Where Fd = Aerodynamic drag force on the jet. 

Altoough the effects of drag in changing jet momentum are included in 

equations (2.65) and (2.66), Sinnamon et al argue, on the basis of 

their experimental results, that if air entrainment rate is 

sufficiently large, spray deflection can be adequately accounted for 

by the component of momentum in the entrained air, having a direction 

identical to that in which the jet deflects. And the drag coefficient 

can then be made equal to zero. This argument has also been adapted 

in the present model, altoough provisions have been included for 

making drag coefficient greater than zero to allow for conditions 

where computed air entrainment does not adequately account for 

observed jet deflection. 

Since the position of the jet has been moved to the centre of the 

bowl, and the x and y axes are defined such that the y-axis is in the 

direction of injection and the x-axis perpendicular to it (see Figure 

2.19), the =81 and vertical components of swirl air are re-cast as 

foll=: 

Ut = Us • Cbs (9 + ~) (2.67) 

Un = Us • Sin (9 + ~) (2.68) 

where Us is the local swirl velocity defined bywr, and the angles 9 

and ~ have the definitions illustrated in Figure 2.19. Equations 

(2.63) to (2.66) can be represented in matrix form as follows: 
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dGn 
0 

ds 

~ 
ds 

Ef 

[~j] • = 
drj 

USEf • 
Cos!Zl UnlUnl 

ds Cos 9 - Cd tan 9 211" 

dEl Sin !ZI unlunl 

ds UsEf • Sin 9 + Cd Cos e 211" 

where Ef = (:~1/2 [alUm - Ut I + Alunll 

i,j = 1. .. 4 

The elements ~j are defined by sinI1amon et al. Gaussian elimination 

is used to solve for the derivatives dGnIds, dUm/ds, drj/ds, and dEl 

lds, which are then integrated using the rrodified Euler's numerical 

. technique. The solution gives values of fuel mass fraction and 

velocity at the jet axis (Cm and Urn respectively), the radius of the 

jet, rj' and the deflection of the jet centre-line, 9, at <=:l position 

in the local direction of the spray. Additionally, the entraiment 

function is SOlved, thus ccmp1ete1y defining the jet. Sinnarron et a1 

reccmnend the use of a m::>re general form of the steady-state 

similarity profile expression in equation (2.5) in order to match 

experimental with analytical results. Their equation, thus, takes the 

following form: 

f(Y ) = K1 - K_ Y 1.5 p. ..~ p (2.69) 

Constants K1 and ~ afford greater flexibility in adjusting the 

node1 to respond to a wide range of injection IXlzz1e designs. So 

equation (2.69) has been used in the program a1tOOugh K1 and ~ have 

both been assigned a value of one. 
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2.4.9 Str:ucture of the New Zones 

The method proposed by Mehta (2) f= the redistribution of fuel drops 

in the spray, was based on a calculation of the volume of fuel in each 

se.ct= fron Simron's correlation, given earlier in equatin (2.7). 

This approach has several inherent weaknesses sane of which are 

briefly described below: 

(i) Sinm::lns' equation bears I'D relationship with the fuel 

concentration profile as given by equation (2.5). As a result, 

the fuel mass fraction in each sect= beccmes ,independent of 

jet trajectory calculations. 

(ll) Droplet diameters in a given sector are uniform along the 

entire length of the jet, varying only in the radial direction. 

(ill) Fuel evaporation results in a reduction of droplet numbers, but 

rot diameters which are reduced, instead, by a canplicated 

redistribution process. 

Given that the representation of the fuel spray is the single most 

ill1port:ant canponent of the m::ldel, it is essential to give as a=ate 

a method as can be achieved within the constraints of phen::menological 

m::ldelling. A new strategy has thus been incorporated to try and 

improve on the weaknesses outlined above. This new method, which has 

the added advantage of simplifying the handling of the simultaneous 

o=ance of evaporation and the issuing of new fuel droplets into a 

given sect=, is illustrated in Figure 2.20. It is based on the 

tracking of individual fuel/air 'packages' in time, spatial position, 

as well as mass and energy content. The eleven radial sectors 

described earlier are retained, but, in addition, the spray is also 

progressively 'sectored' along its length, into discrete packages' 

such as that 'shaded' in Figure 2.20. When the canputation has been 

advanced by the time step, dt, the change in jet penetration, dx, 

defines the instantaneous length of the leading 'package' (Le. fuel 

injected in the first instant plus present increment in air 
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entrairment rate) • The rest of the trailing 'packages' are each 

assumed to follow the history of their respective leading 'package' 

(only with respect to penetration and entrained air mass). Each 

'package' is further sub-div:i.ded into eleven radial sectors as 

proposed by Mehta. Droplet diameters in each sector are deteJ:mi.ned 

fran Sinm:ms' correlation, based on the fuel volume fraction in the 

sector as calculated fron the equations of Sinnarocln et al (75) 

described earlier. This is done only as the 'package' issues fron the 

nozzle. At subsequent time inteJ:Vals, the number and diameter of 

droplets in each sector reduces due to evaporation. Since no transfer 

of mass is allowed between adjacent 'packages', fuel mass :In all the 

packages redllces only due to canbustion and entrained air is 

distributed into all the sectors by the concentration profile in 

equation (2.5). To ensure mass conse:cvation in the jet, equation 

(2.70) is checked at every crank position during injection: 

R· 
~=f!~UdA (2.70) 

The local velocity, U, is defined by equation (2.4), while density is 

assumed to be linearly proportional to the concentration p:rofile: 

(2.71) 

In order that the rest of the program p:roceeds as before (Le. with 

only eleven radial sectors), quantities in the various packets are 

integrated along the length of the jet before passing them on to the 

other subroutines; The scheme associated with the new zoning is 

illustrated in Figure 2.21. 

2.5 FINAL JlDJUS'IMENTS TO THE MJDELLING cx:JNCEPT 

A subroutine (REDIST) to deal with the redistribution of both fuel 

vapour and droplets at each time step has been included. This has been 

necessitated by the fact that when the model is operated with all the 

modifications described in section 2.4, the combustion rate during 
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injection drops adversely after the initial sharp rise resulting from 

ignition of the pre-mixed charge. This was initially attributed to the 

low entrainment rate resulting from the use of Dent and Derham's (74) , 
equation for computing swirl in the cylinder, which results in a 

profile that remains low for most of the compression stroke and col.y 
I:. 

rises close to TOe (as illustraRd in figure 2.22). The co=esponding 

air entrainment component due to swirl is thus lower. The swirl 

generating equation used in the wall-wetting model (this is described 

in detail in chapter 3), based on the work of Urlaub(20) was used to 

try and alleviate this problem. However the reduction in heat release 

rate after the initial pre-mixed charge was burned continued to be a 

problem. This led to the incorporation of the new subroutine to 

distribute fuel outwards from the core of the jet. This solves the 

problem by providing additional fuel. for combustion in regions of the 

jet where all the fuel. would, otherwise, have been burned in the pre

ignition stage thus enhancing the mixing of fuel. and air. 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the model. in predicting engine 

cylinder parametres , the fol.lowing conditions ,which refer to a 

Single cylinder experimental engine, were fed as input to the progcam. 

Stroke 

. Bore 

Conn. Rod Length 

a:rrp Ratio 

= 90.54 mn 

= 93.67 mn 

= 154.0 mn 
= 19.1 

Injector Nozzle Orifice Dia. = 0.23 nm 

Number of Holes = 4 

The data, which are tabulated in Table 2.1 below, cover four engine 

speed conditions ranging from 1000 to 4000 RPM. Figures 2.23 to 2.26 

show the resul.ting pressure diagrams, and the co=esponding 

temperatures, heat release rate and mass fractions are shown in 

figures 2.27 to 2.30. Also shown are the respective air entrainment 

f1uctuations with crank angle. 

To obtain reliable smoke emission trends, it was found necessary to 
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make two changes to Tesner's equations in order to account for the 

variable density in engine operation as opposed to the empirical 

conditions under which the equations were derived, and also to allow 

for the contribution of swirl intensity to turbulence to be be 

effective. The first of these tasks was achieved by incorporating a 

ratio of the densities in the manner shown below: 

[ Equation (2.17) and Fquation (2.19)].(plp) 

This is a fairly standard procedure for taking into a=unt density 

fluctuations which is sometimes refered to as the 'Howarth-Dorodnitsyn 

Transformation' (50). It has the effect of correcting the fluctuations 

in particle number density that are caused by the volumetric expansion 

of the region under consideration. The second task was achieved by 

slightly altering the application of Magnussen's eddy diSSipation 

concept so that the assumption that all the mass contained in the fine 

structure of tuJ:bulence takes part in combustion was inoo:rporated. The 

result is that the term r*.'I\J which was included by Magnussen in the 

equations of Tesner in order to account for turbulence effects, now 

* changes to just r • This changes the response to swirl intensity 

because the mixing time , which is a function of swirl intensity, no 

longer cancels out of the equation, as was hitherto the case (thiS 

latter case is demonstrated in equation 2.45). 

" 
Figures 2.31 to 2.34 show the resulting smoke and NOx results when 

operating under the same conditions outlined ealier. The N)x results 

are not affected by these later changes however. 

2.6 CLOSURE 

Generally, the results from the model compare favourably with 

experimental data over a range of engine speed (from 1000 to 4000 RPM) 

In their conclusion, Kyriakides et al (8) pointed out that more 

work was required in further developing the NO model. The new 

algorithm for calculating equilibrium composition of combustion 
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products thus forms a contribution towards achieving that goal. It 

is hoped that the new strategy for zoning the jet spray, may lead 

to a better understanding of the causes of !na=ate performance in 

the model, when handling thick sprays injected at high pressure. 

Although the algorithm has slowed the program down tremendously, it is 

still much faster than the Klx routine described by Kyriakides et al, 

and so is an improvement on a ocmparative basis. 
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Table 2.1: SWIRL INPUT DATA 

DATA SE!' Er-GINE SPEED INJECl'ION INJECl'ION IGNITION FUEL DELIVERY 

ID. (Rl'M) TIMING DURATION DELAY (llI1l**3jSTR) 

(Deg. CA) (Deg. CA) (Deg. CA) 

1 4000 -11.3 24.5 10.2 34.1 

2 3000 -7.5 20.0 8.7 35.5 

3 2000 -13.9 13.9 6.8 34.1 

4 1000 -8.1 8.1 6.1 28.1 
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FIGURE 2.7: COMBUSTION BOWL NOMENCLATURE 
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0lAPl'ER 3 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the :review of the literature, an attempt was made at explaining the 

canplexity of the nature of events that = within the en:Jine 
cylinder. It was pointed out that, although much of this canplexity 

caIlI'XJt be avoided if a detailed analysis of the flCM field is to be 

obtained, fairly a=ate equations can be derived by neglecting 

details that are not essential to the general characterisation of the 

flCM. Examples of this are the asSUllption of unif= temperature in 

the fuel film, and also linking the rate of diminution of the wetted 

area due to evaporation, to the rate of change in film thickness. In 

this and the next chapter, an outline of the mathematical equations 

that f= the basis of the proposed model, are given. The equations 

are derived fron fundamental fluid mechanics expressions, directed to 

meet the specific requirements for wall-wetting type diesel engines. 

'I11is chapter deals with equations for the intensification of air swirl 

during cullpression, and the developnent of the fuel film on the 

cunbustion chamber wall. As the model deals only with the events 

during the closed period (Le. fron inlet valve closure to the opening 

of the exhaust valve), methods of generating swirl during the 

inductiOn stroke are not discussed although a brief surnnary of these 

processes may be found in a paper by Dent and Derham (74). In the 

proposed model, swirl ratio at the start of CUllp:cesSian is one of the 

required input parameters. 

In nost wall-wetting engines, the cunbustion 

hemispherical fonn such as that illustrated in Fig. 

bowl 

1.3. 

takes a 

The flCM 

field in such a configuration requires a nore detailed analysis than 

is proposed here for a=ate characterisation. In the present study, 

an equivalent cylindrical chamber (Fig. 3.1) is used, with dimensions 
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crosen to coincide with the ratios illustrated in Figure 3.2, which 

were also used by Urlaub (34), and also to yield the same <XIllpression 

ratio. 

3.2 AIR MJI'ION IN THE CXM3USTION ro-n:. 

'l11em:ixing of fuel with air within the cylinder, and the level of 

convective heat losses are both influenced by the intensity of air 

IlOtion. In the case of wall-wetting engines, air IlOtion is also an 

essential requirement for mixture fonnation as it enhances the rate of 

evaporation of the fuel film, and also induces turbulence. As the air 

transfers fron the cylinder into the canbustion bowl, its IlOtion is 

c:atp:lSed of swirl and squish canpanents. Swirl IlOtion refers to the 

rotational flow of air about an axis, while squish - a characteristic 

of engines with a deep bowl - refers to the radial flow of air into 

the bowl (Fig. 3.3) 

It is possible to derive simplified equations to describe both 

<XIlipoI1ents by treating each canpanent separately (74). Hc::Mever, it is 

essential to realise that the two canpanents are not entirely 

independent as squish IlOtion forms the mechanism by which angular 

m::rnentum is transferred into the central region, increasing swirl 

intensity there. 'l11e method of analysis adopted in this work is based 

on the approach of Urlaub (20), which takes into account the 

reduction of angular m::mentum in the annular space as this gets 

transferred to the central zone as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Details 

of the derivation are given in Appendix C, and only a brief discussion 

of the essential considerations is outlined below. 

When the piSton IlOIIeS upward during <XIllpression, through a distance ds 

as illustrated in Fig. 3.4, a portion of air in the annular space, 

dma., is transferred to the central zone. If the corresponding change 

in the annular volume is given by CNa, then dma. is given by: 
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Va 
dIna = Pa (1 - -) dVa (3.1) 

V 
where Va is the volume of the annular space, and V the total confined 

volume. All variables refer to an instantaneous =an!!: position. dVa 
may be evaluated fran equation (3.2). 

dVa = 11" rB y dr (3.2) 

The distance y is made up of the clearance height, Yo' and the 

instantaneous stroke, s, so that equation (3.2) may be expressed in 

the fom sixlwn in equation (3.3). 

dVa = 11" r B (Yo + s) dr (3.3) 

By assuming that air in the cylinder rotates as a solid body, with 

angular velocity W, then the transfer of dma into the central region 

will increase angular momentum there by da c' 

mathematically as follows: 

expressed 

(3.4) 

where Ut is the tangential velocity in the central zone at radius rB. 

At inlet valve closure, Ut has a known magnitude expressed by equation 

(3.5) • 

(3.5) 

Substituting eqns. (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) into (3.4) and integrating 

fran bottan dead centre to '!'DC, yields the total angular mcrnentum 

transferred to the central zone: 

J
O __ dV_a __ 12 dma 

r B (Yo + s) 
S 
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The angular m:rnentum in the central zone at TOC is the sum of the 

canponent transferred fron the annular space with that present in the 

zone at the start of cxxnpression. This latter canponent is calculated 

fron the following equation: 

(3.7) 

where 10 is the m:rnent of inertia of masses in the central zone at the 

start of CXlupression, which is given by: 

(3.8) 

The co=espondi.ng angular velocity in the central zone at the end of 

ccrrpression is given by: 

W = (3.9) 

where I is the m:rnent of inertia in the central zone at TOC, 

calculated using an expression similar to equation (3.8). 

3.2.1 Cbmputational Algorithm 

At the start of CXlltpression, the following variables are sufficiently 

defined so as to be detennined: 

i. Volume of trapped air, Vao ' which is present in the annular space: 

(3.10) 

11. Mass of air contained within the central zone: 

(3.11) 
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ill. M::ment of inertia of air in the central zone: 

(3.12) 

iv. The angular velocity in the central zone equals that in the wrole 

cylinder: 

1l".N. (SR) 
wo=---

30 
(3.13) 

where SR is the swirl ratio, and N the engine speed in RR-f. 

v. The angular m::mentum in the central zone is given by: 

(3.14) 

During the ccmpression stroke, the following variables are calculated 

at every =ank angle: 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

As the algorithm marches forward in time, S19 is sumned at subsequent 

=ank angles so that the cumulative tenn, SI1 , represents the inner 

integral in eqn. (3.6): 

(3.17) 

where !VC refers to the =ank angle at inlet valve closure, which is 

here taken to represent start of canpression. 
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The mass of air transferred to the central zone in every crank angle 

int9l:Va1. is calculated fran equation (3.1), and the integration of 

equation (3.6) is thus canpleted as follows: 

(3.18) 

Mu! tiplying S2 by wo' calculated at the start of CXlupression, yields 

the cumulative angular m::mentum transferred to the central zone: 

giving the total. angular m::mentum in the central zone, <XT9 as: 

(3.20) 

The total. mass of air in the central zone is obtained by sumning ana 

values fran equation (3.1) to give: 

(3.21) 

so that the instantaneous m::ment of inertia in the central zone is 

given by equation (3.22). 

le = .: ma,.. LB2 2 ~~'" 

and the angular velocity, We, is obtained as in equation (3.23). 

<XT9 
We=-

le 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Figures 3.5 - 3.7 show the effect of varying speed, CXllpression ratio, 

and canbustion bowl diameter, on the level of generated swirl, as 

calculated fran equation (3.9) above. The calculated velocity flow 
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field is illustrated in Figure 2.4, based on the calculations by 

Meurer and Urlaub (40). A major shortccming of the results, is the 

symnetry in the air flow about TDC. This =uld IXlt be observed in 

engine operation as v.l.soous effects in the flow would lead to a decay 

in swirl intensity. This, rowever, sh:)uld =t affect the results if, 

during combustion, mixing related parameters are calculated using 

variables that are less dependent on swirl intensity. For example, it 

may be necessary to relate tuIbulence level to the energy:lnput into 

the flow as used by Cb:tTSin (69), which will increase with combustion. 

Also, the swirl intensity at TDC is considered to be the significant 

variable in evaluating the kinetic energy contained in the flow (7). 

The dotted lines in Figure 3.5(a) and 3.6(a) show, qualitatively, the 

effect of friction on swirl intensity. 

3.3 FILM FLOW DEVELOPMENT 

The theoretical treatment of flow in a thin liquid film has been dealt 

with by Hewitt and Hall-Tayl= (91) in the study of two-phase flow, 

Lees (53) and Warner and EinTons (47), with regard to film cooling and 

in the investigation of boundary laYer separation on aerofoils, by 

Squire (44). In all of these applications, flow in the film is 

asstmled to be two-dimensional wi trout significant loss of accuracy. 

However, unless !TOre cx:mplicated considerations are included in the 

analysis, as in the =IX of Calvert and Williams (92), simple two

dimensional analysis such as that used by Nicklin and Koch (93) leads 

to ina=ate trends such as the increase in interfacial (i.e. between 

the liquid film and the bulk gas) shear stress resulting in a 

thickening of the film. Physically, this implies that as the swirl 

intensity in the engine increases, so does the thickness of the film. 

This is opposite to the observed trend both in the engine, as observed 

by MUller (41), and in the experiments perfonned by the autmr. It is 

also CUlllOIl practice to assume laminar flow within the film (44, 45), 

even when the gaseous stream may be turbulent (45). The flow regime 

in the fuel film in wall-wetting diesel engines is, h:::Iwever, tuIbulent 

and non-steady (34). It is also WlSUitable for analysing with the 

two-dimensional approach without scme means of a=ting for the 
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spread of the jet as it develops along the piston wall (i.e. the 

third dimensicn). 

A brief look at the physics of thin liquid film flow is necessary in 

order to identify the governing dimensionless parameters. Fulford 

(94) suggests that flow in a thin film can be described as either 

steady and tmifonn, steady and non-tmifonn, = unsteady and non

tmifonn; depending on the respective magnitudes of three dimensionless 

numbers: Reynolds, Weber, and Froude. '!be role of these numbers in 

characterising the flow regime in liquid fillns is outlined in sane 

~etail below. 

i. Reyrolds Number 

Both Fulford (94) and Craik (95) point out that in thin film flow, the 

characteristic dimension in the Reynolds number is the film thickness. 

Hence the following equation is used to define the Reynolds number: 

Us 
Re =s V 

f 

(3.24) 

Fulford characterises the laminar-turbulent transition by Reynolds 

number in the range 250-500. For a film developing in a typical wall

wetting engine, Res has maximum values in the region of 300, based on 

the results of MUller (41). 

ii. Weber Number 

Weber number is defined as the ratio of inertial to surface tension 

fo=es, and is important in flows which are characterised by free 

surface effects. In the flow of a fluid in a thin film, Weber number 

affects the velocity of propagation of surface waves (96). It is 

defined mathematically by: 
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(3.25) 

where (J is the surface tension of the liquid. Surface effects are 

considered essential in the analysis of flow, when Wes is small. 

Accord:inJ to Fulford (94) capillary surface effects in the film will 

becane significant when Wes is in the region of unity. When Wes is 

large, it may be neglected in flow analysis calculations. 

Ui. Froude Number 

The Froude number is the dimensionless ratio of inertial forces to 
gravity forces. In flows with a free surface, Froude number has a 

significant role in characterising the flow regime. It is defined, in 

thin film flow (94), as the ratio of the mean film vel=ity to the 

relative vel=ity of propagation of a wave carried on the film 

surface. Mathematically it is expressed by the follCMing equation: 

U 
Frs = --."" 

(gs)1/2 
(3.26) 

Froude and Weber numbers, together, determine the condition of the 

surface of the film, i.e. whether SIlOOth or covered with waves. 

Gravity waves appear when Frs is between 1-2 while capillary waves 

becane significant when Wes is about unity. Although turbulent flow 

is invariably wavy, the presence of waves on the film surfaces does 

rot, of itself, signify turbulence (94). Hence the analysis of flow 

in thin liquid filll1s can be quite a::mplicated and rot easily amenable 

to analytical solution without the introduction of sirrq;>lifying 

assumptions. Since the film encountered in wall-wetting engines is 

non-unifonn (decelerates very rapidly upon irrq;>ingement) , unsteady 

(being transient), and turbulent, the proposed nodel is only a 

sirrq;>lified approach to a very ccmplex flow problem. The fact that the 

developnent of the film is essentially three-dimensional means that 
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methods of aCCOLmt:in1 for the spread of the film have to be 

incoLfOrated in the solution. In Appendix D m:mentum considerations 

are applied to a two dimensional control element to derive the 

fOllowing ftmdamental equation for the decay of velocity in the film: 

dUx (7r70 ) q 
= - Ux - (3.27) 

dt ps A 

where 7 i and 70 are the shear stress at the film/air interface and at 

the wall respectively. q aCCOLmts for the loss of momentum due to 

evafOration, so that if the mass flux f:ran the surface, Ill", is used, 

then the folladng equation results: 

dUx 1 
- = - [7i - 70 - Ux Ill"] 
dt ps 

(3.28) 

'!he reduction in film thickness due to evaporation can be expressed 

as: 

ds Ill" 
-= - (3.29) 
dt P 

Fron the WOLk of Squire (44), the variation in film thickness with 

time may be expressed acrording to the follcMing equation: 

ds 
_ = - AS2 - BS3 (3.30) 
dt 

where the oontants A and B are defined as follows: 

(3.31) 
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and Cl is an empirically detennined constant. Equation (3.30) does 

rot include effects of evapcration while equation (3.29) neglects jet 

spread and attributes all thinning of the film to evapcration. The 

resultant film thickness may be obtained by canbining the tw:> 
equations: 

ds mN 

= - (As2 + Bs3 + -) 
dt P 

(3.32) 

The shear stresses in equation (3.28) are calculated using standard 

boundary layer equations for flow on a flat plate. 

(3.33) 

For interfacial shear stress, 7i , the friction coefficient is 

calculated fron the standard equation for turbulent flCM over a flat 

surface: 

Cfi 
- = 0.037 Rec;-0.2 

2 
(3.34) 

whereReyrolds number is defined in tenus of the relative velocity of 

the air stream: 

lUG - Ux I . f., 
Rec; = ----'--

VG 
(3.35) 

Equation (3.34) is also used to calculate shear stress at the piston 

wall, Cf , by defining Reynolds number in the fuel film as shc:Mn in 

equation (3.24). 

Due to evaporation at the film surface, the friction coefficient at 

the interface, Cn' experiences a reduction which can be expressed· 
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mathematical.ly according to the follCMing set of empirical. equations 

as given by Marxman (50): 

C' fi = Cn In (1 + B)!B . (3.36) 

Clfi = Cfi (1.2) B-O.7~ (3.37) 

where B is the mass transfer number whose definition and significance 

will be given in a subsequent chapter. In Fig. 3.8 the effect of mass 

transfer on the friction factor is illustrated by plotting the 

equations in (3.37). 

3.3.1 Simplified Consideration of 3-Dimensianality 

Fran the introductory discussion on film propagation, emphasis was 

made of the:irnportance of a 3-dimensianal aw=ach to the 

investigation of the film under engine conditions. Fig. 3.9 shcMs a 

simplified diagram of a film patch developing on a flat surface. The 

velocity profile across the surface of the film is considered to be 

parabolic, and given by the follCMing equation: 

Z2 
U = U (1 --) 

Z x b2 
(3.38) 

In section 3.4.1 of this chapter, it will be shc::Mn that the velocity 

'" profile of the gas"the vicinity of a solid wall is described by the 

follCMing two parameter profile equation, suggested by Escudier and 

Nicoll (78) 

Z = ZE (1 + 7~) +i (1- ZE) (1- Cos1r$ 

where the variable £ may be defined as: 
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0.4 ZE 

.t = C 1/2 

(~) 
2 

(3.40) 

Z is the nonnalised velocity profile defined by l1yiUG' and ~ is a non

dimensionalised height above the solid wall, defined as y/s. By 

substituting equation (3.40) into (3.39) and considering no air 

entrainment into the liquid film, So that ZE takes on a value of 

tmity, then equation (3.39) takes on the follCMing fonn: 

(3.41) 

Uz replaces UG in equation (3.41) due to the fact that the surface of 

the film is assumed to be at the same velocity as the air with which 

it is in contact. Since equation (3.38) has been asstmted for the 

profile across the width of the film, it is clear that Uz is not 

tmifonn and so is preferred in place of the tmifonn UG which will 

result in a straight line profile across the film width. 

Fig. 3.10 shows quantitatively, the velocity profiles represented by 

equation (3.38) and (3.41). 

By applying the principle of conservation of mass between the no=le 

ex! t and arty position along the flCM direction, an expression is 

obtained for the breadth of the film, b: 

(3.42) 

Substituting equations (3.38) into (3.41) and the resulting expression 

into equation (3.42) and integrating yields the follCMing equation: 

(3.43) 
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which may be re-arranged to give the breadth of the film patch as 

illustrated :In equation (3.44). 

2 0.589 % Uo 
b = 1/2 

Cf 
s[l - 2.5 (-) lUx 

2 

(3.44) 

Equations (3.28) and (3.32) have to be solved simultaneously to 

provide s and Ux ' which are then used to evaluate equation (3.44). 

3.4 WALL-JET APPROXIMATION FOR FIrM F'LCM 

The results of experiments perfo:rmed by the autoor, to be discussed :In 

detail later, dem:mstrate that by utilisin;)' wall-jet theory with Il\in:)r 

modifications to the empirical relations, simpler equations may be 

derived that describe the notion of the fuel film on the piston wall. 

This simplification improves O'U nm time of the ccmputer nodel, and 

thus keeps within the target for developin;)' a nodel f= parametric and 
~ 

diagrx:>stic engine :Investigations with a reasonble a=acy and a ,. 
rapidly resolvin;)' algorithm. 

3.4.1 A Review of Literature Relating to the Wall Jet 

Hist=ically, the first analytical treabnent of the wall jet is 

attributed to Glauert (97) who :Investigated both laminar and turbulent 

flow cases. Basically, a wall jet is def:lned as the flow of a fluid 

discharged fran a !X)zzle, through a =mding fluid, so as to 
impinJe and flow along a solid wall. The =mding fluid may be 

quiescent as :In Glauert's case, or flowinJ at a steady = unsteady 

velocity as :In the WOJ:k of Bradshaw and Gee (98). 

Am:mg its many uses, wall jet theoIy has been applied to the analysis 

of the Cbwnward directed jet of a vertical take-off air=aft -(97), 
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protection of refractories in steel-making fun1aces (Olesters et al 

(99», and the working of the blown flap on aircraft wings (Kruka and 

Eskinazi (100» to provide additional thn1st and lift. A sketch of 

the tangential wall jet issuing into a noving stream is illustrated in 

Figure 3.11, shcMing the associated fully developed velocity profile. 

Based on physical reasoning, Glauert was able to shcM that flow in the 

wall jet cannot conform to a single overall similarity solution. He 

thus divided the flow into an inner and outer region on either side of 

the maximum velocity, Urn' and treated each of the two regions 

separately. Kruka and Eskinazi (100), Gartsoore and Newman (101), and 

Schartz and Cosart (102) have all made a similar division altl'x:lUgh the 

point of division does not coincide with the position of maximum 

velocity since the measurements of Bradshaw and Gee (98) derronstrate 

the existence of significant shear stress there, whereas Glauert's 

theory assumes it to be zero. The assumption of a division at the 

maximum velocity is not expected to significantly affect the accuracy 

of the simplified approximation adopted here as the =rk of Bradshaw 

and Gee (98), and also that of Kruka and Eskinazi (100) shcMs that the 

exact position lies just below maximum velocity (58, 60). 

The presence of a point in the flow with zero shear stress implies 

that loss of m:::mentum in the inner region is due to frictional 

stresses at the wall only, and not affected much by events in the 

outer layer. A velocity profile with two ccmponents is thus 

necessary, with one ccmponent aCCOlmt!ng for mass and m:::mentum 

transfer to the wall, and the other dealing with interactions between 

the jet and the mainstream. Since there is oonsiderable agreement in 

the literature, concerning the suitability of the universal 'Law-of

the-wall' equation to describe flow in the inner layer (Kruka and 

Eskinazi (100), Rajaratnam (62), Schartz and Cosart (102» one of the 

two ccmponents in the velocity profile must be a representation of 

this law, which has the form shown below: 

(3.45) 
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where Z is the non-dimensionalised velocity defined by U/UG' and y+ is 

a fonn of Reyoolds number based on the friction velocity and. height 

above the wall: 

(3.46) 

Escudier and Nicoll (78) daronstrated, after the wo:tk of Spalding 

(51) , that the c:cnplete velocity profile function has the follCMin;J 

fonn: 

In~ 1 
Z = zE (1 + -) + - (1 - zE) (1 - Cos7r~) 

i, 2 
(3.47) 

in which interactions with the free stream are represented by the 

second term on the right hand side of the equation, which is based on 

Coles' (103 ) 'Law-of-the-Wake' in a fonn reccmnended by Spalding (51). 

ZE is a profile parameter, physically interpreted as the ratio of the 

'Law-of-the-Wall' velocity at the outer edge of the wall jet to the 

main stream velocity (78), and tis given by the fOllow:lng equation: 

(3.48) 

where y'5 = value of y+ at the outer edge of the jet 

E = Enpirical constant given the value of 6.542 

The function for the 'Law-of-the-Wall' as given by Escudier and Niooll 

(78) is as follows: 

(3.49) 

For IlDSt practical purposes, the hydrodynamic properties of the inner 

region may be considered identical to those of a thin liquid film 
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flowing on a solid surface in the presence of a parallel, co-flowing 

air stream. '!his is because the significant cause f= loss of 

m:mentum in the film is due to frictional stresses at the wall, which 

is also the case in the .inner region of the wall-jet. The maxinrum· 

velocity in the wall-jet may thus be taken to correspond with the 

velocity on the upper surface of the liquid film. 

The variation of maxinrum jet velocity along the wall has been shown 

fron considerable experimental evidence (66, 100, 104, 105) to have 

the following form: 

where a, c = Certain empirical constants 

% = Inj ector nozzle diameter 

x = Distance along the wall, in direction of flow 

Uo = Inj ector nozzle exit velocity. 

(3.50) 

The exponent ' a ' varies depending on the ratio between the bulk 

stream, UG and the injected fluid velocity at the nozzle exit, Uo . 

Frcrn the experimental results of KnJka and Eskinazi (100), equation 

(3.51) gives the empirical correlation relating the exponent 'a' to 
the velocity ratio, represented by {3. 

1.06 1 
a = -- - - (3.51) 

1- {3 2 

The constant C has been assigned various values by different workers, 

although most of these are around 3.5. Table 3.1 sIxJws empirical 

values of 'a' and c used by sane of the researchers. For purposes of 

this work a value of 3.5 was adopted. 

To relate flow conditions in the wall-jet to those under a liquid

film/air-stream system, the concept of the equivalent nozzle diameter 
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is used. This enables the injection of a liquid fuel through an 

=ifice of diameter % into gaseous sunoundings, to be considered as 

equivalent to the injection of air through an orifice of diameter %' 

into air (23), where %' is defined by: 

%' 
p, 

= % (-.!.)1/2 

PG 
(3.52) 

where subscripts G and f refer to the air and fuel respectively. 

3.4.2 Penetration of Film Along the Wall 

The equation for the penetration of the fuel film along the piston 

wall, is derived by integrating equation (3.50) to give the expression 

in eqn. (3.53). 

1 

x = [(a + 1) C Uo %,a t]l+a + Xc (3.53) 

Xc in equation (3.53) refers to the initial penetration when the 

potential =e is present in the cross-section of the jet. The 

potential core refers to a 'wedge-like' region close to the injector 

rozzle (66), in which the velocity is undiminished, at uo ' So Xc may 

be determined by subsituting Ux = Uo in equation (3.50), yielding the 

equation be1oo: 

Xc = cl/a. %' (3.54) 

3.4.3 Surface Area of the Film 

In Fig. 3.9(a) the assumed shape of the film patch was given to 

illustrate the parabolic velocity profile across ,its width 

characterised by equation (3.38). The same set of equations that 

describe the shape in Fig. 3.9(a) are alsO used to derive the equation 

for the surface area. The hatched element in Fig. 3.9(b) represents 

the elemental area, dA, expressed mathematically by: 
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r2 
dA=-d(3 

2 
(3.55) 

where r represents the position vector for the outer edge of the film 

as illustrated in Fig. 3.9(a). Derivation of this parameter is 

outlined in detail in Appendix E yielding an expression of the film 

sh:Mn in equation (3.56). 

(3.56) 

x is the film penetration given by equation (3.53). 'Ihe total surface 

area covered by the film patch is, therefore, obtained by integratiNJ 

equation (3.55) across the film surface width: 

A = fe r2 d (3 

le 2 

3.4.4 Developnent of Film Thickness 

(3.57) 

Section 3.3 it was pointed out that the film thickness could be 

evaluated through the simultaneous solution of equations (3.28) and 

(3.32) to give an analytical approach. However, by making use of the 

implied momentum decay function in equation (3.50), together with the 

principle of conservation of mass, as discussed in section 3.3.1, and 

combining equation (3.44) with equation (3.29) in order to account for 

evaporation, the following expression is derived for the film 

thickness: 

0.589 %2 Uo it 111" 
s= - -dt 

bel - 2.5 f) Ux 0 P 
(3.58) 

where f is the square root of the friction coefficient term, Cfi/2. 

'Ihe breadth of the film, b, is approximated, fron experimental data 
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obtained by Rajaratnam (66), and also tlx:>se obtained by the author, to 

have the following linear form: 

b=x.tan9+bo (3.59) 

Here again x is the penetration given by equation (3.53), and 9 is the 

jet spread anJle (see Fig. 3.9(a» which was empirically determined. 

The second term on the right hand side of equation (3.58) a=ts for 

the reduction in film thickness due to evaporation at the film 

surface. The two ccrrp:lnents are evaluated separately, and the results 

ccmbined to yield the resultant film thickness, using the 

canputstional procedure illustrated.in Fig. 3.12. 

The following dimensions of the fuel film are thus completely 

satisfied at any spatial or temporal position during injection, by 

means of the following equations: 

i. Penetration 

x = [(a+l)C Uo %'~] (3.53) 

ii. Breadth 

b = x. tan 9 + bo (3.59) 

Hi. Thickness 

0.589 % 2uo i'" Ill" 
S = - -dt 

b(1-2.5f)Ux 0 f (3.58) 

iv. Surface Area 

8 

A=f;d~ 
-8 

(3.57) 

v. Velocity of the Film 
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(3.50) 

The distributicn of velocity and scalar quantities in the bulk stream, 

especially in the boundary layer adjacent to the film surface are 

deal t with in the next chapter. 

3.4.5 M:ldifications to Presented Theory 

The basis of the theory discussed above for describing film flow 

parameters, was based on one fundamental assumption:- that the flow of 

a liquid film on a solid surface could be approximated to the flow of 

the inner layer of a wall-jet. In order to take into aCOOlIDt any 

possible inaccuracies due, for example to the neglect of the effect of 

momentum transfer from the outer region into the inner layer, 

provision for incorporating experimentally obtained cor.r:elations was 

included. This was done by working out all the major parameters, 

listed in the foregoing section, in terms of the penetration. By 

making measurements of penetration, which will be discussed in detail 

in O1apter 5, a cor.r:elated equation could be used in place of equation 

(3.53), to work out the velocity (by differentiating), the surface 

area, and the breadth. These possible modifications are discussed in 

O1apter 5 together with the discussion of other experimental results. 
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Table 3.1: Empirical Values of 'a' and 'c' in the Wall-Jet Fguation 

w)RKER VALUE OF C 

Rajaratnam (62) 3.5 

Sigalla (59) 3.45 

Kruka & Eskinazi (60) 3.5 

Bradshaw & Gee (58) 3.5 
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VALUE OF a 

0.5 

0.5 
variable 

0.53 



FIGURE 3.1: EQUIVALENT CYLINDRICAL BOWL 
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0JAPl'ER 4 

J\Nl\LYSIS OF CARBUREl'IOO PROCESSES 

The variation in density and CXlllposi tion of gases flCMing past the 

injected fuel surface, canbined with the high initial velocity of the 

film produce tumulent, non-steady, curvilinear flCM .in the engine 

(Urlaub (34), Meurer and Urlaub (40». This transient and 

heterogeneous flCM is extremely difficult to lI'Odel analytically with 

sufficient a=acy. A phencmerYJlogical approach, thus, offers a nore 

practical means of attempting to describe the govemin;J processes. 

The major factors affecting the preparation of the canbustible mixture 

.in a diesel engine are those that .influence the evaporation of the 

fuel, and its subsequent mixing with air. The relative magnitudes of 

such .influences may logically be expected to vary, depending on 

whether the period being considered is before canbustion (ignition 

delay period), or during ccxnbustion. The mixing processes between 

fuel vapour and air are further .influenced by the presence of the jet 

structure (during .injection), which induces turbulence .in the 

cylinder. It has thus been necessary, in organising the structure of 

the lI'Odel, to sub-divide the processes into three time zones: the 

period before ignition, that with both canbustion and .injection, and 

the post-.injection period with or witmut ccxnbustion. 

4.1 MIXURE FORMATION: A <XlNCEPTUAL F'RI\ME.W)RK 

The principle of operation of the wall-wetting diesel engine has been 

outlined .in Olapter 1, and also briefly, in Olapter 3. The nost 

prc:rninent feature has been identified as the deposition of a large 

proportion of the injected fuel in the form of a liquid film on the 

piston wall. In order to render the processes involved .in mixture 

preparation amenable to analysis, it has been necessary to define a 

working conceptual fr~k. 
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The first major assumption, which is inherent in the derivation of the 

equation characterising air swirl. IIOtion in Olapter 3, is that the 

rotation of air througb:Jut the process 00es rot experience a change in 

direction. Seoondl.y, it is assumed that an-the injected fuel. in the 

cyl.indrical. chamber such as that sh:lwn in Figure 3.l., spreads on the 

vertical. wal.l.s of the bCMl., and that the bottan of the bCMl. and the 

top of the piston are rot wetted. Figure 4.1 sI'x:Ms the resu1.ting 

schematic diagram of the flow structure between the fuel and the air, 

based on the l.ast two assumptions. The evaporating fuel. is assumed to 

mix with the 'entrained' air, fonning a ccmbustibl.e mixture within a 

boundary l.ayer above the film surface. 

Exper:imental. work of ZUcrcM and co-workers (48, 49), on film oool.ing, 

has derronstrated that when a l.iquid film evaporates into a gaseous 

stream, it fonns a l.ayer of vapour adjacent to the wan, which 

persists f= rel.ativel.y l.ong time durations to al.l.ow for a boundal:y 

l.ayer type anal.ysis to be used in detennining concentration profil.es. 

Winiams (106) has sh:lwn in his text, that Significant siropl.ification 

can be achieved in the anal.ysis of many canbustion probl.erns, without 

much l.oss of a=acy, by appl.ying the Shvab-Zel. 'dovich fonnul.ation. 

Strehl.ow (107) points out that this approach is particul.arl.y useful. in 

diffusion fl.ames. The maj= thrust of the fonnul.ation is stmmarised 

in the fonowing assumptions: 

L Steady fl.ow is assumed 

il. Pressure gradient in the direction of fl.ow is negl.igible 

ilL Diffusion coefficients for al.l. species are equal. (Binary 

diffusion is assumed). 

iv. Lewis number is un! ty 

v. Olemical. reaction 0=8 in a single step. 
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4.2 MASS TRANSFER INIO THE BCXJNDARY LAYER 

Figure 4.2 sln-Is an enlarged diagram of the elemental. section with 

length.:lx shown in Figure 4.1. The element is treated as a flat 

plate, with a turbulent boundary layer flowing over a vapourising 

liquid surface. As illustrated, mass is transferred fran the bulk 

stream into the boundary layer, by the process of turbulent 

entrainment. Simultaneously, there is also the transfer of mass fran 

the fuel surface into the boundary layer as the fuel evaporates. In 

the next two sections, the govenrlng equations f= these processes are 

outlined in sane detail. 

4.2.1 Air Entrainment F\mction 

The entrainment of bulk fluid into a turbulent boundary layer fonns a 

very significant element in the analysis of processes of mixture 

preparation in wall-wetting engines. An ina=ate function here is 

likely to lead to unreliable results fran the nodel, since the 

canbustion process depends on the availability of· air. When applied 

to engine processes, the entrainment function should be able to 

respond a=ately to the effects of air lXllipCessibility, bulk stream 

temperature fluctuations, bulk stream velocity, and the intensity of 

mass injection fron the wall into the boundary layer. It has thus, 

l'X)t been possible to find a suitable function in the literature, 

capable of representing the a1::ove requirements in the llDSt favourable 

fonn f= developing a phenanenological rrodel. 

The equations of Escudier and Ni=ll (78) were chosen to define the 

entrainment function because they contain sane of the variables 

relating to the parameters that will influence air entrainment in 

engine operation, as outlined in the paragraph aOOve. The 

mathematical expression of these functions are outlined in ( 4.1) : 

(4.1) 
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where PG and UG are the density and velocity in the bulk air 

stream. ZE is the velocity profile shape parameter defined (78) as 

the ratio of the "Law of the Wall" velocity at the outer edge of the 

bounda:Iy layer, to the bulk stream velocity, mathematically expressed 

in Olapter, 2 by equation (2.36). A detailed expression f= the "Law 

of the Wall" velocity will be given in due course, in the discussion 

of the velocity profile in the boundaJ:y layer. 

When the function given in (4.1) is plotted out, it shcMs a 

discontinuity where ZE changes fron be:in;;J less than unity to be:in;;J 

greater. Since this discontinuity canrx>t be related to any observed 

phernnena in engine operation, the equation suggested earlier by 

Spald:in;;J (51) f= ZE?l, was considered rrore appropriate. This has the 

foll=ing fo:on: 

(4.2) 

Figure 4.3 shcMs the tw:> functions plotted together to illustrate the 

:Iroprovenent in the function when equation (4.2) is included. 

The \'lOrk of Spalding (51), and later that of Escudier & Nicoll (78), 

was based on bounda:Iy layers in which the injected fluid fron the wall 

was also gaseous. In the case of 00undary layers develop:in;;J CNer an 

evaporat:in;;J liquid, ZE takes on a slightly different mean:in;;J. Instead 

of merely express:in;;J the ratio of velocities given in equation (2.36) 

and characteris:in;;J the shape of the velocity profile , it is here taken 

to represent the ratio of the rrcmentum fluxes represented by the bulk 

stream and the bounda:Iy layer velocity as calculated fron the "Law of 

the Wall" velocity at the edge of the boundary layer.' This introduces 

a new definition f= ZE' given in (4.3), based on the principle of the 

equivalent diameter. 

(4.3) 
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where Pf is the density of the vaporising fluid, and ZEb is the value 

of ZE calculated fron eqn. (2.36). '!his =action was made only in 

respect of the particular applications of the IlDdel being PLOp:>sed. 

As will be dem:Jnstrated later, this nodification leads to improved 

results for entrainment during engine IlDdellin;:J. 

4.2.2 Ell'aporation fron the film surface 

To define the rate of evaporation fron the film surface, a conserved 

property, (2), is defined to satisfy the goven1ing equation for species 

concentration in a 2-dimensional boundary layer (54): 

whereAm = P (D +€ (2) 

Neglecting derivatives in the x-direction and integrating, yields: 

m"(2) - A d{ll = mu {Il 
m dy 0 

where m" =P v 

The equation may be re-arranged as foll=: 

m" dy =~ 
Am {Il - {Ilo 

which, when integrated across the thickness of the boundary layer 

yields: 

(4.4) 

The mass transfer number, B, when expressed in terms of a conserved 
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scalar quantity, f3, may be defined (54) as follows: 

(4.5) 

where f30 refers to the value of the quantity f3 on the surface of the 

film (in the bulk stream), and f3.r is its value in the transferred 

phase. Applying the secood assumption in Section (4.1) to equation 

(4.5), inplies that f3G has a value of zero. f3T will have a value of 1 

when f3 refers to fuel vapour mass fraction. Hence the following is 

the form in which the equation appears in sane parts of the m::Jdel. 

, - f3
0 

B=--
f30 - 1 

(4.6) 

Substituting equation (4.6) into (4.4) yields the following 

expression: 

i°dy 
1n (1 + B) = 111" - (4.7) 

o Am 
which may be re-arranged to give the fuel mass flux frc:m the wall by: 

1n (1 + B) 
m" =-~--

fSdy 

Jo Am 

(4.8) 

'Ihe quantity 1./( 5.' ~9) defines the mass transfer conductance (54), . "'" more commonly referred to by g* which, from Reyrx:>lds Analogy, may be 

defined by the following ratio: 

h 
g* =-

'1> 
(4.9) 

where h is the heat transfer coefficient between the gaseous boundary 

layer and the film surface, and '1> the heat capacity of the bulk 

fluid. In the proposed m::Jdel, h has been calculated frc:m the standard 

correlation for turbulent boundary layer flow over a flat plate 

of length L (56): 
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h = 0.037 RL
o.a p 1/3 ~ 

r L (4.10) 

The canbustien bowl diameter is used to represent the characteristic 

length, L, and k is the thennal conductivity of the boundary layer. 

4.3 MIX'IURE FORMATION BEFORE a:M3USTION 

A system such as that represented in Figure 4.2 may be treated as flow 

of a turbulent boundary layer CNer a po:rous flat plate, with mass 

injection fron the wall (51). This sectien presents the equations 

that result fron such a treatment, which are used to determ:lne 

velocity and fuel vapour =ncentration profiles within the boundary 

layer. Equations are also provided dealing with rates of mass 

transfer into the boundary layer due to the evaporation of the fuel 

film, and the entrainment of air. 

4.3.1 Velocity Profile in the Boundary Layer 

The transfer of mass fron the wall into the boundary layer has been 

shown by the experimental work of Wooldridge and Muzzy (lOa) to have 

an effect on the nature of the velocity profile. High rates of mass 

transfer lead to a reducticn in skin friction (109), which in t=n 
results in a variation of the velocity profile. The two-CUlipJlle11t 

equation derived by Spalding (51) accounts f= the effect of the bulk 

stream en the velocity profile, by incorporating a "wake" ccrnponent. 

The mathematical expression is thus made up of the "Law of the Wall" 

ccrnponent - first tenn on the right hand side of equation (4.11) - and 

the "Law of the Wake" CUlipJlle11t. 

(4.11) 

Z is a oon-dirnensionalised velocity defined by U/UG' and ZE is defined 

earlier, in Olapter 2. ~ is a IXln-dirnensionalised height above the 
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film surface, defined as Y/o where the bc::Jundmy layer thickness, 0 , 
is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The friction factor, f, is IlOre usually 

expressed as Cf /2. 

By making use of the law of the wall expression as derived by Black 

and Sarnecki (110), the effect of evaporation on the velocity profile 

is accounted f=. The equation is given in (4.12) below. 

(4.12) 

The quantity y + is a rxn-dimensionalised distance above the film 

surface defined by: 

and lib is the rx:mnaJ.ised rate of evap::>ration fron the surface, defined 

by equation (4.14). 

m" o 
lib =--

PG UG 

(4.14) 

where PG and UG are the density velocity pertaining in the bulk 

stream respectively. The variable E is tentatively (51) defined as: 

E = 6.542 
IIb. ZE 1/2 

(1 + ) (4.15) 
f 

'l11.e modified friction ooefficient, taking into account its reduction 

due to mass transfer effects, is given by: 

ZE 
. 2 

f = (0.4 ]I - 0.625 lIb·i) 

where the value of t is inversely pLop::>rlional to the 

scale in the boundary. layer, and is defined by the 

ZE £ = In[2.6168 R (-- + 1.5625 1Ib.£)] 
f 
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turbulence length 

following equation: 

(4.17) 



Substituting equations (4.12) and (4.16) into (4.11) and simplifyin;;J by 

neglecting the (In ~)2 term, yields the velocity profile in the 

boundary layer as: 

Z = D In ~ + ZE + ~ (1 - ZE) (1 - Cos 1r~) (4.18) 

D is defined by equation (4.19). 

(4.19) 

Equation (4.18) defines the required velocity profile, taking into 

account the effect of evaporation. Under certain operating 

conditions (large mol the friction coefficient as expressed by 

equation (4.16) experiences a discontinuity which is not 

explained by observed physical phenomena in the engine. So the 

equations 

instead. 

in (4.20), suggested by Marxman (50), were adapted 

f = f [In(l+B)] 
o B 

f = 1.2B-o.77 fo 

for B <5 

(4.20) 

where fo is the friction coefficient in the absence of mass transfer 

from the film surface. The total skin friction drag by a turbulent 

boundary layer flowing over a flat plate of length 1'- is given 

by Schlichting (50), by the following' correlation: 

(4.21) 

where Reynolds IU.m1ber, Rt, is defined as: 

JUG 
R =--£ p 

(4.22) 

4.3.2 Fuel Cbncentration Profiles 

As outlined earlier, the distribution of fuel vapour mass 

concentration in the air stream is assumed to be entirely within the 
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gaseous boundal:y layer above the film surface. The species mass 

fraction of any gaseous constituent, is a conserved scalar property of 

the boundal:y layer (54). So it must satisfy the following set of ~ 

dimensional boI.lrld&y layer equations: 

(i) M:mentum : 

eU eU 0 eU dP pu - + pV - = - (Pt -) - -OX oY oY eY dx 

(ii) ConseIved Scalar, 1<': 

U 01<' + 
ex 

whereAI<' may be expressed as follows: 

A I<' = P (DI<' + El<') 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

DI<' is the diffusity f= 1<', and El<' the co=esp:>nding eddy diffusivity. 

Equations (4.23) and (4.24), when ccmbined with the continuity and 

energy oonseI:Vation equations, fonn a coupled set of parabolic 

equations which Partankar and Spalding (111) have solved by means of 

finite difference techniques. For p.uposes of the proposed 

m::Jdel, however, it is necessru:y that further simplification is made by 

applying the principle of Couette flCM analysis m the gaseous 

boI.lrld&y layer. This implies that derivatives in the direction of 

flCM are negligible when ccmpared with tOOse perpendicular m it 

(56). Applying this simplification m equations (4.23) and (4.24), 

and integrating, yields equations (4.26) and (4.27): 

" du 7 III 0 U -J.l-t - = - 0 dy 
(4.26) 

(4.27) 

where the mass flux, pv, in equations (4.23) and (4.24) has been 

replaced by nI'o defined earlier. Eliminating nI'o and combining the 

two equations yields the following equation: 

(4.28) 
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Equation (4.28) relates the distribution of the scalar quantity, !1J, to 

the velocity profile. A semi-empirical solution to the equation has 

been derived by Spalding (51), based on the "-oo-parameter" principle 

util.ised earl.ier to describe the velocity profile equation. The 

resulting equation, giving the distribution profile in terms of the 

conserved scalar quantity, !1J, is: 

!1J - !1JG = Doln~+ (~ - !1JG)[l - ~ (1 - Cos1l"~)] 
2 

(4.29) 

For Lewis number equal to unity, which is assumed f= all calculations 

in this m:Jdel, the tenn Do is defined (51) by: 

(!1JE - !1Jo ) 
Do = D 

ZE 
(4.30) 

where D is the same as that defined earl.ier in equation (4.19). ~ 

represents the value of !1J in an equivalent couette flow, at the edge 

of the boundary layer, defined as follows: 

---=-- (4.31) 

and the constant n is assigned a value of 0.63 (51). The irnpl.ication 

of assuming that all the fuel is distributed within the boundary 

l.ayer, is that!1JG in equation (4.29) may be assumed equal to zero, 

thus yielding the following fonn in which the equation appears within 

the carputer m:Jdel: 

(4.32) 

To detennine !1Jo ' the fuel vapour mass fraction on the film surface, it 

is assumed that the fuel vapour/air system is in equil.ibrium. The 

vapour mass fraction is thus related to the saturated vapour pressure, 
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Ps' at the prevailing surface temperature, Tf • By assuming a perfect 

gas mixture, then the mole fracticm of the fuel vapour is equal to the 

partial pressure fracticm (Ps/P), so that the fuel vapour mass 

fracticm may be expressed as: 

( 4.33) 

where W' is the equivalent molecular weight of the mixture defined by: 

Ps 
W' = (-) Wf + 

P 

P 
[1 - (~)] Wa 

P 
(4.34) 

where Wf and Wa are the molecular weights of fuel and air 

respectively. P is the total pressure in the bulk stream. Equation 

(4.33) may, thus, be recast in the fonn stx:mn in (4.35) to give the 

mass fracticm of fuel vapour on the film surface; 

(4.35) 

Antoine's Relationship is used to evaluate Ps' the saturation vapour 

pressure on the film surface. It has the following mathematical fonn: 

b 
loglO Ps = a + ---

Tf + C 
(4.36) 

which gives pressure, Ps' in rrm Hg, and the fuel surface temperature 

Tf is usually given in degrees Celcius. The following constants, 

which apply to n-Dodecane (112), have been used to approximate diesel 

properties in the rrodel: 

a = 7.0 
b = -1625.93 

c = -92.9 (Tf in Absolute Degrees, K) 
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Only Tf , the teJrp3rature on the film surface, ranains tmkown in the 

above expressions (P is calculated fron the energy . balance 

consideraticns discussed in O1apter 2). Inherent in the assumption Le 

= 1 is the condition that the mass transfer number, B, will be the 

same irrespective of whether enthalpy or mass fraction is used as the 

conserved property in equation (4.5). 'lhls leads to the follCMin;J 

expression: 

(4.37) 
~o - 1 htg + Cpf (Tf - Tref ) 

'lhls equation can be re-arranged and written in the fonn shown below: 

(4.38) 

which is the required form for the application of Steffen's rapidly 

oonverging iteration algorithm (61). Convergence in nost cases is 

achieved in less than 10 cycles. When bulk gas teJrp3rature, TG, is 

much higher than the boiling point teJrp3rature of the fuel, it is 

accepted standard (46) to replace T f by the boiling point temperature 

of the fuel. 

In all cases, the teJrp3rature on the surface of the film will be 

slightly lower than the mean temperature of the film due to 

evaporation. As the mean film teJrp3rature is required to carry out 

energy balance calculations, a separate calculation is tn1dertaken to 

determine this value. By considering heat balance on an element of 

liquid film exchanging heat with its surroundings as shown in Fig. 

4.4, the follCMin;J equation may be derived (41) for the mean film 

teJrp3rature : 

dTf 1 
- - ------ [<JcoNv + CJcoNo - qEVAP] 
dt (sPf - m"t)~f 

(4.39) 

where <JcoNv and !Icx:lNo refer to the convection conduction heat terms 

while qEVAP refers to the loss of heat due to evaporation. Radiant 
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heat is neglected as it is virtually negligible in the absence of 

ccmbustion. E'quations (4.40) - (4.42) give the mathematical 

expressions def.iniIYJ these heat terms. 

<IroNv = h (TG - Tf ) 

qEVAP = m"[~g + Cpf (TG - Tf )] 

kt 
CJroNo = - (Tw - Tf ) s 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

where h is the heat transfer coefficient between the air and the film 

surface, s is the film thickness, and kt the thermal. conductivity of 

the fuel. It is worth ooting here that just as skin friction is 

reduced due to mass tranfer, there is a oorresponding reduction in the 

effective heat transfer coefficient, defined in terms of the mass 

transfer mnnber as given in equation (4.43). 

In (l+B) 
h = ~ [ B ] (4.43) 

In Figure 4.5 the effect of bulk gas terrperature on vapour pressure 

and the corresponding fuel vapour mass fraction are illustrated, and 

in Figure 4.6 a typical result fron equation (4.39) is outlined, 

giving the effect of mass transfer (varying B) on the mean tarperature 

of the film. In both graphs, all other variables are kept constant as 

the parameter is varied. As would be expected, the mean tarperature 

of the film rises less steeply and steadies at a 1= value as mass 

transfer increases. Figure 4.7 shcms typical velocity and vapour mass 

fraction profiles, based on equations (4.18) and (4.32) respectively. 

4.4 MIXTURE FORMATION Dl.JRIm cx:MBUSTION 

Introducing ccmbustion within the boundal:y layer structure outlined 

above leads to a significant variation in flow field characteristics, 

which render an analytical solution impossible to achieve. An 

increase in fuel evaporation will occur, due to ccmbustion, and this 

. in turn will intensify the ccmbustion. The heat and mass transfer 
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relationships are thus 'coupled' through a set of relationships that, 

for purposes of this nodel, are assumed undefined. The boundary layer 

concept introduced in paragraph 4.1 above is maintained here, with the 

further inclusion into the boundary layer, of a o:mbustion region 

(Fig. 4.8). 

The general field of reactive boundary layers has generated 

significant :interest:in the literature due to its applicability to a 

rrumber of practical engineering problems such as erosive burning of 

solid propellants, and hybrid rocket cailbustion. As =uld be 

expected, advances in the developnent of analytical rneth:Jds have been 

made for laminar reactive boundary layers that are nore reliable than 

for trose experiencing turbulent flCM. Williarns (106) has addressed 

the general problem of canbustion of a fuel plate when the oxidising 

stream is laminar, and provides scrne solutions for the mass burning 

rate, and profiles of velocity and scalar quantities. The 

presentation of his solution, however is =t as readily usable as, 

for example, the mathematical nodel developed by J\ndreussi and Petarca 

(113) • They also carried out experiments with ethanol. burning:in a 

laminar oxidising stream, showing very favourable results when 

canpared with their nodel predictions. Their nodel, which was based 

on the simplifying asstm1ptions of the Shvab-Zel 'OOvich formulation 

outlined earlier under paragraph 4.1, sheds scrne light on the 

govenrl.ng dimensionless parameters that need to be taken into account 

when nodelling such flCMS. Also using the Shvab-Zel' OOvich 

fcmnul.ation, Lees (53) arrived at scrne inq;lortant general =nclusions 

about the properties of reactive turbulent boundary layer flow which 

have been extensively developed by the work of Ma=rnan and oo-=xkers 

(50, 59, 108, 114). Their =xk has been used as the basis for 

developing the equations suitable for application:in the proposed 

nodel. The essential parameters that need to be determined are 

velocity and scalar quantity profiles within the boundary layer, and 

the mass transfer rate, fron which the canbustion rate is obtained. 

4.4.1 Velocity Profile 
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Marxman and Gilbert (59) define a DDdified velocity profile. in the 

bounda:I:y layer over a bu:rninJ flat plate, based on the 1/7th power 

law, by: 

n (1 + B"n) S 2~ 
Z = --;-:;-----:--;::;-;c~ (1 + B/2) 

( 4.44) 

Z, g , and B are defined earlier in equations (4.1) and (4.37), and n 

equals 1/7. The equation is valid over the whole range of B likely to 

be encountered under engine operating ocndi tions (less than 100) . 

Wooldridge and Muzzy (lOB) have found good agreement between this 

profile and experimentally obtained data. In the absence of mass 

transfer frc:m the surface (B = 0), equation (4.44) reduces to the 

l/7th power law which is a fairly accurate representation of velocity 

profile in turbulent boundary layers (56). Fig. 4.9 shows the effect 

of increased mass transfer on the velocity profile as expressed by 

equation (4.44). 

4.4.2 Flame Position in the Boundary Layer 

The schematic diagram of canbustion in the boundary layer illustrated 

in Fig. 4.B shows a thick canbustion zone rather than a surface which 

assumes an infinitely fast reaction. The position being. calculated 

refers to the mid-point of the cc:mbustion zone above the surface. The 

liquid fuel evaporates frc:m the surface, diffuses outward and reacts 

with the air in the canbustion zone. All the fuel/air reactions take 

place in the gas-phase. The controlling factors in detennining the 

location of the canbustion zone is the rate of air entrainment . frc:m 

the main stream into the boundary layer and its subsequent diffusion 

to the flame ( 59) • The diffusion of air within the bounda:I:y layer to 

the flame may be defined frc:m Reynolds analogy by: 

I ama\ m"a b = Pb ( E + D) - b 
Cly 

(4.45) 
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Where subs=ipt b refers to conditions in the canbustion zone, and ma 

is the mass fraction of air. According to the Prandtl mixing 1enfth 

hypothesis, the turbulent diffusivity, t, may be defined by: 

t = 0.16 y;. du 
dy 

(4.46) 

Conbining equations (4.44), (4.45) and (4.46) yields the equation f= 

the flame position, 

-------------------------= (4.47) 

2 0.16 n ma G , 

Equation (4.47) is a quartic in Sbn which can be easily solved 

iteratively. Sane typical solutions are given in Figure 4.10 to 4.12 

sh:Ming the effect of mass transfer, swirl velocity, and flame zone 

temperature on the flame height. Reducin;I swirl velocity 1CMerS the 

flame height while high mass transfer rates and high canbustion zone 

temperatures result in the raising of the flame. (A/F)b' the air/fuel 

ratio at the flame is not necessarily equal to stoichicmetric, in fact 

experimental evidence (108) has revealed that this is usually in the 

rich zone. A simplification may, h::Mever be made with:mt much loss of 

accuracy, by assuming stoichianetric mixture in the canbustion zone. 

4.4.3 Boundary Layer Thickness During Conbustion 

Schlichting (56) gives an €Jll)irical equation f= boundary layer 

thickness in turbulent f1CM, without mass transfer fron the plate as: 

~ = 0.037 Rex-0 •2 (4.48) 

However, since evaporation causes a reduction in skin friction on the 

film surface, Marxman (50) has observed that this leads to a variation 
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in boundaJ:y layer thickness. The following expression was suggested 

by Marxman to account for the effect of mass transfer on the thickness 

of the boundary layer: 

§ = [0.0281 (1 + B).ln(l+B)]0.8 • REL_-O.2 
x I B -x 

(4.49) 

where the variable I is defined as: 

I 

I = f Z (1 - Z) d~ 
o 

(4.50) 

It was suggested earlier that the reduction in skin friction due to 

mass transfer may be approximated by equation (4.20). The variation 

was illustrated in Figure 3.8, showing a rapid drop in friction as 

mass transfer increases. The equations in (4.20) cover a wide range 

of B, up to 100. So they may also be used to represent flow in 

boundaJ:y layers with =mbustian. This is especially the case in wall

wetting diesel engines where Martin and Ahmad (31) found, from rough 

estimates, that B remains considerably less than 100. In Figure 4.13 

the effect of mass transfer on boundary layer thickness as expressed 

by equation (4.49) is illustrated. 

4.4.4 Scalar Quantity Profiles 

The experimental w:>rk of Wooldridge and Muzzy (108) has shcMn that 

species mass concentration and energy profiles in the reactive 

boundary layer exhibit similarity with the velocity profile when ron

dimensionalised in a suitable way. The IXl1'l-dimensional similarity 

parameters are divided into the two regions separated by the 

oanceptual flame position. F= conditions below the flame (i.e. 

between the fuel surface and the flame) equations (4.51) and (4.52) 

define concentration and energy similarity parameters wh::>se profiles 

are identical to tlDse of the ron-dimensionalised velocity, Z. 

(4.51) 
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(4.52) 

Where subscripts bands refer to the flaroo and film surface 

respectively. The enthalpy, h, is defined sirrply as S?T so that a 

temperature profile is identical to the h-profile. For conditions 

above the flaroo, the two pararooters are defined by equations (4.53) 

and (4.54): 

* !3 = 1 - (1 - Z) 
!3G - !3 

( ) 

h - he.: 
h* = 1 - (1 - Z).(---J 

ht,-hc; 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

where subscript G refers to the bulk gas stream. By canbining 

equations (4.51) - (4.54) with equation (4.44), Profiles of fuel, 

oxidant, canbustion products, and enthalpy are defined within the 

boundary layer. Figure 4.14 shows the species concentration profiles 

in the burning turbulent boundary layer fran the experiments of 

Vb:>ldridge and M.tzzy. In Figure 4.15 the experimental results f= 

species concentration are transfOJ:Ined a=ding to equations (4.51) to 

(4.54) and plotted together with the non-dimensional vel=ity profile 

to daronstrate similarity agreement within the mass transfer number 

range 2.2 to 54. It is thus only necessary to derive the vel=ity 

profile equation to canpletely chacterise the scalar quantity profiles 

in the boundary layer over a btu:ning fuel film. 

4.5 MASS TRANSFER AND MIx.tm PROCESSES DURIro CXM3USTION 

The equation defining the evaporation of fuel in the burning boundary 

layer is identical to that applied in the non-reactive case dealt with 

earlier in section 4.2.2. Extra tenns are included, however, in the 

expression for B to account for the increase in enthalpy in the bulk 
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stream due to ccmbustion. urlaub (20) identifies a pl'lerlcfreoon in 

wall-wetting engines s:!milar to the second assumption discussed in 

section 4.1, that initial mixture formation takes place in a vap::lUr 

layers adj acent to the wall, which persists until the initiation of 

canbusticn, when thermal mixing tends to drive the lighter bu:rn.ing 

zones to the centre of the bcMl. So the diffusion of air during the 

initial stages of mixture formation and also during the early stages 

of ccmbustion will be of a boundary layer nature similar to that 

des=ibed in the foregoing sections. The cnset of thermal mixing on a 

large scale, ooupled with the radial flow of air out of the piston 

bcMl during the expansion stroke, introduce a canplex flow field which 

can cnly be roughly approximated by the sirrq;llified approach adopted in 

this work. Altoough equation (1.26) des=ibes the path taken by the 

burning particles in the centrifugal field as they move towards the 

centre of rotation, it has a weakness inherent in the assumptions made 

in its derivation viz: 

1. Solid body swirl 

ii. Velocity of bu:rn.ing swirl are equal at time t = o. 
iii. Flow resistance opposing radial motion is neglected. 

As a result, the path followed by diffusing packets is independent of 

swirl intensity (Le. engine speed). It may be necessary at sane 

stage during the developnent of the flow field fron· the ccmbustion 

bcMl into the space above the piston to introduce principles of 

turbulent mixing such as trose des=ibed in O1apter 2, to acrount for 

various canplex and not easily characterised pherx:mena that cane into 

effect. The m::Jdel in its present form, however, assumes that the 

entrainment functicn of Escudier and Nicoll (78), dealt with earlier 

in this chapter, may be applicable throughJut the m::Jdelled period. In 

this way, the discontinuity that results fron using several functions, 

each dealing with a particular period of engine operation, is avoided. 

By making use of the equivalent ZE des=ibed in equation (4.3), it is 

possible to cause the entrainment function to respond favourably to 

engine speed and to give reascnable trends as well as magnitudes. 

'Ihis sirrq;llified approach to the process of turbulent mixing may be 
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justified on the basis that the resulting pressure and ~ature 

diagrams sh:Jw fairly good agreement with t\"x)se obtained 

experimentally. The heat release rate is also fairly reasonable, 

bearing in mind that this is nruch nore sensitive to IlIi.x:ing processes 

in the engine. In calculating the heat released in a given crank 

angle intEmTal, stoichic:metric canbustion is assumed througrout the 

cylinder. In regions with a lean mixture, all the fuel. is assumed to 

be burnt,while in rich regions all the air is assumed to take part in 

canbustion. By making use of the entrainment function to detennine 

the mass of air being transported into the "bun'rlng region" fron the 

surrotmdings, and evaporation equations to detennfne the corresponding 

fuel vapour mass, the mixture is distributed througrout the zone (in 

this case, bolmdary layer) using the profiles specified above. The 

equivalence ratio profile may be detennfned fron equations giving fuel 

vapour mass fraction concentration. It may be sh:Mn that it has the 

fonn sh:Mn below: 

(J= 

1/FARS 

(1 - 1) 
~ 

(4.55) 

where !2l is the fuel vapour mass fraction defined earlier in equations 

(4.32), (4.51) and (4.53). The equivalence ratio at any height above 

the film surface, is thus defined by equation(4.55), and the heat 

released in the same interval may thus be calculated. FARS in 

equation (4.55) is the stoichic:metric fuel/air ratio. Figure 4.16 

sh:Jws the profile for the equivalence ratio. The total heat released 

in the crank angle interval under consideration, is obtained by 

rrumerically integrating the heat release at any position across the 

thickness of the bolmdary layer. 
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0IAPl'ER 5 

Several assumptions have been made in developing the proposed model in 

order to simplify the metlxxi of analysis, and also to app:roximate the 

results to observed phenomena in identical flow situations. 

Justification for some of the assumptions can be made on the basis of 

published experimental data, and this has been done wherever possible. 

However, as the metlxxi of representing mixture formation processes 

adopted in this work is not generally encountered in the literature, 

it has been inevitable to make certain assumptions for which 

experimental validation has become necessary. This is especially the 

case in the choice of equations governing flow development of the 

liquid film on the walls of the =mbustion chamber, and the general 

applicability of boundary layer theory to the description of velocity 

and scalar quantity profiles in wall-wetting diesel engines. Several 

sets of experiments were thus designed to provide data necessary for 

validating some of these assumptions. The experiments were designed 

to yield data on the penetration of the film along the piston wall, 

the thickness of the fuel film and its temporal and spatial variation, 

wetted surface area, and, in an indirect way, the mean velocity of the 

film. Limited results were also obtained on validating the assumption 

that evaporated fuel fonns a vapour layer close to the Wall, diffusing 

slowly into the air stream. 

5.1 DESOUPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL RIG 

All the experiments were perfonned in a 'Perspex' simulation rig into 

which a transient liquid fuel jet was injected, forming a thin film on 

the vertical sides of the rig. A steady-state airstream, maintained 

at a pi:e-detennined level, was used to simUlate a given engine swirl 

condition. Salient details of the simulation rig may be found in 

reference (24). To create the desired velocity profile in the air 
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stream a deflection vane (Figure 5.1) located in the inlet section of 

the rig was employed. The design of the vane was experimentally 

optimised by M=is (24) so that the diffusion of momentum tend.ing to 

alter the velocity profile was negligible across the test section 

(covering a sector of 1500 ). A 10 mm diameter orifice placed in the 

supply line (Figure 5.2), was used to meter the air flow rate. The 

pressure drop across the orifice was recorded with a differential 

water marx:>meter. 

To simulate the injection process, a solerxJid operated sparl: ignition 

engine fuel injector operating at a line pressure of 2.1 bar was used. 

The injector was operated by means of an electronic injection unit 

which supplied a single pulse at 12 vcl ts to the solerxJid when working 

in the 'manual' mode. The duration of the pulse was varied by means 

of a 'decade' potentiometer (Figure 5.3) to correspond, by dynamic 

similitude, with the injection duration in the engine. The injection 

unit could also provide continuous operation by connecting to a pulse 

generator. In this mode, it was possible to obtain 'quasi-steady' 

pictures of the film by using the same signal f=m the pulse generator 

to trigger a stroboscope. Examples of this metlx:ld of operation are 

discussed in detail at a later stage when outlining the Photographic 

Technique (section 5.3.1). The fuel supply system used in the 

experiments was built around the 'Bosch' type 'A' injection pump. The 

pump feeds fuel in a l=p circuit illustrated in Figure 5.4 to the 

injector, by maintaining the fuel line pressure at 2.1 bar. EKcess 

fuel returns to the fuel tank via a relief valve as indicated in 

Figure 5.4. Figure 5.5 provides calibration results of the 

potentiometer readings against injector characteristics. In Figure 

5.5(a), the readings of the potentiometer are plotted against the 

electrical pulse width as measured with an oscillQS=Pe, while in 

Figure 5.5(b), the same 'decade' readings are plotted against the 

c=esponding mechanical injection duration f=m the signal obtained 

by a pressure transducer placed in the fuel line. In Fig. 5.5(c) 

'decade' readings have been plotted against the quantity of fuel 

injected, based on a mean of ten injections at each setting. The 

results in Fig. 5.5(c) have been useful in estimating the jet velocity 
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at the outlet of the modified nozzle. 

In order to achieve tangential wall impingement of the jet, the 

injector nozzle was modified by placing a brass cap with a side role 

over the injector (Fig. 5.6). The brass cap was then screwed onto the 

periph&y of the test region so that the fuel outlet was flush with 

the wall, and film develoPment commenced within the effective test 

zone. 

5.2 BASIS FOR SIMILARITY BE'lWEEN THE RIG AND THE ENGINE 

In their wOIk on the dispersion of a diesel fuel spray, Morris and 

Dent (23) identified three major criteria f= achieving dynamic 

similitude between the fuel jet in the engine and that in the rig. 

These are outlined, briefly, below. 

i. The mass flux ratio between the air stream and the jet must be 

identical in the engirie and the rig. Equation (5.1) sOOws the 

mathematical expression of the criterion. 

(5.1) 

i1. The ratio of rranentum flux between the air stream and the jet 

must be identical: 

ii1. The ratio of the Reynolds number of the gas stream, to that of 

the jet must be identical: 
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(5.3) 

= constant 

which may be expressed in the followin;;r, slightly nore convenient 

fonn: 

(5.4) 

Also included with these =iteria were conditions for geanetric 

similarity between the piston b:Ml and the test section of the rig, 

and the time =iterion. Gecmetric Similarity, stated sinply, requires 

that corresponding lengths between the engine and the Ilrldel are in 

constant ratio to each other. Giving this ratio as}., then the 

follCMing is the mathematical expression: 

dcm - = }. = constant (5.5) 

~ 

The time durations can be scaled, according to r..orris and Dent, by the 

followin;;r expression: 

tR UoE 
-=}..(-) (5.6) 
tE UOR 

where subs=ipts E and R refer to conditions in the engine and the rig 

respectively. 

When considerin;;r similarity in thin liquid films flowin;;r on solid 

surfaces, additional criteria need to be satisfied. These may be 

derived fron m::mentum considerations such as has been denonstrated in 
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J\ppe:ndix D, so that a non-dimensiona1ised IlD11eIltum conservation 

equation is derived (96). 

1 111 
Non-Dimensiona1ised _ - + - + - + -
M:::mentum Flux - Re Fr We Cf 

(5.7) 

where Re' Fr , and We are the Reyno1ds, Fraude, and Weber numbers, 
respectively, and Cf the friction coefficient. The significance of 

Froude and Weber numbers in this type of flCM may also be deduced fron 

the work of Fulford (94) which was highlighted in Section 3.2 above. 

Since the order of magnitude of each tenn on the right hand side of 

equation (5.7) denotes the :importance of the associated dimensionless 

number in the similiarity analysis, it is essential to make an 

approximation, based on data obtained in engine operation, of typical 

values. The follCMing values, based on the experiments of MUller (41) 

and Klanner (42) were asStn11ed: 

1 0-21 -41 -2 - = 1 xl, - = 8 x 10 ,- = 8 x 10 
Re Fr We 

These values suggest that Fraude number may be neglected frc:rn ~ 

similarity analyses witoout much loss in accuracy. Altoough the 

relative magnitude of We and Re indicates that Weber number is 

significant in the similarity calculations, it has been pointed out in 

Chapter 3, after F\llford (94), that Weber numbers in excess of unity, 

as is the case here, imply that surface effects are infact negligible. 

So the Reynolds number criterion in equation (5.4) is sufficient to 
characterise the nature of viscous forces acting on the film since at 

high flCM rates, the friction coefficient ef is also a function of the 

Reynolds number. 

5.2.1 Deriviation of the Similarity Equation 

Fran the criterta given in equations (5.1) to (5.4), conditions in the 

rig corresponding to ~ given set of engine conditions, may be 
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derived. Q:mb:!n:ing equations (5.1) and (5.2) results in the sinple 

expression that the ratio of the gas stream to that of the jet at the 

nozzle ex! t should be identical: 

(5.8) 

By substituting equation (5.8) into either equation (5.1) = (5.2) the 

following expression is obtained: 

P 1/2 
(-.!.) = constant 

PG 
(5.9) 

Fran which the diameter of the injector nozzle in the rig may be given 

by: 

(5.10) 

Injection velocity in the rig may be determined by re-arranging 

equation (5.8) as follows: 

U
oR '[~L"oR (5.11) 

Fran equation (5.6), =esponding time durations in the rig, t R, may 

be calculated. To canplete the dynamic similitude, it is essential to 

satisfy the Reyoolds number criterion defined in equation (5.4), which 

may be re-arranged to give: 

:: • X -~:] • [::] 
R E 

(5.12) 
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Canhin:ing equations (5.10) and (5.12) yields an equation f= the 

injector IlOzzle diameter in the rig: 

(5.13) 

5.2.2 Solution Methodology 

Equations (5.6), (5.11 ) , and (5.13 ) constitute the governing set of 

equations for achieving similar! ty. By specifying the IlOzzle diameter 

in the rig, 'bR' and since engine conditions are krx:lwn at each 

condition to be m:Jdelled, then equation (5.13) has only UID unkrx:Jwns -

the gecrnetric linear scale, }.. , and the properties of the working 

fluids (fuel and bulk stream) as represented by their respective 

viscosities. By specifying working fluids consistent with convenient 

operation and laroratory safety (kerosene and air operating at ambient 

conditions were chosen in this case) the equation f= the linear scale 

is given by: 

= =---=------

~:J . [::J . 'bE 

(5.14) 

E R 

Substituting equation (5.14) into eqn. (5.6) yields: 

(5.15) 

where the constant C{3 = Ca • tE • UOE• 

Once 'bR is fixed, then Uo will depend on the choice of the injection 

system, and so will be constant f= a given injector and ptnnp, so that 

tR will also be a constant. It is thus possible to define swirl in 
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the rig, UGR, as a function of only the swirl in the engine, UGE, 

given by equation (5.11) - a.ssurn:inJ UoE to be constant (ie. injection 

nozzle velocity in the engine). Injection duration in the rig, 

defined by equation ( 5.6) will also be dependent only on the 

corresponding injection duration in the engine. Table 5.1 sh:Ms 

typical results, obtained for one operating condition in the engine. 

5.3 DESCRIPl'ION OF EXPERIMENTAL ME'lliODS 

Theexperimemal results may be divided into two major categories; 

those based on exper:iroents performed by the autt=, and those based on 

similar exper:iroental =rk, ertracted fron the literature. The 

exper:iroents undertaken by the author were aimed at providing essential 

details arout the development of the film, especially the penetration, 

velCX::ity, wetted surface area, and the thickness and its subsequent 

evaporation into the bulk gas stream. Three optical methods were 

errq;>loyed to obtain these results: 

- 'Strobe-flash' photographic technique 

- Laser-excited fluorescence technique. 

- Schlieren technique. 

The following discussion outlines in detail the procedure involved in 

each of the three methods. 

5.3.1 Photographic Technique 

In this method, a sequence of photographs were taken of the liquid 

film at different times f=m the start of injection during separate 

injections, to give· a sequential developnent of the film along the 

wall. The arrangement of the instrumentation is illustrated in Fig. 

5.7, sh:lwing the essential equ!pnent used. The injector nozzle is 

operated by int=ducing an electrical pulse of krnm. duration to the 

solenoid. As the nozzle opens, the fuel-line pressure, which is 

othe:rwise maintained at a constant value, experiences a sudden shaJ:p 
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drop. This is sensed by a pressure transducer placed in the fuel-line, 

which sends a signal, through an electronic delay circuit, to trigger 

the stroboscope to deliver a single flash of light. The camera, which 

is operated in 'open-shutter' 1IOde, records the position of the film 

as the flash canes on. The delay in time between the opening of the 

injector nozzle, and the introduction of the strobe-light flash gives 

the time taken by the film to travel the length sOOwn on a 

corresponding photograph. This was used to obtain the develop:nent of 

the film at different times fron the start of injection, covering the 

time duration co=espcnding to the calculated injection duration. 

Typical results are illustrated in Fig. 5.8, showing the develop:nent 

of the film fron 3 to 10 IllS after injection, at 1 IllS inteJ:Vals. To 

obtain reasonably repeatable results for penetration and velocity, 

such as those given in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 several results were taken 

at each delay setting and the results averaged. 

5.3.2 Laser-excited Flourescence Technique 

Collier and Hewi tt (115) have reviewed various techniques of measuring 

the thiclmess of thin liquid films, and have grouped them into three 

major categories: 

i. Average Meth::ds:- These are based on measuring average thiclmess 

over a length of film. A typical example is the film oonductance 

metood (as opposed to the conductivity probe technique) where the 

electrical conductance of a length of film is related to the mean 

film thickness. 

li. Localised Meth::ds:- Conductivity probe and capacitance 

measurements fall under this category, which enccmpasses 

techniques in which film thiclmess is reasonably localised, but 

not as highly resolved as in point meth::ds. 
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ill. Point Methods:- Methods which provide continuous measurements at 

a given point are included in this category. t-bst. optical 

techniques, such as light absorption method, and the fluourescent 

technique are typical examples. 

The conductivity and capacitance probe techniques have been 

successfully applied under engine =nditions (41, 42) and their 

respective merits and demerits are fairly well known. The 

conductivity probe technique, when applied to measuring hydrocarbon 

film thickness, requires the use of fuel additives to make the film 

conduct. These have side-effects, such as the increase in 

concentration due to evaporation which affects conductivity, and the 

effect of film temperature on its conductivity. Both these effects 

must be accounted for if accurate measurements are to be made. The 

capacitive probe technique, on the other hand, does not require 

additives and may thus be used with a:rq hydrocarbon fuel. Its 

limitations relate to the measurements of film thickness during 

canbustion when it has been found that flame reagents and carbon 

significantly affect the accuracy of the measurements ( 41) • Both 

techniques have the added disadvantage that the process of implanting 

probes in the cylinder is time consuming and rather involved. 

A1 though the two techniques have the overiding advantage that they may 

be applied in making measurements in the engine, it is favourable to 

use IXlIl-intrusive optical techniques to make measurements. in an 

optically accessible simulation test rig, as this is relatively easier 

to set up, and capable of providing detailed results about the film. 

The laser-excited flourescent techniqe is an optical method based on a 

similar method used by Hewitt et al (116) to measure film thiclmess 

and surface waves in two-phase flow. The principle is to irradiate a 

spot on the film of fuel, in which a fluorescent dye is diSSOlved, 

with 1lOIlOChranatic light. This excites flourescence in the film, 

emitting light of a different wavelength. It is essential that the 

dye must absorb at the wavelengths present in the irradiating source, 

and efficiently convert the radiation into flourescent radiation which 

sOOuld, preferably be in the visible spectrum. An additional 
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requirement relating specifically to engine applications, is that the 

dye IlUlSt have very short induction and decay times in order to respond 

to the rapid fluctuations ocrresponding to surface waves on the film. 

'Rubrene' (tetraphenylnaphthacene ) exhibits all of the above 

requirements (117), and is also soluble in nnst hydrocarbon fuels. 
'1\ 

This influeced its choice in the present work. An Argon-ion laser, ,., 
emitting in the blue waveband (A= 460 nm), was used as the 

m:n:x:hranatic light source to irradiate a Rubrene-Kerosene solution 

liquid film. A peak emission was observed with this system in the 

yellow waveband (A = 555.2 nm) as illustrated in Fig. 5.11. The 

intensity of light emitted by the film is proportional to its 

thickness. Sane of the emitted light is ocllected and filtered to 

renove the reflected and scattered canponents of the incident beam, 

and a photanultiplier tube (IMl') used to reocrd the signal. A 

schematic of the experimental set-up used is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. 

5.3.3 Calibration of the Fluorescent Technique 

It is necessary, when calibrating the inst:nnnents, to reproduce, as 

closely as possible the exact geanetry of the optical system so that 

effects such as self absorption are identical between the calibration 

rig and the actual system. The basic principle used was to trap a 

thin film of dyed fuel between -00 6 mn thick 'Perspex' plates 

separated by thin metal shims of known thickness. A 1 an diameter 

oole in the shims was used to create a thin cavity between the 

'Perspex' plates when they were cemented together. Fig. 5.13 sh:Ms 

the calibration cell, cemented on three sides only. A range of cells 

covering thicknesses fron 0.025 - 0.8 mn were used in the calibration. 

A hypodermic needle and syringe were used to inject fuel into the thin 

cavity, through a oole drilled through one of the plates. The 

calibration was =ied out by placing the cell in the position 

showing the rig in Fig. 5.12, and focussing the laser beam at the 

film. The resulting calibration curve is sOCJwn in Fig. 5.14. 
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5.3.4 Schlieren Optical System 

To investigate evaporation effects in the 'Perspex' rig, it was 

necessary to inject a fuel with a high volatility, in order to 

maintain the air stream at a temperature consistent with safe 

operation. Iso-Pentane (C5 H12)' with a boiling point temperature of 

27.SSOC, was chosen for this pw:pose. 

A schematic diagram of the optics IlOU!lted to obtain high speed 

ph:>tographs of the fuel/air layer above the film surface, is sh::lwn in 

Figure 5.15. The basic principle of operation is that a collimated 

beam enters the simulation rig, passing through the test section, onto 

a mir.ror positioned at 4SO to the beam. This reflects the beam into a 

focussing lens to bring it to a sharp point focus. A knife edge 

inserted in the focal plane of the focussing lens is adjusted until 

the image fonned on a transluscent viewing screen da:l:kens as unifonnly 

as possible. The edge of the knife-edge must be set perpendicular to 

the direction in which density gradients are to be observed (118). 

The optical arrangement described above was used to acquire high-speed 

Schlieren ph:>tographs of the fuel as it evaporates fron the surface of 

the film, at a rate of 750 frames per second. Three conditions were 

investigated representing three engine speeds: 1000, 1500, and 2000 

rpn. To satisfy conditions of dynamic similitude between the engine 

and the experimental rig, the mass transfer mnnber, B, was used as the 

similarity parameter (114). 

Mass Transfer Nunber Calculaticns: 

A typical value of B at TDC, in a motoring wall-wetting diesel engine 

can be approx:l.mated fron the right hand side of equation (4.37) which 

can be re-written as follows: 

(5.16) 
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The following values, after the work of Martin and Ahmad (31), are 

used in the calculations: 

TBP = 533K 

Tamb = 300K 

TG = 800K 

<:pe; = 1.1 kJ/kg.K at TG 

Specific heat capacity of the fuel, '1>f' and the heat of vaporisation, 

ht-g , at ambient pressure, are calculated fron the fOllcming two 

equations fron reference (119): 

1.6848 + 0.00339T 

'1>f = (P1S.60C)1/2 

2S1.3 - O.377T 

ht-g = (P1S.60C)1/2 

kJ/kg.K (S.17) 

kJ/kg (S.18) 

where P1S.60C is the density of the fuel (petroleum) in g/c:m3 at 

lS.60C. For diesel this is 0.84 g/c:m3 • Once ~ (the value of B in 

the engine) has been calculated, equation (4.38) is iterated under 

conditions pertaining in the simulation rig to obtain the required 

bulk air temperature. The iteration scheme proceeds on two fronts: A 

value of TG is chosen, then an iteration for B is undertaken. TG is 

progressively increased until ~ (the calculated value of B in the 

rig) equals ~. The Antoine Constants for Iso-Pentane, necesscu:y to 

can:y out the iteration are as foll=, after reference (112): 

a = 6.8S221 

b = 1064.63 

c = -41.0 (Temperature in Ke1v:f.n) 

A temperature of 3sOC was arrived at for the intake air temperature. 
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5.3.5 The Experlmental Work of MUller (Ref. 41) 

To evaluate the a=acy of equations developed in O'lapter 3 under 

conditions that pertain in the engine, the results obtained by MUller 

(41) were used to ccmpare with tOOse predicted. 

MUller measured film thickness in a single cylinder AVL experimental 

engine with the following dimensions: 

Stroke 

Bore 

Connecting rod 

Q:mpression ratio 

Injector oozzle dia. 

125 nm 

120 nm 

195 nm 

16.5 

0.75 nm with an opening pressure of 175 

bar 

Three pistons with a spherical bowl, were each jmplanted with 

amductivity probes to measure film thickness (Fig. 5.16). 'l1le 

distribution of probes in each of the pistons was designed to CXNer as 

much surface area as was practical, and consistent with the 

limitations of carrying probes on the piston, The three designs 

ch::Jsen are illustrated on a planar representation in Fig. 5.17. Each 

probe had a diameter of 0.75 nm, and by arranging the circuihy so 

that the piston body constituted one electrode, each probe represented 

a measurement of film thickness over a length equivalent to the 

thickness of the ceramic insulation (Fig. 5.18). In MUller's 

experiments this was of the order of 0.25 nm. Precise analytical 

details, and calibration of the technique may be fOlEld in refereooe 

(41). To meet the requirements for a conducting fuel, MUller 

dispensed with the need for adding electrolytes to the fuel by using 

Diethylene Glycol (C6H1403 ) wrose physical properties are tabulated, 

together with tOOse of Diesel, in Table 5.2. This constituted' the 

baseline fuel against which other fuels were ccmpared. other baseline 

conditions were as follows: 
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Engine speed 1500 rpn 

Injection timing 22%Toc· 
Lm.a.p. 3.75 bar (with canbustion) 

Injection duration l~CA 

Mllller, in effect, studied the fuel film with respect to three major 

parameters: its thickness, developnent of the wetted surface, and the 

rate of evaporation. Parametric studies were carried out 

experimentally, with the following as the independent variables: 

a) Fuel type 

b) Engine load 

c) EXcess air CXl8fficient 

d) Engine speed 

e) Injection timing 

f) Swirl intensity 

g) Temperature of the piston wall. 

Detailed results are presented in graphical form in reference ( 41), 

and, for brevity, only the rrost pertinent features of Mllller's =rk 

have been reproduced and canpared with predicted results fron the 

IOCldel. A limited study of the effects of canbustion on film 

developnent was also undertaken and the results have been used to 

validate the IOCldel. 

5.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The values of all the quantities investigated in the experiments 

described ill Section 5.3 are given in graphical form at the end of 

this chapter. The following discussion outlines the conditions under 

which these results were obtained and attempts to draw conclusions on 

the expected behaviour of the model, based on experimental findings. 

The baseline engine conditions chosen for the modelling work were the 

same as those of Mll1ler (41). Also the dimensions for the rig were 

calculated on the basis of the engine used by Mll1ler, given in the 
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previous section. 

5.4.1 ' Strobe-Flash' Photographic Results 

Typical photographic records of the deve1op:nent of the film on the 

wall are sOOwn in Fig. 5.8. The figure sOCMs the penetration and 

wetted area of a I<erosene film fran 3 to 10 IlLS after the start of 

injection. The air velocity in that instance was maintained at 4.6 

m/s corresponding to an air swirl of 42 m/s in the engine, at 1500 

rpn. The effect of air swirl velocity on the characteristics of the 

fuel film was a major aspect of this investigation, and hence 

measurement of penetration and surface area developnent were taken 

0<Jer a wide range of swirl velocities corresponding to various enJine 

operating conditions. Figure 5.19 sOCMs velocity profiles obtained 

within the test section of the rig at the pesi tions indicated in 

Figure 5.1 by the letters A, B, and C. The profiles at any 

longitudinal (ie. along the wall) position are sOCMn to exhibit 

similarity by normaliSing them sui.tably as illustrated in Fig. 5.20. 

The measured profiles sb::M a slight change as the probe is traversed 

through the test section sb::Ming that there was scrne arrount of 

m::xnentum diffusion. Table 5.3 presents simulation rig swirl 

characteristics with oorresponding Values in the engine. 

A close examination of the results obtained in the simulation rig at 

different swirl velocities sOCMs that the influence of swirl velocity 

on the penetration of the film along the wall is not very high. This x 
. -. ----- ------ --, 

is probably due to the fact that the CUlipJIlElIlt of the relative 

velocity between the air stream and the surface of the film is snall 

when canpared to the injected canponent, especially for very thin 

liquid films. The departure between predicted and experimental 

results in Figure 5.21 may be attributed to the assumption that the 

flow of the film along the wall can be approximated by the wall-jet 

equation. If surface roughness is not adequately acoounted for by the 

Reyrx:>lds number criterion, then this also contributes to the 

departure. A further reason for the departure, which is discussed 
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further in the next section, is the presence of waves on the surface 

of the fuel film which reduces the effective penetration. 

Fran the shape of the film on the ph:ltographs it was possible to 

obtain approximate values f= the wetted surface area and the nature 

of spread of the film. This has been done for sane of the pictures in 

the sequence illustrated in Figure 5.8 and the results are canpared 

with predicted values in Figure 5.22. Since the angle of spread of 

the fuel film was fixed at 260 , the higher predicted film penetration 

also implies a higher predicted wetted area of the film. If the m::Jdel 

over estimates the surface area, this would lead to a higher 

evaporation rate which, in turn, results in a higher rate of heat 

release, unless the corresponding air entrainment rate is low. 

5.4.2 Fluorescence Technique 

This technique was used to measure film thickness and penetration of 

the film along the piston wall. The laser beam was focussed at 

several points positioned 5 mu apart along the central axis of the 

film starting 5 mu frcm the nozzle. A set of signals such as 

illustrated in Fig. 5.23 are obtained f= the whole wetted length of 

the film. The signal trace carries a significant arrount of 

information about the film, of which only the film thickness and the 

penetration were extracted. The film thickness is given by the level 

of the signal while the penetration is represented by the time taken 

by the film to travel frcm the nozzle to the point under 

consideration. The film was probed at ten positions (0.5 to 5 cm 

Clamstream of the nozzle) for each of the engine speeds covered (1000 

- 3000 :r:pn). 

Data Reduction and Analysis 

The film thickness in the m::Jdel is calculated on the basis of 

penetration, x, so that if s is the film thickness, then: 
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s = f(x) 

The results obtained in the experimental =rk, 00wever represent the 

variation of film thickness, at a fixed penetration, with time, ie. 

s = f(t) , x = constant 

To canpare the two sets of results, therefore, it was necessa:ty to 

convert the experimental results into a c:arpatible fonnat. By 

assuming that the intensity of the signal representing mean film 

thickness at any position along the wall, during injection, is not 

dependent on time, then the mean value of the signal can be 

represented by the time mean, which is expressed mathematically by: 

1 JT S = T s (t) dt 
o 

(5.19) 

The signal is analysed across the duration labelled "wind::Jw" in Figure 

5.23 which represents the period during injection as the film crosses 

the point tn'lder consideration. The standard deviation was also 

calculated, giving the scatter in the analysed signal. 'lhls was found 

to be quite high (of the order of 40%) in all of the signals, shcMing 

that there was considerable variation in measured thickness at each 

point. 'lhls could be attributed to the 'frothiness' of the film 

resulting fron surfactants present in ccmnercial Kerosene which was 

used in these experiments. To improve .the quality of the signals, the 

experiments were repeated using Heptane, resulting in an improvement 

of the standard deviation (chID to 20%) although the magnitude of film 

thickness obtained were of the same order as th:lse obtained with 

Kerosene Fig. 5.24 shows an enlargement of the signal in the 'wind::Jw' 
of Fig. 5.23 plotted together with the CUIm1Ulative time mean of the 

signal and the CUIm1Ulative r.m.s. value, representing the intensity of 

the signal, calculated fron the following equation: 
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1 iT r.m.s = [T s2 (t) dt]1/2 
o 

(5.20) 

The r.m.s value will be slightly higher than the time mean as it 

includes the effect of surface wave frequency. 

Fig 5.25 shows the time mean values of film thickness at all 

positions along the surface of the wall for the 'Thu extreme engine 

speeds cx:nsidered. In dashed lines, in each case, is the predicted 

result of the respective engine speed. Both experimental cw:ves shcM 

that the film attains maximum thickness at a position downstream of 

the nozzle. 'Ibis could be explained in tenns of a "bow' wave formed 

due to impingement of the jet on the wall. Assuming the wave to have 

properties identical to those of a hydraulic jW1p, then the kinetic 

energy of the faster fluid upstream will be converted into potential 

energy in the wave, thus increasing its amplitude. The wave amplitude 

decays after the end of injection as the potential energy converts 

back into kinetic energy. The pulsations in the line pressure in 

effect acted like multiple injections, giving multiple 'bow' waves as 

illustrated in Fig. 5.26. Although these multiple ripples are unique 

to the petrol injection system used, and may thus not be observed in a 

typical diesel engine injection system, the formation of a single 

'bow' wave, and a 'piling up' of the liquid film characteristic of a 

hydraulic jW1p phencmenon, has been observed by Klanner (42) with an 

impinging diesel jet. 

5.4.3 Results of Schlieren Method 

A typical sequence of Schlieren pIxltographs is illustrated in Figure 

5.27 shcMing the initiation of vapour diffusion and its subsequent 

developnent. The diffusion of fuel vapour in the intmval 

corresponding to the injection duration is illustrated in Figure 5.28, 

where six frames are re-plotted on a scaled diagram of the test rig 

section, shcMing progressive developnent of the vapour plume. The 

Cbtted line represents the c:c:rtplted boundary layer thickness, based on 

equation (4.49). When vapour diffusion is observed beyond the 
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duration of injection, as illustrated in Figure 5.29, the series of 

ph:)tographs consistently indicate separation of flow at about Br? fran 

the position of the injector. This could be explained as being due to 

either of two possible causes: 

i. the onset of secondary flow as the air stream flows round the 

curve section of the rig. This =uld result in vapour being 

transferred towards the axis of rotation (away fran the wall). 

11. As the air passes through section A-B in Figure 5.30, there is a 

change in pressure patteJ:n, due to flow in the outlet section, 

tending to straighten the flow as illustrated by flow lines in 

Figure 5.30. 

To ascertain the cause of this, an experiment was performed using 

smoke to visualise the flow in the region close to the wall. It was 

concluded fran the experiment, that the second reason is responsible 

f= the rrovement in the vapour shown by the Schlieren ph:)tographs. 

In view of the above analysis, oomparison between experimental and 

predicted results can only be made in the region A-B-C shown in Figure 

5.30. Such o::mparison has been shown to yield good agreement as 

illustrated in Figure 5.2B. This renders support to the idea that 

evaporating fuel forms a layer of vapour close to the wall and only 

diffuses slowly towards the centre of rotation, thus allowing f= 

boundary layer theory to be applied in analysing mixture f=mation. 

5.4.4 Experimental Results of MUller 

As stated earlier in Section 5.3.3, Mill.ler's experiments were 

conducted, using Diethylene Glycol, to dete:rmine the effect of various 

parameters on the thickness of the film, wetted surface area, and the 

rate of evaporation. To o::mpare his results with those obtained using 

the present model, only results dealing with effect of the following 

parameters on film develop:nent, have been considered: 
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i. en;;)'ine speed (swirl. vel.ocity) 

ii. Injection timing 

Ui. Engine l.oad 

iv. Cbmbustion 

Al:trough Mill..l.er did not expl.icitl.y provide infonnation on the 

penetration of the fil.m with respect to time, Fig. 5.3l. may be used to 

investi9(te the a=acy of the nature of equation (3.48) used in the X 

model. to cal.cul.ate penetration. Approximatel.y paral.l.el. curves woul.d 

indicate that the equation suitabl.y des=ibes this type of fl.ow and 

that a change in the constant 'c' may be sufficient to make the 

necessary correction. Fig. 5.32 sh:Jws the resul. t of such a 

comparison, where it sh:Jul.d be noted that the experimental. resul. ts are 

onl.y qual.itative in nature.The resul.ts sh:Jwn in Fig. 5.3l. have al.so 

been used to investigate the val.idity of equation (3.5l.) in 

des=ibing the shape of the inj ected fil.m. 

The importance of a proper consideration of viscosity through the 

Reynol.ds criteria considered in equation (5.4) is demonstrated by Fig. 

5.33 which presents the resul.ts of two fuel.s; Diethyl. Gl.ycol. and 

Ethyl. Gl.ycol. with respective viscosities of 5.0 and 2.l. mPa.s, 

injected under the same conditions (respective densities are 989.8 and 

93l..l. kg/m3 ). It is cl.ear that there is simil.arity in the shape of 

wetted areas as the resul. ts in Fig.5.33 demonstrate, sh:Jwing that 

resul. ts f:rom the model. can be used to represent the events in the 

en;;)'ine. It sh:Jul.d al.so be pointed out here that the distribution of 

measurement points on the spherical. surface make it more difficul.t to 
characterise the l.ongitudinal. axis of the fil.m to compare with resul.ts 

for fl.ow on a fl.at pl.ate. The resul.ts of Mill..l.er are given in terms of 

measurements taken at points making up a grid arrangement in the 

en;;)'ine bowl.. The points are referred to by a l.atitude/l.ongitude 

representation, so that measurement point 120/150 refers to latitude 

1200, and l.ongitude 1500 • Due to the l.ow spatial. resolution of the 

points, it was not possibl.e to obtain a good representation for points 

lying on the l.ongitudinal. axis. This somewhat limits the comparison 

of these resul.ts directly with those f:rom the model. As a rough 
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estimate, latitude 120 was taken as the longitudinal axis of the film 

(see Figure 5.31), and inter-sections with longitudes 120, 150, 180, 

and 210 to represent points on the axis. Fig. 5.34 shows the 

variation of film thickness at these four points with crank angle (= 

time :in the. case of the autlx>r's experiments). Clearly, there is 00 

wave effect detected here as the film is shown to taper towards its 

leading edge until much later in the development (approxm. 2sOCA ATDC) 

when the thickness at the leading edge becomes slightly thicker (at 

longitude 210°) than that upstream (longitude 180°). The 

observations of the author and also those of Klanner (42) demonstrate 

that there is a 'bow wave' formed which makes the film thickest at a 

position somewhat upstream of the leading edge until the end of 

injection, after which the wave amplitude starts to diminish. A 

" similar conclusion may be drawn from Muller's results by transferring 

the data in Figure 5.35 into a distance - film thickness format. The 

resulting cw:ve is illustrated :in Figure 5.36 showing that the film 

thickness C\ttains a maximum at a position upstream of the leading 

edge. In this figure, as in Figure 5.32, the length scale is only a 

proportional representation due to the unava!labili ty of a scale on 

" Muller's results. 

5.5 M:lDIFICATIONS 'lO THE WALL JET APPROAClI 

The results given in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show significant departure 

between experimental and calculated quantities. It is thus essential 

to re-co=elate them in order to obtain· ac=ate representation :in the 

engine nodel. By =llecting' all the constant quantities:in equation 

(3.48) into a single =nstant, and making use of only one exponent, 

the equation for film penetration can be re-cast:in the following 

fonn: 

(5.21) 

If at time t = 0 the penetration is zero, then Xo = 0 and constants 

'C' and 'a' may be obtained by re-plotting the results in Figure 5.9 
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on a bi-logarithmic scale. The resulting linear relationship is sOOwn 

in Figure 5.37(a). The axes of the figure have been labelled with 

their corresponding couponents in equation (5.21). The slope of the 

straight line yields the value of 'a' while 'c' is obtained fron the y 

intercept. The following constants have been derived in this way: 

a = 0.2 

c = 0.1198 

It is worth pointing out here that although 'a' is dimensionless, c is 

dimensional and the above value is only applicable when SI units are 

used in equation (5.21). 

By differentiating equation (5.21) with respect to time, the 

following equation is obtained for the velocity of the film: 

Cz 
U=-

t a-1 
(5.22) 

The data :in Figure 5.9 have been re-plotted together with equation 

(5.21). The result is illustrated in Figure 5.37(b) sh::Ming marlred 

:improvement in the predicted results. By substituting equation (5.21) 

into equation (3.52), new predictions fer the wetted area have been 

obtained. These are illustrated in Figure 5.38. In both cases 

improved predictions have been made. 

5.5.1 Surface Area Diminution Due to ElTap=ation 

Apart fron obtaining accurate surface area predictions, the llXldel must 

also be able to calculate fairly accurately the diminution of the 

wetted area due to evaporation. To ensure that the calculated trend 

follows obseJ:Ved behavi= in empirical situations, p\'x)tographs of the 

film surface were taken at pre-set delay times, fOllowing the method 

described in Section 5.3.1. One set of p\'x)tographs were taken under 
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conditions of minimum evaporation, while another set were taken with a 

significantly increased evaporation rate. The rate .of evaporations 

was controlled by raising the temperature of the gas stream frcm 11'C 

to 3s<'C while maintaining its velocity at a constant value of 6.5 m/s, 

co=espond:ing to an engine speed of 2000 rpn (see Table 5.3). Figure 

5.39 sOOws a typical pair of photographs taken at 7.08 ms after start 

of injection. 

To allow for diminution of the surface area, a cosine function is 

assumed to characterise the cross-section of the film thickness. This 

has the following form: 

S 1 
- = - [1 + Cos (1r~)] 
~ 2 

where ~ = film thickness of the central axis of the jet 

(5.23) 

~ = nonnalised dimension measured frcm the axis of the jet, 

given by z/(O.5b) 

b = film breadth. 

Figure 5.40 illustrates, schematically, . the nanenclature adopted. 

Ccmparisans between experimental results and those calculated frcm 

applying equation (3.52) together with equations (3.53), (5.22), and 

(5.23) are illustrated in Figures 5.41 to 5.44. The results show that 

as the delay ti_1ll9 of which the ph:>tograph is taken increases, the 

error between the calculated and measured quantities also increases. 

This may be attributed to the following reason: In the proposed 

nodel, the part of the film furthe~t __ frcm the nozzle is assumed to y 

have spent the longest time on the Wall, and is thus expected to 

experience a larger loss of mass due to evaporation. This principle 

is illustrated in Figure 5.45, where the quantity evaporated is seen 
.. qpidb "'il\., "e ... e~ .. "+;~n. ~,.. Pe .. itl\e" ..... T ol>$u·vIlI\lons 

to increase"such as may be deduc...:.ed frcm Figures 5.25 and 5.36, and 

also as discussed by Urlaub (34), hc::Mever, suggest that after in! tial 

contact with the piston Wall, in which the film experiences a large 

deceleration, subsequent layers I glide I over the wetted patch, 

travelling further than the proposed nodel assumes. The results in 

Figures 5.41 to 5.44, thus, lend IIOre support to the above 
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explanation, and it is noticed that at longer time durations, the film 

patch tends instead to beccme = (due to thin edges evaporatiIYJ 

off) rather than having a much shorter penetration. The p:cqpsed 

IOCldel, in its present form has not acrounted for the phen:menon 

described above. It is, however, necessary at sane stage, to include 

these effects if the m:Jdel is to address the problem of significantly 

higher I.II'lbuInt hydrocarbons in wall-wattiIYJ engines. The relatively 

oooler fuel film layers 'gliding' over earlier injected layers I'Oll.d 

resul.t in a slower heatiIYJ of film which, in tw:n, would lead to a 
11 

slower evaporation rate. The experimental reSUlts of Muller ( 41) , 

illustrated in Figure 5.35, derronstrate this . delayed evaporation 

pheronenon to sane extent. A 5 micron thick liquid film is seen to 
persist on the wall of the piston crown well over 3sOCA after the end 

of injection. '!his may have been canpounded by the fact that in the 

region close to the bottan of the bowl there is a marked reduction in 

the swirl intensity, as illustrated by the reSUlts of CONClJAS m:Jdel 

c:anputations illustrated earlier in Figures 1.27 and 1.31. '!his may 

lead to a reduction in convective heat and mass transfer in that 

region. However, the effect of slower film heatiIYJ due to the earlier 

explanation canrnt be discounted due to the length of time involved. 

5.6 cx)NCLUSION 

The experimental reSUlts presented in this chapter have highlighted 

sane of the weakness in the conceptual frarnewoJ:k of the m:Jdel. 

Corrections have been made to sane of the equations where this could 

be done without a canpletely new approach in the rrodelling concept. 

The following assumptions have been verified: 

(i) It is plausible to apply wall-jet concepts to the description 

of film m::>tion on the piston wall. The constants in the wall

jet equation have to be empirically fitted in order to ensure 

m::>re a=ate representation. 

(ii) The evaporating fuel forms a layer of vapour in the region 
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close to the film surface diffusing very slowly mto the main 

stream. 
(iii) S:imp1e mass conservation can be used to obtain an estimate of 

film thickness. 

(iv) '!he metocd used to canpute wetted surface area yields accurate 
i. 

magntf-dues as well as trends once the corrections suggested to 

the wall-jet equations have been :implemented. 

'!he major short canings have been identified in the m:Jdell:lng concept, 

both of which may result in higher evaporation rate than actually 

occurs: 

(i) . '!he unavailability of a metocd to take into account surface 

waves may lead to an over-prediction of penetration and wetted 

surface area. 

(ii) '!he absence of a metocd to describe the 'gliding' phencmeoon, 

whereby layers of film injected late glide over those injected 

earlier resulting in a slower heating of the film and hence a 

lower rate of evaporation. 

lis pointed out earlier, both of these observations may significantly 

affect predictions for unbu:rnt hydrocarbon emissions. But as these 

are not part of the predictions fron the node1 in its present fonn, 

they do not affect the results fron the m:XIe1 to any great extent. 
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Table 5.1: Similarity Conditions at 1500 RIM 

PARAMETER EN>INE MJDEL 

Air Stream Velocity (m/s) ID 42.0 4.62 
Linear Scale A 1.0 1.0 
Injector Nozzle Dia. (mu) do 0.75 0.4 
Air Density (kg/m3) a 11.0 1.2 
Density of Fuel " f 820.0 780.0 
Injection Duration (ms) t 1.6 15.85 
Inj ection Velocity (m/s) Uo 144.6 28.0 
Working Pressure (Bar) P 24.0 1.0 
Cylinder Temp. (K) T 750.0 300.0 

Table 5.2: Fuel Properties at 208c 

PROPERTY ETHYL-GLYCOL ETHYL-DIGLYCOL DIESEL 
C4H1oo2 C6H1403 

l-blecular Weight 90.12 135.17 250(appr) 

Densi~ 931.1 989.8 820.0 
(kg/m ) 

Boiling Temp.oC 135.1 201.9 170-350 
(at 1 Bar) 

Vapour Pressure 5.066 0.133 
(mBar) 

Heat capacity 2.324 2.311 1.968 
(kJ/kg.K) 

Thennal Conduetivi ty 1.73 x 10-4 1.68 x 10-4 1.42 x 10-4 

(kW/m.K) 

Viscosity 2.1 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-3 

(Pa.s) 

calofie Value 25.477 25.58 42.915 
(MJ/kg) 

Stoichianetrie 8.5 8.3 15.1 
A/F Ratio 
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Latent Heat 
(MJ/kg) 

Electrical Cond. 
(S/m)- Approx 

2.68 

1.0 x 10-4 

2.75 2.763 

2.0 x 10-5 1.0 x 10-12 

Table 5.3: Simulation Rig Swirl O1aracteristics 

EN3INE SPEED SWIRL VELOCITY SWIRL VELOCITY VELOCITY 
(RIM) IN El-GINE (m/s) IN RIG (m/s) PROFILE IN 

THE RIG 

1000 3.25 Fig. 5.23 
1500 23.90 4.90 Fig. 5.24 
2000 35.00 6.50 Fig. 5.25 
2500 44.10 8.125 Fig. 5.26 
3000 12.0 
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FIGURE 5.39: TYPICAL PAIR OF PHOTOGRAPHS ILLUSTRATING 
EFFECT OF EVAPORATION (7.08 ms from injection) 
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~6 

STROC'1URAL CX1l'LINE OF THE CXMUl'ER PROGRJ\M 

6.1 INl'ROOUcrION 

The canputer code for the simulation program was developed on the 

Honeywell 'Mul tics' mainframe canputer, in standard FORTRAN 77. The 

source code is organised in a rrodular structure made up of several 

independent subroutines, each dealing with a specific aspect of the 

simulation. The flexibility of this source organisation allows the 

program to be developed in stages so that each rrodule can be tested 

independently, and updated versions can be easily incorporated. This 

advantage was well derronstrated in an earlier version of the rrodel (8) 

in which the iterative technique used to evaluate the equilibrium 

canposi tion of the canbustion products slowed. down the running of the 

program. AA option to bypass the N:Jx routine was thus incorporated so 

that the program could be irrq;llemented to investigate other variables 

and parameters at a higher canputational speed. 

The general structure of the basic program is identical to that 

developed by Mehta (2) for the quiescent chamber DI Engine. The major 

differences between the existing swirl rrodel and the proposed rrodel 

will becane apparent in this chapter as the structure of the program 

is discussed. 

This chapter is divided into three major sections to allow for a 

systematic discussion of the structure of the program. The first 

section presents a general overview of the program. The second deals 

with the detailed structure of the program, giving brief discussions 

of the major subroutines and illustrating sane of the essential inter-

relationships with flow-charts. The final section presents three 

s~le terminal dialogues, and discusses sane of the screen-displayed 

results. 
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6.2 THE CXMPlJI'ER PRcx;RAM 

Figure 6.1 shows a generalised flow-chart of the canputer program. To 

initiate the operation of the program, input data must be supplied to 

specify engine dimensions and required load conditions. In order to 

provide the data in an acceptable fonnat to the canputer, there is a 

provision for creating input data-files interactively. This forms 

part of the 'Introductory Front-End' discussed earlier in Olapter 2. 

Once an input data file has been loaded, the program proceeds to 

calculate a number of variables that constitute the reSUlts of the 

s:imulation nodel. Fuel injection s:imulation may be achieved in either 

of the following two ways: 

a) Providing an injection pressure diagram obtained experimentally 

on an engine with identiCal dimensions, and under identical load 

conditions. 

b) Making use of the volume of fuel injected per stroke to construct 

a trapezoidal injection pressure diagram with a mean injection 

pressure calculated from equation (6.1), as suggested by 

Dent(19) : 

(6.1) 

where Cd = Injector nozzle discharge coefficient 

Gip = Injection duration in degrees crank angle 

Q = Volume of fuel injected (rnn3 jSTROKE) 

Fran the injection pressure diagram, the program calculates the 

velocity of the jet at the nozzle and corresponding characteristics of 

the fuel film as the fuel jet impinges and flows along the piston 

wall. The crucial dimensions being the film thickness, the wetted 

surface area, and the film velOCity. The latter, in conjunction with 

the bulk stream velocity are required to determine the level of 
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evaporation fron the film surface. 

The boundary layer theory discussed in Chapter 4 fonns the basis of 

analysis for mixture fonnation process in the model. stoichiometric 

ocmbustion is assumed to be the only form present. To facilitate the 

analysis, the boundary layer thickness is divided into ten zones of 

equal width, each fonning a combustion sector that is analysed 

separately. Figure 6.2 shows a schematic representation of the 

sectors in the burning zone. Over each discretised time step (.1. t), 

heat and mass balance calculations are carried out in each individual 

sector. Within each sector, ocmbustion is assumed to proceed 

independently of that occuring in adjacent sectors. The air entrained 

in the interval .1.t is distributed throughout the sectors acocrding to 

the (l-C) - profile, where the C-profile, illustrated in Figure 6.2 

and defined by equation (4.32), refers to the fuel mass fraction 

profile. Mass conservation at each time step is satisfied when the 

following equations hold: 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The density, Pi is assumed to be linearly proportional to the fuel 

mass fraction, so that: 

(6.4) 

Following the theory outlined in Chapter 4, when ocmbustion is present 

the sectors are further subdivided into two groups; th::>se lying below 

the position of the flame, and th::>se lying above it. For simplicity, 

the sector containing a mixture closest to stoichiometric is assumed 

to constitute the flame position, although calculations for heat 
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release are carried out in all the sectors simultaneously. This 

allows for the temperature prcfile to be related to the concentration 

profile. The energy released in all the sectors due to combustion 

is integrated to yield total energy released in the burning zone, 

before the energy balance equations outlined in Olapter 2 are applied 

to the two regions (i.e. burning region and =unding air). Thus 

two values of temperature are computed at each crank angle; Tj , the 

mean temperature of the burning region, and Ta' the temperature of 

the surrounding charge. The mean cylinder temperature is then 

calculated from the fOllowing mass mean equation: 

(6.5) 

where ma and mj are the respective masses in the surrounding charge 

and the burning zone. For purposes of calculating exhaust emissions, 

the temperature Tj is used as it refers to the region where all the 

kinetic reactions take place. The volume of the burning zone is one 

of the four variables calculated fron the energy balance equations. 

Cylinder pressure is the fourth variable. The heat transfer 

coefficient between the charge mass and the cylinder walls is 

determined fron Woschini' s correlation (87). 

The m:X!elling of soot, which is based on the equations of Tesner et al 

(71) and Magnussen' s (72) eddy-dissipation concept (details of which 

were outlined earlier in Olapter 2) is defined in such a way that it 

can be applied to each sector in the burning zone. 

necessary for such operation are: 

1. Local temperature (based on the assumed prcfile) 

2. Local mass concentration of the follCMing: 

- unburnt fuel vapour 

- canbustion products 

- air 

The variables 

3. Partial pressures of oxygen and water vapour (for the oxidiation 

equations) . 
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An alternative approach is to invoke the soot routine with global mean 

values in the bUl:ning zone. This results in a [[Ore generalised 

analysis which is not sensitive to assumed velocity and scalar 

quantity profiles in the gaseous stream. As a result, it is only 

used after the profiles have been tested for ac=acy within the 

range of conditions being considered. The advantage here is that 

=mputation time is significantly reduced since to determine partial 

pressures of 02 and H20 in the various sectors, the equilibrium 

=mposi tion routine must be invoked ten times at each time step. As 

has been discussed in Cllapter 2, this involves solving 4 non-linear 

simultaneous equations by the iterative Newton-Raphson technique. 

The process is, therefore, time =nsuming. 

The fonnation of NO in diffusion as well as pre-mixed flames is 

several orders of magnitude sl=er than the main heat release 

reactions (123) and so is kfnetically limited. The slow mechanism 

postulated by Zel 'dovich is widely a=epted as a fairly a=urate 

description of NO fonnation. This mechanism and the method of 

solution employed in the nodel, have been discussed in detail in 

Cllapter 2. 

Implementation of the NO routine in individual sectors is nruch [[Ore 

critical than the implementation of the soot subroutine. This is 

because NO fonnation is strongly dependent on temperature and mixture 

fraction, both of which are highly localised. The following is a list 

of variables that are required to implement the NO-routine in each 

sector: 

1. Pressure (assumed unifonn throughout the cylinder) 

11. Local temperature 

iii. Local equivalence ratio. 

The scheme used to detennine equilibrium cx:mposi tion is based on the 

program developed by Olikara and Barman (122). The original program 

does rot calculate equilibrium cx:mposition in rich sectors, and 
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retw:ns instead, a statement to the effect that solid carbon =1.d 

form, making a solution impossible to achieve. To get round this 

problem, equivalence ratio of 1 is assumed in all the rich zones 

(consistent with the assumption of a simple chemically reacting 

system), and calculation is based only on the fixed mass of products 

resulting frc:m stoichianetric canbustion. 

The net soot and !'Ox formed at each crank angle are integrated 

throughout the closed period. At the opening of the exhaust valve, 

the integrated quanti ties are corrected to normal temperature and 

pressure (NTP) and the resulting values are displayed on the screen to 

show the level of exhaust emissions in the engine while operating 

under the conditions at which the simulation has been carried out. 

The Exhaust/Induction ll'Odel which has been discussed in detail in 

Olapter 2, is based on isentropic flow equations derived by Sherman 

and Blumberg (86) and the energy balance equations derived by Horlock 

and Woods (87). It is activated once the exhaust valve opens and 

calculates mass flow rates out of the cylinder during the exhaust 

stroke, and also into the cylinder during induction. In order to 

ensure that pressure and temperature at the start of exhaust and end 

of induction are matched with co=esponding values calculated in the 

canbustion rrodel, the Exhaust/Induction rrodel is iterated using charge 

mass as the criterion. The benefit of incorporating induction and 

exhaust calculations within the rrodel is that the indicated mean 

effective pressure, power output and the specific fuel consumption may 

be calculated, and also valve timing effects may be investigated. 

The results at the end of each simulation are presented in two ways. 

Instantaneous values corresponding to each crank position are written 

to file during the running of the program. These are then used to 

provide graphical presentation of the variables with crank angle. The 

following is a list of parameters that are given in this way: 

1. Cylinder pressure 

2. Temperature of the burning zone 
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3. Mean charge temperature 

4. Cumulative quantity of fuel :Injected 

5. fuel mass fractions: 

- Evaporated 

- Burned 

6. Heat release rate 

7. Heat flux between cylinder CXlIltents and the walls 

8. Equilibrium concentration of JIOx 
9. Kinetically CXlIltrolled OOx fonnation 

10. Instantaneous net soot formed 

11. Air entrainment rate. 

The serond method is to display results on the screen at the end of 

the simulation run. Cumnulative values of exhaust emissions, and 

performance related variables are presented in this way. Also 

presented is a sumnary of the input load conditions under which the 

rrodel has been operated. 

6.3 DErAILS OF ESSENl'IAL SUBROOTINES 

To illustrate how the theory developed in Cl1apters 3 and 4 has been 

linked together to fonn a coherent simulation rrodel, 

to describe sane of the subroutines in rrore detail. 

it is necessru:y 

Fran Figure 6.1 

it is apparent that the first four subroutines are concerned with the 

initialisation of variables and the preparation of the program for 

simulation. These have been classified together belCM under Section 

6.3.1. 

6.3.1 Initialising Subroutines 

The follCMing is the list of subroutines concerned with the input and 

initialisation of data before simulation: 

i) SPEC 

ii) REI\!) 
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Hi) PREINJ 

iv) INICAL 

SPEX::: 

This is part of the 'Introductory Front-End' in the main program, 

which has been discussed in Olapter 2. Its main purpose is to 

establish an interactive dialogue with the user, guiding the creation 

of a SPECification input data file. The flow chart in Fig. 6.1 sh::lws 

that it is only called when new specifications are to be supplied and 

operates a=rding to the schematic flow-chart in Fig. 6.3. The 

required input parameters to the subroutine will be deIronstrated in a 

sarrple terminal dialogue in Section 6.4. The first question on the 

flow-chart in Fig. 6.3 implies that if the dimensions of the engine to 

be rrodelled are identiCal to those supplied earlier (on a file that 

must still exist), then by entering the file name the canputer =pies 

the relevant data fran that file into the new name. So only the new 

load conditions need be supplied. In this way, setting-up time is 

minimised f= studying identical or the same engine under various 

operating conditions. The data relating to each condition 

investigated is autanatically saved under a filename supplied by the 

user so that subsequent :runs of the same engine under conditions 

already supplied during an earlier nm does not call subroutine SPEC. 

REI\D: 

Subroutine REI\D is called every time the program is nm. Its sole 

purpose is to read data fran files already created by the user using 

subroutine SPEC. The subroutine also reads in values of the 

experimental injection pressure diagram when this is to be used. 

No input data is required into this subroutine, and all the data read 

fran file here are carried through to the rest of the program by means 

of camon blocks. 
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INIO\.L: 

Before subroutine INIO\.L is executed, subroutine PREINJ carries out 

nonitoring canputations for the period prior to irUection. This is 

essentially done in order to calculate pressure and temperature at the 

start of the injection. Subroutine IDroR is used by PREINJ to canpute 

the IlOtoring variables fron the closure of the inlet valve to the 

start of injection. Once the crank angle equals the supplied 

experimental value for dynamic injection timing, subroutine INICAL is 

called fron the main program. Its usage is to initialise all the 

variables that require initialising and also to assign value of zero 

to all =nters and indicators. 

6.3.2 Fuel Spray and Film Development 

M::>delling canputations are initiated at the start of injection once 

the initialisation of variables is canpleted. With the start of 

injection, it beccmes necessary to characterise the formation and 

developnent of the fuel film. The"\:w:) subroutines that perform this 

task in the model are: 

1. FIrM 

H. FILM2 

FIIM: 

, 
i 

The first time subroutine 'FIrM' is invoked, the user is offered an 

option in fuelling fron the folladng: 

1. Experimentally obtained injection pressure diagram 

2. Sinusoidal fuelling rate (discussed in Chapter 2) 

3. Trapezoidal injection pressure diagram. 
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The first option is, obviously, only available if a digitised 

injection pressure diagram exists in a data-file accesible to the 

computer, at the condition to be modelled.when the =ank angle being 

considered has no co=esponding value of injection pressure in the 

digitised diagram, a linear interpolation is performed by the 

subroutine. Elctrapolation either side of the supplied curve is not 

undertaken, and the computer prints out an error message. This acts 

as a safe-guard against using the wrong injection pressure diagram. 

When the third option is selected, the user is asked to specify a 

scheduling ratio. This refers to the ratio rs given in Figure 6.4. 

Values of rs greater than 0.5 are rejected (an error message is 

printed) since only symmatrical trapezoids are currently considered. 

Whatever value of rs is selected, the routine is written in such a 

way that the injection pressure adjusts to yield the co=ect quantity 

of injected fuel over the specified duration. The subroutine 

calculates the following major variables: 

1. Injection pressure (unless experimental is being used) 

2. Injection velocity at the nozzle 

3. Quantity of fuel injected over the interval At. 

It should be noted here that in the wall-wetting type engine, the 

actual shape of the injection pressure diagram does not have a strong 

influence on the course of combustion which is predominantly wall

type diffusion burning. Only the injection pressure (a mean value 

would thus be adequate), the quantity of fuel injected, the injection 

duration, and the dynamic timing have direct and observable effects. 

FIIM2: 

This subroutine evaluates all the essential dimensions of the fuel 

film necessary for estimating fuel evaporation rate. 

input data to the subroutine are: 

i. Elapsed time since start of injection 
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H. FUel spray velocity at the injector nozzle, calculated in FILM. 

The subroutine returns the following parameters relating to the crank 

position \IDder consideration: 

i. Penetration of the film along the piston wall 

H. Mean film velocity 

iii. Mean Film thickness 

iv. Surface area wetted by the film on the piston wall 

It may also be possible to obtain a shape for the injected fuel film 

patch, although this is not usually necessazy, and so is presently not 

evaluated. 

The significance of values evaluated in this subroutine lies in their 

influence on the rate of evaporation. The wetted surface area, for 

example, is necessazy for determining the mas of fuel evaporated in 

time interval .!i t as illustrated below: 

fit = At·m" • .!it (6.6) 

where ni' is the mass flux from a fuel film with surface area At. 

6.3.3 Mixture Preparation Su~tines 

Once the nature of the fuel film has been characterised in a quasi

steady mode, a number of essential variables that collectively 

constitute mixture fonnation are then calculated. The following list 

briefly describes the procedure used to specify mixture fonnation: 

- Evaluation of fuel film temperature 

- Determination of the saturation vapour pressure on the film 

surface 

- Detennination of heat and mass transfer levels between the bulk 

air stream, film surface and the boundary layer 
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- Finally detennination of the velocity and scalar quantity 

profiles in the gaseous boundary layer above the film. 

Several subroutines are involved in the calculations for formation of 

the canbustible mixture, am::mg which the follCMing are the m:JSt 

significant: 

i. EVAPl 

ii. BCUND 

11i. EVAP2 

iv. ZEL 

As the rates of heat and mass transfer are strongly influenced by the 

presence of canbustion, an auxilliary subroutine - AUXMN - performs 

the task of directing the canbination of routines for either the 'pre

ignition' period, or that during canbustion. Figure 6.5 illustrates 

the =rking of subroutine AUXMN. 'l11.e detennfnation of mixture 

formation at each =ank position starts with subroutine ZEL. This 

cx:mputes parameters ZE' 1, S, and E (see Chapter 4) necessary for 

determining velocity and scalar quantity profiles, and the entrainment 

of air in the boundary layer. 'l11.e process involved is iterative, 

taking in values of mass transfer number, B, bulk stream velocity, UG' 

and charge temperature to yield the required parameters. 'l11.e profiles 

for mass fraction and velocity in the boundary layer are calculated in 

subroutine BOUND and E.VAPl during the 'pre-ignition' period, and in 

EVAP2 during canbustion. 

6.3.4 Canbustion and Energy Balance 

Subroutine EVAP2, beside calculating air entrainment rate, film 

evaporation, and velocity and scalar quantity profiles, also 

calculates the following variables relating to canbustion for each 

sector in Figure 6.2: 

i. Heat release rate 
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il. Fuel mass fraction burned 

ilL Temperature profiles in the bo\mdary layer. 

To satisfy the non-flCM energy equation and the semi-perfect gas law 

between the bunrlng region and the surrounding charge, according to 
the conceptual framework discussed in Olapter 2, subroutine ENE8AL is 

used to organise the equations in matrix form, and Subroutine GAUSS 

is then called to solve the equations using Gaussian elimination, to 

provide increments in the follCMing variables: 

i. Cylinder pressure 

ii. Temperature of bunrlng zone 

iii. Temperature of the surrounding charge 

iv. Volume of the bunrlng zone. 

6.3.5 Exhaust Emissions 

The follCMing subroutines dealing with engine exhaust emissions (oox 

and SIOClke) are invoked after the canbustion related parameters are 

calculated: 

1. soor - solves the equations of Tesner et al (71) 

ii. SMOX - soot oxidatin according to the theory discussed 

in Chapter 2. 

iiL NITRO - solves kinetic equation f= 00 formation 

iv. ECP - calculates equilibrium cx::IIp:>Sition in the exhaust. 

The major input parameters into subroutine soor are: 

1. Temperature of the burning region (or local temperature in a 

sector when the routine is invoked fran the sectors). 

2. Concentrations of fuel and air. 

The s=een-displayed output fran the routine is grams of soot per 
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cubic metre of cylinder charge while instantaneous values of 

formation and oxidation rates calculated at each crank angle are 

written into a data file. At the opening of the exhaust value, net 

soot fanned is =ected to Normal Temperature and Presure (Nl'P) and 

then converted to Bosch units by subroutine BOSCH which interpolates 

f= 'the values in Table 6.1. '!he BOSCH value is also screen

displayed. 

'!he routine for determining NOx emissions is in two parts: calculation 

of equilibrium CCD1p:)sition of ccrnbustion products at the pressure and 

temperature pertaining in the burning zone, and the solution of the 

kinetic rate differential equation. Subroutine ECP evaluates 

equilibrium CCD1p:)Sitions necessary in the solution of the kinetic rate 

equation which is solved using a 4th-Order Rurrge-Kutta scheme. 

6.3.6 Exhaust/Induction Routine 

'!he final stage of the model calls subroutine EXHA which carries out 

calculations relating to the gas exchange process (open period). '!he 

input variables f= the main program are: 

i. Valve timings 

if. Cylinder dimensions 

iii. Pressure and temperature at the opening of the exhaust valve. 

The subroutine then retuxns instantaneous values of outgoing mass 

increment (dmex) and incaning mass increment (dmin) with a provision 

to a=t for backflow in either valve. The inlet and exhaust 

manifold pressures and temperatures are assumed constant and the 

following are the rnaj= variables returned by the subroutine: 

i. Cylinder charge mass (criterion for iteration procedure) 
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ii. Pressure 

iii. Temperature 

The rrodel is thus prepared for the next cycle, thus offering a means 

for undertaking multi-cyclic rrodelling. 

6.4 SAMPLE INTERAcrIVE TERMINAL DIAL03UES 

The sample terminal dialogues presented in this section show the 

three available ways in which the simulation program may be 

implemented: 

i. Loading new engine dimensions 

H. Maintaining engine dimensions, but varying load conditions 

Hi. Repeating certain load conditions already on file. 

The objective filenarne used here is 'wwe', standing for 'wall-wetting

engine' • 

6.4.1 Loading New Engine Dimensions 

In the remainder of this section words typed by the user are shown in 

lower case while canputer responses are printed in upper case except 

where dimensional units are indicated. The following is a typical 

dialogue to run the program and specify new engine dimensions and load 

specifications: 

wwe 

THIS PROORAM SIMULATES WALL-WE'ITIN3 DIESEL ENGINE CXM3USTION. 

ENGINE DIMENSIONS AND OTHER OPERATIN3 CONDITIONS ARE READ FRa1 

EXTERNAL FILE BY ENTERIN} THAT FILENAME. IF YOO WISH TO ENTER NEW 

SPECIFICATIONS TYPE 1, AND FOLLCW THE INSTRUcrIONS TO CREATE A DATA 

FILE, ELSE PRESS 'RETURN' OR TYPE l'Nf OTHER NUMBER. 
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1 

ENTER NEW DATA FILE-NI\ME 

file.dat 

INPUT FILE-NI\ME WITH INJEcrION PRESSURE DATA 

inj.dat 

IF ENGINE DIMENSIONS ARE SIMILAR 'IO THOSE IN AN EXISTING DATA FILE 

TYPE 2 

1 

ENTER THE FOLLOWING ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS: 

STROKE (m) 

0.08598 

CYLINDER BORE (m) 

0.10305 

COMPRESSION RATIO 

19.05 

mNN ROD LEN3TH (m) 

0.1495 

TO INPUT DIMENSIONS RELATIN3 'IO THE CXM3USTION BCML, IT MAY BE 

NECESSARY 'IO HAVE WITH YCU THE SKETOI SHCXI1IOO THE l'-01ENCLATURE OF THE 
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PIS'ION BCM. Gro1ETRY. IF YCX.J WISH TO SUSPEND THE RT.JNNnG OF THE 

PROGRI\M AT THIS STAGE TYPE 971; ELSE TYPE 1Wl OTHER NUMBER 

The above statement is used to allCM the user to suspend the program 

in a situation where the user may be unfamiliar with the nanenclature 

used to specify l:x::Ml gecmeb:y. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5 -

with the co=ect nanenclature. The ' awkward' number 971 is 

deliberately chosen to avoid inadvent suspension of program execution. 

1 

INPUT ANGLES ALPHA AND BETA (IN DEGREES) 

0, 180 

INPUT RADII RI AND R2 (mn) 

0., o. 

INPUT HE AND DB (nrn) 

24.5, 45.0 

INPUT SWIRL RATIO AT INLET VALVE CLOSURE 

2.0 

ENTER THE FOLLCMING FOR THE INJECroR: 

NUMBER OF HOLES 

1. 

roZZLE DIA. (nrn) 

0.34 
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ENTER THE FO~ VALVE TIMIN:;S: 

INLET VALVE CLOSURE (D&;. CA, -VE IF BEFORE TDC) 

-137. 

EXHAUST VALVE OPEl'IDG (D&;. CA) 

126. 

ENTER THE FOLLCMIN3 LOAD SPECIFICATIONS: 

EN3INE SPEED (RPM) 

1500. 

INJECrION DYNAMIC TIMIN:; (D&;. ATDC) 

-9.0 

INJECI'OR OOZZLE DISOfARGE CXlEFFICIENT 

0.45 

INJECTION DURATION (D&;. CA) 

20. 

OfARGE VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY 

0.887 

IGNITION DELAY CAN BE ENTERED IN EITHER ONE OF THE FOLLOWIm FORMS: 
l. IN D&;. CA 

2. IN MILLISECXlNDS 

3. DEFAULT- THE MODEL CALClJIJ\.TES ONE USIm HADENBERG AND RASE'S 
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El;;lUATION 

TO rnOSE YOUR OPTION TYPE THE NUMBER BESIDE IT. 

1 

INPUT IGNITION DELAY (Dm. CA) 

9.0 

EN3INE LOADIl'G CDNDITION. 

EN3INE LOAD CAN BE SPIED AS ONE OF THE FOLLCMIl'G: 

1. AIR/FUEL RATIO 

2. VOLUME OF FUEL INJECI'ED 

TYFE IN THE NUMBER BESIDE THE OPTION YOO PREFER 

1 

INPUT THE A/F RATIO 

45. 

A short delay follows after the last response as a new input data file 

is created. Then a S\.ll1lllalY of the input conditions is displayed on 

the screen: 

=================================================================== 

A SUMMARY OF INPUT CXlNDITIONS: 

= 1500.000 RPM Engine Speed 

Stroke = 0.086 metres 
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Bore = 0.103 metres 

Q:m1p. Ratio = 19.100 metres 

start of Injection = -9.000 ATDC 

Injection Duration = 20.00 Deg. CA 

Injected Fuel Vol. = 19.1000 mm**3/stroke 

=================================================================== 

INPUT PERCENTAGE EX;R - 0, 10, 20 (INTEGER) 

o 

Thiscompletes the data input stage and simulation automatically 

follCMS. At the end of injection, the ccmputer prints on the screen 

the injection duration and the end of injection. This is given in 

order to assist the user to select the correct value for injector 

nozzle discharge coefficient so that the experimental and ccmputed 

values of injection duration are equal. Also given at this stage is 

the turbulence strain rate (liT) which plays a central role in the 

1TOdelling of srroke. The format of the results, for the above data, 

appear on ,the screen as follCMS: 

END OF INJECI'ION (ATDC) 

INJECI'ION DURATION (DEG. CA) 

'lURBULENCE MIXIN:; RATE (lis) 

= 11.75 

= 20.25 

= 98945.25 

Another delay follows as the rest of the simulation proceeds, before 

the model displays values of exhaust emissions in the following 

format: 

NET EXHAUST SMJKE (AT Nl'A) 

EQUIVALENT BOSQI UNITS 

EXHAUST N:>x EMISSION (AT NTP) 

= 

= 

= 

0.37634 gr/m**3 

4.552 
1511.88 ppn 

A data file called DATA.NEW is also created which contains detailed 

crank variations of all the data outlined in Section 6· Z. This is 
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presented in the fonnat: 

Crank Angle, [All other variables] 

6.4.2 Varying Engine Loading 

When simulating the same engine under various load conditions desired, 

it is not necessary to go through all the steps outlined in 6.4.1 

above. The first three resp:nses by the user are the same as those 

above, save for a change in the data file name, tmtil the following 

pra!\)ting fron the CXlT1pUter: 

IF ENGINE DIMENSIONS ARE SIMILAR 'ID THOSE IN AN EXISTIN3 DATA FILE 

TYPE 2 

2 

INPUI' THAT FILE NAME 

file.dat 

The CXlT1pUter will then copy engine dimensions fron 'file.dat' into the 

new file-name and only ask f= the engine load as in 6.4.1, starting 

fron: 

ENTER THE FOI.I..CMIN3 LOAD SPECIFICATINS: 

ENGINE SPEED (RIM) 

The remainder of the dialogue is identical to that given in Section 

6.4.1 above, and the display of input data SUIlI11aIY and nodelling 

results is the same. 

6.4.3 Repeating Data on File 
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This is the simplest metlx:ld of implementing the simulation m:Jdel. 

The response to the first introductory prarpting is to press 'RETURN' 

and the canputer proceeds to give the fOllowing prarpt: 

INPUT DATA FILE 

Then only EX:;R needs to be specified. 
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Table 6.1: Conversion Frc:I!l Mass Concentration to BOSCH units 

SOLID CDNI'ENT BOSCH UNITS SOLID c:nNTEl';'l' BOSCH UNITS 
(gm/cubic metre) (gm/cubic metre) 

0.028 1.0 0.279 4.0 
0.033 1.1 0.295 4.1 
0.037 1.2 0.311 4.2 
0.041 1.3 0.329 4.3 
0.046 1.4 0.347 4.4 
0.051 1.5 0.366 4.5 
0.056 1.6 0.386 4.6 
0.062 1.7 0.407 4.7 
0.068 1.8 0.429 4.8 
0.074 1.9 0.450 4.9 
0.079 2.0 0.474 5.0 
0.086 2.1 0.499 5.1 
0.092 2.2 0.525 5.2 
0.099 2.3 0.551 5.3 
0.107 2.4 0.579 5.4 
0.115 2.5 0.607 5.5 
0.123 2.6 0.636 5.6 
0.131 2.7 0.666 5.7 
0.139 2.8 0.698 5.8 
0.147 2.9 0.730 5.9 
0.156 3.0 0.763 6.0 
0.166 3.1 0.796 6.1 
0.175 3.2 0.832 6.2 
0.186 3.3 0.869 6.3 
0.197 3.4 0.906 6.4 
0.209 3.5 0.943 6.5 
0.222 3.6 0.980 6.6 
0.236 3.7 1.019 6.7 
0.249 3.8 1.058 6.8 
0.264 3.9 1.097 6.9 
0.279 4.0 1.136 7.0 
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(lJAPl'ER 7 

MDEL SlMJLATICN RESULTS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

A brief synopsis of engine perfonnance variables that may be 

calculated using the m:rlel were outlined in Section 6.3 above. 

Detailed results, such as those outlined in Section 6.2 are recorded 

on a data file so as to make graphical representation and diagnostic 

analysis convenient. All the results on the output file may be 

plotted against crank angle, fron the start of injection to the 

opening of the exhaust valve. In this chapter, canparison is made 

between calculated variables using the m:Jdel under several engine test 

conditions, and experimental results measured under similar operating 

conditions. The following is a list of parameters against which the 

engine variables are investigated: 

i. effect of injection dynamic timing 

ii. effect of engine speed 

Hi. effect of overall air/fuel ratio (load) 

Variables which are not easily measured experimentally, such as air 

entrafnnent, have been given f= canpleteness, and also to pnJIIide 

diagnostic tools f= analysing engine perfonnance. As the suitability 

of assumed mass fraction, temperature, and velocity profiles are not 

readily perceived fron the resulting pressure trace in the m:Jdel, 

other means of evaluating these have to be sought. In this case the 

accuracy in the trends of predicted exhaust emissions have been used 

since NJx and srroke emission levels are sensitive to local values of 

equivalence ratio and temperature. HcMever, owing to the 
a. 

unavail,pility in the published literature, of empirical data relating 

to t:I.me dependent local concentrations of canbustion products in wall

wetting type engines, only the final Value, measured when the exhaust 

valve opens, has been canpared. 
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7.2 DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTAL EN:;INE 

Validation of the model against empirical results is based on data 

ex>llected at General I'btors in connection with research on a similar 

engine (31, 58), with the follCMing specifications: 

Number of cyl:!nCers = 1 

Stroke 

Bore 

= 85.98 rnn 

= 103.05 rnn 

= 149.50 rnn 

= 19.05 

Conn. Rod 

Canpression Ratio 

Bowl Volume = 31.80 millilitres. 

The geanetrical shape and dimensions of the piston bowl are 

illustrated in Figure 7.1, and the ~V pintle injector nozzle 

specifications are surrrnarised below: 

Number of h::lles 

Opening pressure 

= 1 

= 130 bar 

The nozzle cross-sectional area ex>rresponding, respectively, to a 

needle lift range 0-0.9 rnn, varied fron 0 to 0.61 nm2 • Table 7.1 

gives the set of conditions under which the engine was operated to 

obtain the results listed below: 

i. Cylinder pressure 

ii. Siroke 

Hi. N:lx 
iv. Specific fuel COIlS\m1ption 

v. Mean effective pressure. 

A semi -empirical heat release diagram, based on the measured cylinder 

pressure was also calculated, and this has been used to canpare with 

the heat release diagram calculated using the model. The baseline 
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load conditions f= the engine, which was used as reference, are as 

follows: 

Engine speed = 1500 rpn 

Air/fuel ratio = 

Injection timing = 

Fuel injected = 

45.0 

-9.00 CA 

19.1 mm3/STROKE. 

While maintaining the charge air mass constant, engine load was varied 

by adjusting the quantity of fuel injected to obtain the desired 

overall Air/Fuel ratio. 

7.3 RESULTS AT BASELINE CXlNDITION 

To illustrate the nature of graphical results that are possible fron 

the m::ldel, a canprehensive set of graphs is given only at baseline 

condition. F= conditions other than baselines only the essential 

variables are investigated and presented in parametric fonn in 

paragraph 7.4. 

7.3.1 Cylinder Pressure 

Pressure :in the cylinder is one of the IlOst fundamental and easy to 

measure variables in engine experiments, providing a fairly a=ate 

preliminary picture of engine perfonnance and response to parametric 

variations. Figure 7.2 sh:Jws results of the present m::Jdel against 

empirical data at baseline condition. Good agreement between the two 

results is observed at this condition. To test for the correctness of 

trend under varying load, t:iIning and engine speed, parametric results 

are provided :in a subsequent section of this chapter • 

. 7.3.2 Charge Mean Terrperature 

Martin and Ahmad (31) have given a comrut-e.cl estimate of the bulk gas 
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temperature based on an ideal gas calCUlation. Although it is not 

possible 1:0 accurately evaluate the IIOdel on the basis of their 

calCUlated results, it is however expected that general order of X 
magnitude and trends with crank angle should sh:Jw fair agreement. 

'!he two bulk gas temperatures are illustrated in Figure 7.3(a) where 

it is seen that the IIOdel calCUlates a lower temperature than that 

obtained by Martin and Ahmad. This can be improITed by .increasing 

intake air temperature in the IIOdel fron 3331< 1:0 400K. '!he .improved 

trend is sh:Jwn in Figure 6 .3(b) • A similar :improvement can also be 

obtained if, instead of raising intake air temperature, the 

polytropic exponent used during the pre-injection period was raised 

fron 1.325 1:0 1.37. However, this does not offer a suitable solution 

as it also leads to a higher cylinder pressure. 

F= cx:rnpleteness, parametric responses of charge temperature 1:0 engine 

speed, timing, and air/fuel ratio are discussed in section 7.4. As 

Martin and Ahmad did not give =esponding values for these, only 

outputs fron the present IIOdel are provided. 

7.3.3 other Ccmputed Results 

'!he charge mean temperature in the IIOdel is calculated fron a weighted 

average between the temperature of the buroing zone and its 

surroundings, as sl'XlWn in equation (6.2). The values used in plotting 

Figure 7.3 were calCUlated in this way. In Figure 7.4 the 

=esponding temperature of the buroing zone for the baseline 

condition is illustrated. '!he early portion of the bw:ning zone 

temperature sh:Jws a very high rate of increase which can be explained 

in terms of the assumed conceptual bu:rning zone voltnne. '!he initial 

value of this volume is calCUlated fron the thickness of the gaseous 

stream boundazy layer, which is very low, thus reSUlting in a rapid 

increase in temperature as the initial pre-mixed charge in the 

boundazy layer is burned. This transient in temperature, however, 

does not significantly affect N:>x or sm::>ke emission levels predicted 

at a rate limited by their respective kinetic rates. In both cases, 
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this is lower than the rate of rise in Figure 7.4. As earlier 

discussed in paragraph 6.2, this temperature is significant in 

determining the fOJ:mation of NOx and partiCUlar carbon (sroke) during 

cc:mbustion. 

The major controlling variable for the temperature is the air 

entrainment rate from the surrounding air into the jet. Figure 7.5 

sh:>ws variation of air entrainment with crank angle, and in Figure 7.6 I 

the oorresponding heat release rate is illustrated. The dominance of 

mixing controlled combustion in diesel engines is not obvious from 

the two diagrams, especially as the entrainment rate cw:ve is not 

identiCal to the heat release rate diagram. This is because in wall

wetting engines, a further limitation on the heat release rate is 

effective, viz. the rate of fuel evaporation from the piston wall. 

This was discussed in Olapter 1 where the rate of combustion was given 

bY the following equation: 

m" 
_ 02] m" 0( MIN [m" 

CXlI1B f' r (1.27) 

Equation (1.27) implies that ccmbustion proceeds at a rate controlled 

bY the lower rate between air entrainment and fuel evaporation. The 

results of Urlaub (34), dem::>nstrated in Figure 1.21, illustrate the 

strong influence of fuel evaporation rate on heat release rate. The 

results in Figure 7.6(b) shcM a similar trend is obtained in the 

rrode1. The rate of heat release is seen to follow the rate of fuel 

evaporation (depicted bY the rate of diminution of mean film thickness 

due to evaporation). 

In Figure 7.7, the variation of mass transfer number, B, is shown to 

have a form identical to that of the burning zone temperature due to 

the dc:rn:inance of ~ature effects on enthalpy which is the basis 

for the definition of B. 

The instantaneous mass fractions of fuel injected, evaporated and 

burned are depicted in figure 7.8. The slow rate of evaporation 
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(lasting 60 degrees =ank angle or =re), which is a characteristic of 

wall-wetting diesel engines as has been obseI:Ved experimentally by .. 
M..1ller (41), and also by Meurer and Urlaub (40), further illustrates 

the point made above with respect to the shape of the heat release 

rate. It is quite likely that this significantly contributes to the 

severe unburnt hydrocarbon emissions associated with wall-wetting. 

engines. 

'fue results for the predicted exhaust emissions at baseline condition 

- snoke and IDx are shown in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. The Sl'Oke results 

are obtained fron the s:!Jnul taneous solution of equations (2.17), 

(2.19), and (2.40) to give the net soot fonned at every =ank angle. 

'fue method used in the soot m:Jdel of Kyriakides et al (8), based on 

calculating the difference at exhaust valve opening between the 

cumulative soot fonned and that oxidised has been replaced by an 

algorithm in which the two processes proceed s:iJnultaneously. It is 

clear fron the figure that oxidation occurs mainly during the high 

temperature period and rapidly subsides as the t+ature drops below 

1600K. 

As has been pointed out in OJapters 2 and 6, the rate at which ID is 

fonned in the engine is governed by the Zel' dovich kinetic mechanism. 

'fue differential equation in (2.39) represents the rate equation which 

is integrated to yield the results in Figure 7.10. 'fue kinetic rate, 

which is highly dependent on temperature, is shown to be much slower 

than equilibrilDn concentration rate. 

7.4 INFLUENCE OF OPERATJN:; PARAMETERS 

In discussing cylinder pressure, the results are presented on two sets 

of diagrams for each of the three parameters investigated (i.e. 

timing, speed and overall air/fuel ratio). 'fue first diagram 

illustrates the level of agreement in trends between experimental and 

predicted pressure as the parameters Q.f~ varied. 'fue second set slXMS 

individual predicted pressure traces to illustrate agreement in orders 
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of magnitude and trends with respect to crank angle. 

7.4.1 Effect of Injection Timing 

Experimental :results of Martin and Ahmad (31) srow that advancing 

irdection timing increases the peak pressure in the cylinder, leading 

to sharper and louder c:cmbustion mise. This effect is derrcnstrated 

by the nodel in the :results shown in Figure 7.11(a and b), and in 

Figure 7.11(c), good agreement between individual traces is shown •• 

In Figure 7.12, the influence of timing on charge temperature is also 

illustrated, although as explained earlier , it has oot been possible 

to co=borate these with empirical:results. However the trend 
correSl'OY\c!s '"' hl\ll,ef' I'rtSSqre 

derronstrated is acceptable since higher cylinder temperaturell. and so a 

trend identical to that shown in Figure 7.11 would :result. . Figure 

7.13, sh::Min;:J variation in heat release rate, is based on the 

calCUlation by Martin and Ahmad (31) fran measured cylinder pressure. 

Corresponding results fron the llOdel are overplotted, srowing fairly 

good parametriC response. 

Figure 7.14(a) illustrates the effect of injection timing on exhaust 

smoke at the baseline engine speed and overall Air/Fuel ratio. Also 

plotted on the same figure is the empirical trend. Computed values 

show that corresponding to low temperature in the cylinder at 

retarded timing, low smoke levels are result. However the 

experimental results show a mixed trend with an increase in smoke 

emission as timing is retarded, followed by a reduction in smoke f= 

very retarded timing. Plee (58) attributes this variability partly to 
the effect of timing on the location where the fuel spray strikes the 

piston wall. The CDNOlAS flow model computations f= the turbulence 

flow field, illustrated in Figures 1.27 and 1.31, imply that if the 

fuel spray strikes the wall in the bottom half of the bowl, 

relatively high exhaust smoke would result due to reduced turbulence 

mixing. This may also be inferred from the measurements of Brand! 

et al (124), as =elated by Dent (19), f= turbulence mixing time 

at the base of the combustion bowl. Based on the argument that 
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fuel concentration is highest in the base of the bowl, Dent shows 

that high smoke emissions result due to low rates of turbulence 

mixing. As these effects could not be investigated realistically 

owing to the fact that experimental data were rot so detailed, and 

also the model does not effectively take into account piston bowl 

geometry, it can only be assumed that these factors contribute 

significantly to the variability in the results. 

The level of N:>x in the exhaust is highly dependent on temperature, 

and linearly on oxygen availability. Advanced timing, therefore, 

results in higher N:>x levels co=esponding to the high temperatures 

illustrated in Figure 7.12. The results of the rrodel predictions in 

Figure 7.l4(b) illustrate these trends fairly well. Sane variability 

=uld be expected due to the linear variation of N:>x with oxygen 

concentration. This reflects the level of acceptability of the 

assumed scalar quantity profiles and the air entrainment rate 

function. 

Specific fuel consumption is frequently used in inte=al canbustion 

engines as a criterion to measure perfonnance rather than brake 

thennal efficiency. It is defined as the rate of fuel consumption per 

unit of brake (or indicated) p:lWer. The mean effective pressure gives 

an indication of p:lWer output per unit of swept volume. The 

experimental data are reported on the indicated basis (i.e. Ls.f.c 

and i.m.e.p) and so may be directly cx:mpared with the output fron the 

rrodel. As the results of Martin and Ahmad do rot show pressures 

oorresponding to the exhaust and induction s~es, the mean effective 

pressure and the specific fuel consumption calculated in the nodel 

canrot be adequately analysed with respect to any departure fron 

experimental results. Consequently, 'durrmy' mean effective pressures, 

based only on the p:lItion of pressure given by Martin and Ahmad, have 

been plotted instead. These are given in Figures 7.l4(c), 7.17(c), 

and 7.21(c), showing good agreement within this limited range. 

7.4.2 Effects of Engine Speed 
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The IIOtored CUlifXJllElnt of the pressure traces obtained by Martin and 

Ahnad in=eases with in=easing engine speed. This is IIOStly due to a 

reduction in heat transfer and to a lesser extent, blow-by during 

ccmpression both of which lead to in=eased tenperature and pressure. 

'Ib obtain the results presented here at the high engine speed (Le. 

higher than 2000 rpn), it has been necessary to in=ease intake 

tenperature as engine speed in=eases, otheI:wise low IIOtored pressures 

are obtained. Figure 7.15 shows the effect of engine speed on 

cylinder pressure. Increasing engine speed results in a IIOOOtoniCally 

rising peak pressure. This may be attributed, in part, to ~ 
air/fuel mixing that results frcm the high level of air rrovernent. 

The effect of this on emissions is a reduction of exhaust srroke (14), 

and, resulting frcm the higher charge tenperatures (illustrated in 

Figure 7.16) an increase in IDx levels. The results shown in Figure 

7.l7(a and b), thus render support to the idea of improved fuel-air 

mixing at high engine speed. Similar trends can also be observed with 

the =nventional diesel engine (125). In Figure 7 .17( c), the 'durrmy' 

mean effective pressures are illustrated, stnving fair agreement in 

rnagni tudes as well as trends. 

Figure 7.17 (b) shows an alIIOst linear increase in IDx with increasing 

engine speed. AI though this is in agreement with the explanation 

given in the previous paragraph, Plee (58) appears to suggest that 

this depends on the baseline A/F ratio, and quotes results which show 

decrease in ~ with increasing engine speed f= a lower Air/Fuel 

ratio. This implies that there is a level of overall Air/Fuel ratio, 

at a given engine speed, for which optimum turbulence mixing 

conditions in the engine obtain. The work of M:>=is (24) refe=ed to 
in Olapter 1 looked at this effect in =entional DI diesel engines, 

and concluded that the ratio of jet to cross swirl m::menta constituted 

the controlling parameter. It is thus possible that the same 

parameter is also effective in wall-wetting engines. This has been 

one of the underlying assumptions in .the design of the simulation rig 

used to obtain the results in Olapter 5. Section 7.4.3 discusses in 

IIOre detail the effect of Air/Fuel ratio on other engine performance 
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the injection duration). This is one of the areas of further 

investigation, especially if hydrocarbon emissions predictions are 

to be included in the modelling procedure. 

The experimental results in Figure 7.20 slx:M that as the load is 

increased (Le. reduction in Air/Fuel ratio), there is a general 

reduction in magnitude for the portion of heat release rate 

representing the premixed region. Flee (58) attributes this to 
increased wall deposition of the fuel at high load due to increased 

jet m::mentum associated with a high rate of injection. This effect 

has also been derronstrated by the rrodel results. The general trends 

for the sroke emissions results in Figure 7.21(a) slx:M fairly good 

agreement. Increasing Air/fuel ratio also causes a decrease in NOx 
emissions, (Figure 7 .21(b» which would be contrcu:y to Flee's results 

as depicted in Figure 1.15. In fact Flee's discussion on Figure 1.15 

suggests that he interprets the results to imply increased NOx 
emission results fron high air/fuel ratio. However, the index used to 
ronnal.ise the results (1. e. grams of NOx per kilogram of fuel) is 

rather misleading. It can easily be slx:Mn that the data in Figure 

1.15 can be converted to the IlOre familiar units of parts per million 

(ppm) by the fOllowing equation: 

Wexh 103 

ppm = N (W
NO 

) (l+AFR) (7.1) 

where Wexh' Wm = t-blecular weights of exhaust products and NO 

respectively. 

N = g NO/kg of fuel 

AFR = Overall Air/fuel ratio. 

Applying equation (7.1) to Flee's results in Figure 1.15 shows the 

trend illustrated in Figure 7.21 (b) which is opposite to the =iginal 

trend. Bearing in mind the strong influence of temperature on NO 

fonnation, the experimental pressure trends in Figure 7 .18( a) would 

appear to suggest that the temperature trends in Figure 7.19 are 

reasonable, in which case a reduction in NO with increasing air/fuel 
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ratio w:ruld be more l.ikel.y. This, h::lwever, cannot be =l.usive as 

the discussion in O1apter 2 has pointed out, production of NJ is al.so 

l.inearl.y dependent on the avail.abil.ity of oxygen which controls the 

rate of the d::minant reaction in the Zel' c'bvich mechanisn. 

7.5 CONCLUSION 

The discussion of resul. ts presented in this chapter has emphasised the 

=ectness of trends rather than magnitude due to the mul. tipl.ici ty of 

factors that influence the magni tudes. In a simplified 

pherx::rnenological approach such as adopted here, such factors cannot be 

investigated in sufficient detail and ac=acy without l.osing sane of 

the initial. objectives outlined in Olapter 3. It is thus understood 

that parametric studies may be carried out to yiel.d rel.iable analysis 

once ac=ate trends have been establ.ished. 

The importance of air motion is il.lustrated by parametric resul.ts 

involving engine speed, where it has been sham. that increased fuel

air mixing enhances engine canbustion and al.so leads to reduced 

exhaust srroke. The experimental results of Plee (58) show that the 

wal.l-wetting engine produces more snoke and NJx than IDI engines, but 

lower NJx than the traditional DI engine. 

One of the major advantages of the wal.l-wetting engine is reduced 

engine noise. The model has been successful in predicting this by 

sh:Jwing the reduced magnitude of the pre-mixed region of the heat 

release rate in canparison to that in other DI engines. 

The results illustrate the general applicabil.i ty of the model to the 

investigation and analysis of engine perfonnance. Areas of further 

investigation have been highlighted by results. 
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Table 7.1: Injection and Canbustion O1aracteristics 

DATA SET EN3INE A/F INJECI'ION INJECI'ICN IGNITICN 
00. SPEED RATIO TIMIm DURATICN DELAY 

(RPM) (ATDC) (0 CA) (0 CA) 

1 1500 45 -20 20.0 14.0 
2 " -14 " 11.0 
3 " -9 " 9.0 
4 " -7 " 10.0 
5 " -2 " 8.0 
6 60 -11 18.0 11.0 
7 30 -10 28.0 10.0 
8 25 -10 29.0 10.0 
9 600 45 -7 20.0 7.0 

10 1000 " -9 22.0 9.0 
11 2000 " -14 24.0 14.0 
12 2400 " -18 27.0 18.0 
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8.1 DISaJSSION 

One of the major points of uncertainty in wall-wetting engine 

performance relates to the identification of dcminant parameters that 

influence the rate of burn. Whereas Martin and Ahmad(3l) were only 

able to estimate the rate of combustion to be slower than the fastest 

rate as determined by the injection rate, but faster than the slowest 

rate as determined by the total burn duration, this model has 

demonstrated that rate of fuel film evaporation is the dominant 

variable. This ==borates the results of Meurer and Urlaub(40) sh::>wn 

in Figure 1.21, and also explains the smooth combustion which results 

in 'gentle' pressure curves obtained by Martin and Ahmad and also by 

other workers. The slow rate of evaporation (typically up to 100 

Degrees Crank Angle) demonstrated by the model is ==bcrated by the 

empirical results of MID.ler(4l) which were obtained in a fired engine 

using fuel with a slightly lower latent heat of vaporisation (see 

Table 5.2). As a result, the wall-wetting engine is characterised by a 

slower burn rate (see Figure 7.8) than the convetional DI engine as 

demonstrated in Figures 2.27 to 2.30. Due to the reduced surface area 

of the fuel discussed in the literature SUJ:Vey (p.9), there is little 

of the initial pre-mixed charge that charactrises conventional DI 

engine burning immediately after auto-ignition. The heat release 

diagrams in Figures 7.13 and 7.20 illustrate this point clearly. 

Since in the low engine speed range air swirl is proportional to 

engine speed(20), the increase in the mass fraction of unburnt fuel as 

engine speed reduces is a result of the progressive reduction in the 

relative velocity of swirl air on the film surface, which leads to 

unsatisfactory evaporation rate, and hence poor burn rate. The model 

has been su=essful in predicting this behaviour, which was one of the 
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reasons that led to the development of the 'Controlled Direct 

Injection' engine discussed under literature survey. It thus offers a 

possibility for analysing load effects on the performance of the wall

wetting engine, especially under extreme load conditions. 

Some assumptions in the mathematical model have been tested for 

realistic behaviour in a set of experiments designed to investigate 

characteristic dimensions of the injected fuel film as it develops on 

the piston wall. The optical metlxJds used have highlighted important 

details about the fuel film and its subsequent evaporation into the 

air stream. Section 5.6 summarises some of the findings from the 

experimental work in as far as they affect the modelling ooncept. 

8.2 Q)NCLUSION 

A method for modelling =mbustion and engine performance in a direct 

injection wall-wetting diesel engine has been demonstrated. The 

proposed model draws on a consistent and coherent set of ideas from 

Fluid Mechanics, Heat and Mass Transfer, and Combustion that have 

formed the basis of the conceptual framework. The model has 

successfully been applied to the evaluation of a single cylinder 

experimental engine and shown to be fairly reliable over a wide load 

range (Air/Fuel ratio from 25 to 60), engine speed (from 600 to 2400 

RPM), and injection timing (from 200 BTDC to 20 BTDC). 

Exhaust emission modelling has been improved through the use of more 

efficient numerical techniques to solve differential equations and 

systems of linear and non -linear equations. General trends have been 

predicted fairly a=ately under most of the conditions investigated. 

8.3 REQ)MMENDATIONS FOR FUlURE WORK 

In the course of carrying out the experiments, it has become clear 

that there is need for more investigation on the governing equations 
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for the behaviour of the film as it develops on the piston wall. 

Although the simplified equations based on wall jets have been able to 
yield good predictions for penetration and velocity along the wall, 

they do not provide detailed infonnation about the hydrodynamic nature 

of the fuel film. There is need to study the formation of ripples on 

the surface of the injected film, and whether these have arw bearing 

on the level of exhaust emiSSions, especially unburnt hydr=arbans. 

Another aspect of the present work that needs further investigation is 

the significance of piston bowl geometry in influencing engine 

perfonnance. This has been briefly discussed with respect to the level 

of smoke emissions at different settings of injection timing. The 

disparity in the results has been partly attributed to the changes in 

impingement location as injection timing is varied. It is thus 

necessary, for accurate predictions of smoke and unburnt hydrocarboo. 

emissions, to address bowl geometry effects in detail. This cannot be 

achieved effectively with the phenomenological scheme adapted in this 

work, and may entail incorporation of multi-dimensional features in 

the model. The benefits of a more rigorous and fundamental approach in 

this case justify the relatively marginal sacrifice in computation 

time. 
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1IPPENDIX A 

By assuming that the cx:mbustion reaction can be approx:irnated by the 

following equation: 

Cn l\n + Air -H + 0 + N + Hz + OH + CD + N) + ~ + HzO + alz + N2 

the appropriate balanced equation can be written as: 

m 
Y[Cnl\n + (n + 4)(02 + 3.76 N2 )]-XI H + ~O + ~ N + X4 Hz + Xs OH + 

X6 CD+~N)+Xa02+XgHz0 + 

XIO alz + XII N2 

where Xi = nole fraction of product specie i. 

Y = noles of fuel that will give one nole of cx:mbustion 

products. 

'!he left hand side of the reaction equation can be given as: 

where r = n + m/4 

rl = 3.76r 

Atan mass balances for Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Nitrogen can be 

carried out as follows: 

C balance : X6 +. XlO = ny (Al) 

H balance : Xl + 2X4 + Xs + 2Xg = my (A2) 

o balance : ~ + Xs + X6 + ~ + 2Xa + Xg + 2X1O = 2ry (A3) 

N balance : ~ + ~ + 2XIO = 2rl y (M) 

I 



When properly balanced and solved, the mole fractions will add 

up to unity, i.e. 

(AS) 

Equations Al to AS have to be solved simultaneously, but as there are 

12 unknowns - Xi and Y - we need to introduce seven more equations. 

By introducing' 7 equilibrium constants ch::lsen to represent seven 0011-

redundant reactions, the equations can be made soluble. The fOllowing 

reactions are =idered: 

1/2 ~-H 

1/2 °2--0 

1/2 N2-N 

1/2 H2 + 1/2 02 -OH 

1/2 02 + 1/2 N2 -NO 

H:2 + 1/2 02 -H20 

CD + 1/2 02 -CD2 

k1 to ~ represent partial pressure equilibrium =tants for the 

respective reactions, and P is the total pressure (in atrrospheres) in 

the cylinder. By making proper substitutions as sh:Jwn below, it is 

possible to re-write equations (Al) to (AS) in terms of only four 

variables: the nole fractions of H:2 (X4 ), CD (X6 ), 02 (Xa ), and N2 
(Xll ): 

Xl - C X 1/2 where Cl = k1/pl/2 (A6) - 1 4 

~ = '2 Xp,1/2 where '2 = kz/pl/2 (A7) 

~ -~X 1/2 where ~ = k:3/p1/ 2 (AS) - 11 

Xs - C X 1/2 X 1/2 where C4 = k4 (A9) - 4 4 a 

~ - C X 1/2 X 1/2 where C5 = k5 (AlO) - 5 a 11 

Xg = C6 x4·xl/2 where C6 = k6P1/ 2 (All) 

X10 = ~.X6·Xa1/2 where ~ = ~.p1/2 (Al2) 
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Re-a=anging equation (Al) gives y as: 

(Al3) 
n 

Substituting equations (A6) to (Al3) into eqns. (A2) to (AS) yields 

four equations of the form: 

The four equations are non-linear, and so are solved iteratively using 

Newton-Raphson for a systan of equations. This involves linearising 

the equations by formulating the following matrix equation: 

Of1 a f 1 a f 1 a f 1 
-f1 - .1X4 

aX4 aX6 aXe aXll 

af2 af2 a f 2 a f 2 

aX4 aX6 aXa a Xll 
.1X6 -f2 

= 
af3 U 3 a f 3 af3 

.1Xa -f3 aX4 aX6 aXa aXll 

c3f4 a f 4 a f 4 a f 4 
.lXll aX4 aX6 aXa a Xll 

-f4 

. '!he linearised equations are sol.ved using Gaussian elim:ination to give 

the first approximations of .1X4 , .1X6, .1Xa ,.<!lXll fron which: 

where j = 4, 6, a, 11 

Using this new approximation as the next input in the solution of the 

matrix, the procedure is repeated until convergence is obtained in all 

the fi (they sh:luld all approach zero). The following expressions 

represent· the partial derivatives :involved: 

a~ 1 1 - = - Cl x4- 1/ 2 + 2 + 2 C X 1/2 + _ C X -1/2 X 1/2 
aX

4 
2 6 a 2 4 4 a 
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af 
2 _ 1 C X 1/2 X -1/2 + C X 1/2 

---48·4 68 
aX 2 4 

X -1/2 + 2 + 1 C X 1/2 X -1/2 
8 2 5 11 8 

a~ 1 1 - r_ X n_ X -1/2 + C X 1/2 X -1/2 - - - - -, 6 -.l 8 - 5 11 8 
a~ 2 2 

4 

. 



af3 1 1 - 2 + r_ X -1/2 + C X 1/2 X -1/2 
- - 2" -'" 11 2" 5 11 8 aX11 
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~---.-~----------------------

JlPPENDIX B 

RmJIRED INPUT DATA (see Figure 2.7) 

1. % 
2. a 
3. h 

4. r1' r2 

5. {3 

Define r B = %/2. 

1. 0Jrve (1): 

This part is defined by the basic equation for a straight line: 

(B1) 

At X = rB' Y = h, so that equation (B1) can be expressed as: 

fron which (B2) 

2. 0Jrve (2): 

This represents an arc of radius r1' centred at y = r1 (the x-axis 

forms a tan:;Jent to the arc). To detennine the =dinates of the 

centre, a line parallel to curve (1) at a distance r1 fron it, is 

1 



defined by: 

(B3) 

The diagram below sh:lws a graphical representation: 

y /yl 
...-

./ ....-
.,/' 

.,/' y 

'1 Cl 

L-__________ ----<"'" X 

The slope of line y' is equal to that in equation (Bl), i.e. fil' but 

with a different intercept, C'l defined by: 

AY is defined by the follCM'irYJ equation: 

AY=--
cos 9.1 

Conbining equations (B2), (B4) and (B5) yields: 

rl 
C,! = h - rB.tan 9.1 + -

cos 9.1 

(B5) 

(B6) 

Equation (B3) intersects the line Y = rl at the centre of the circle 

for which CUI:Ve (B2) fonns a part, so that: 

(B7) 

which then yields the X-coordinate for the centre of the circle by: 

2 



~=------ (BS) 

'll1e corresponding y-coordinate is: 

Y2 = rl (B9) 

'll1e equation defining a cixcle of radius rI' whose centre is at (~, 

Y2) is: 

X2 + -? - ~.X - 2y2.Y + C2 = D (BID) 

where 

By substituting equation (B9) into the definition, it is seen that Cz 
aa:;ttrlres the following simpler fonn: 

Cz = ~2 (Bll) 

0Jrve (2) is defined between CUIVe (1) on one side, and CUIVe (3) on 

the other. 'll1e arc meets both lines at tangents, so by translating 

the axes so that the origin is at the centre defined by the 

coordinates (~, Y2), the point of contact between CUIVe (2) and CUIVe 

(1) is (X'12' Y'12) where Xl2 and Yl2 are defined by: 

CUI 
Y'12 = --

I + Inl 
(BI2) 

As X'12 and Y'12 are taken w.r.t (~'Y2)' the constant CUI is the 

corresponding translated equivalent of Cl defined by: 

Written in tenns of the original coordinate axes, the point of contact 

between CUIVeS (1) and (2) is given by (XI2, Y12) where: 
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(B14) 

Y12 = Y2 - y'12 (B15) 

The point of contact between curves (2) and (3) is similarly derived, 

after defining the equation for the straight line representing curve 

( 3 ) • The slope for curve (3), 1l\;3, is: 

Il\;3 = - tan '" (B16) 

where '" = 1/2 (71" - (3) (B17) 

3. Equation (B18) thus defines the straight line, curve (3). 

(B18) 

The =Oinates (Xz3, Y23) define the point of contract between curves 
(2) and (3) which is defined as shown in Figure (B1). 

(B19) 

(B20) 

The point (X23, Y23) lies on the line represented by equation (18), 

i.e. 

(B21) 

Fran which the constant Cs is derived as: 

Cs = Y23 - 1l\;3' x 23 (B22) 

4. 0Jrve (4): 
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The metood used to find the centre of the arc (2) is also used to find 

that of arc (4). A line parallel to (3) is drawn at a distance r2 

fron cuzve (3). The centre of the circle lies at X = 0, so the 

intercept =esponds to the y-coordinate. The equation is: 

y' = I1\;3X' + C'3 (B23) 

where ~' 
r2 

= ~ - sin (~/2) (B24) 

The equation for the circle of radius r2 with a centre at (0, C'3) is 

thus: 

X2 + y2 - 2C'3 Y + C4 = 0 (B25) 

where (B26) 

This is defined in the interval 0 ~ X ~~. 

The roots of equation (BIO), in terms of Xa and Y respectively are: 

X = ~ +~2r1 Y - y2 (B27) 

Y = rl + ~~ - X2 + ~.X - xl (B28) 

By assuming an elemental section of height dy to be a tnmcated cone 

with a base radius of (X + dx) and an upper radius X, then the 

corresponding slant height is: 

(B29) 

And the surface area of the sides of the cone is: 
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where D = 2(X + dX) 

d = 2X 

dA = ".. s. (D + d) 

The total surface area is obtained by integrating equation (B30): 

A = S ". s (D + d) 

The bowl geometry is calculated as the volume of a 

cylinder of diameter dB and height h, less the volume of any 

protrusions into the cylinder i.e. 

7rdl 
V = -4-·h :" S S 7r Y (2X + dX) dx 

(B30) 

(B3l) 

(B32) 

Numerical integration is used in the nodel to detennfne answers to 

equations (B3l) and (B32). 
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FIGURE B1: DERIVATION OF COMBUSTION BOWL EQUATION 



APPENDIX C 

DElUVATICN OF SWIRL MJI'ICN mJATICN 

The equation des=ibing the variation of swirl. intensity in the 

ccmbustion bowl. during canpression is based on the assumption that 

angul.ar I!DTle!l.tum is consezved. As the piston noves upwards through a 

distance ds (Fig. 3.4), a proportion of air in the annular space is 

displ.aced to the central. zone. 'Ihls l.eaves a vol.ume dVa which is 

refi1.1.ed by air pushing in fron the outer radii. Url.aub (l.5) 

expresses the mass of air vacating dV a by the fo1.1.owing equation: 

v rna = Pa • dVa • (l. - v
a

) (Cl) 

where Va is the vol.ume of the annul.ar space and V the total. cyl.:inder 

vol.ume, both refering to a given crank position. The annul.ar vol.ume, 

dVa , may be expressed by equation (C2). 

dVa = 7r r B y dr (C2) 

The angular m:::mentum of the air mass in vol.ume dVa , which is 

transferred to the central. zone may be expressed by equation (C3). 

(C3) 

where I, the mass m:::ment of inertia of the cyl.indrical. el.ement of mass 

elm, with a radius (rB + dr) is defined as fo1.1.ows: 

(C4) 

The angular m:::mentum in the section with thickness dr2 in Fig. 3.4(b) 

is given by: 

(C5) 

l. 



and in the i th section, the angular m::mentum is 

dOli =wo (rB + ~dri)2 ~ 
I 

(C6) 

In the limit, as m-.O, equation (C6) may be given by equation (Cl). 

(Cl) 

The total angular m::mentum transferred into the central zone during 

c:arpression is obtained by integrating equation (Cl) fron the closure 

of inlet valve (IVC) to '!'DC. 

IX = f Wo (rB + f dr)2 dm (CS) 

Re-a=anging equation (C2) and substituting into equation (CB) yields 

the follCMing equation: 

(){= J Wo (rB + J. dV
a 

)2 dm 
71" r B Y 

(C9) 

A simplifying assurrption may be made by equating dV a to the change in 

annular space due to the upward notion of the piston given in equation 

(ClO) • 

(ClO) 

The integral within brackets in equation (C9) may then be expressed in 

terms of the instantaneous stroke, s, and integrated, as sh::Mn in 

equation (Cll), £ran the start of c:arpression (stroke = So) to ~ 

crank position (stroke = s). 

is dVa = B2 - dp,2 is ds 

7I"rB Y 8 r B Y 
So So 

(Cl1) 

The variable y is c:cmposed of the stroke, s, and the clearance height 

Yo. Substituting these into equation (Cll) and integrating, yields 

the follCMing expression: 
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(C12) 

It is thus possible to express equation (C9) as shown in (C13). 

(C13) 

This is the form in which the equation appears in the proposed IlOdel. 

Urlaub (20) has suggested that for all practical purposes, the rrotion 

of air in the cylindrical recess may be treated as that of a solid 

body so that the angular velocity in the bowl at arq crank pesi tion is 

given by equation (C14), where 0(0 is the angular m::mentum of air in 

the bowl at the start of CXAIIpression, 10 and "'0 the corresponding 

m::ment of inertia and mass of air. 

0(0 +0( 
W= __ _ C14) 

10 is defined as follows: 

(C15) 
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J\PPEN)IX D 

'lliEORE:l'lCAL TRFA'lMENl' OF FilM FU1Il 

The follCMing analysis sh::Ms the derivation of the velocity decay 

equation for a two-dimensional film flON on the wall, based on 

m::mentum considerations. Let us consider a control element such as 

that illustrated in Fig. 01. 

The force exerted on the film by shear stress at the wall is: 

(01) 

where b is the breadth of the film, which is considered constant. The 

net m::mentum flux in the x-direction is: 

(02) 

The time rate of .increase of m::mentum is: 

(03) 

The time variable is included as the flON of the injected film is a 

transient pherx:meoon and, therefore, essentially time dependent. 

A force balance on the control element yields the follONing: 

The canbination p.A • .6.x represents the mass of the element, which may 

be expressed as .6.m, and A is the cross-sectional area of the film, 

which may be given by (S.b). Expanding equation (04) and dividing 

through by the mass yields: 

1 

aA aUx 
-+-=0 at at (05) 



Applying continuity to the control volune yields: 

(06) 

where q is the volune flow rate fron the surface of the film, per unit 

length (m3/m. s). Expa.nd:!IYJ equation (06) and dividing through by r ·Ax 

gives: 

U (lA + (lA + A -aUK" q 
x ox 'at. <3x 

(07) 

multiplying through by Ux/A in equation (07): 

u 2 
x 01\ U~ oU. q, 
-.-+- -+U -"U-

A oX A x al( x A. 
(08) 

Equations (05) and (08) must be solved sinUlltaneously as they refer to 
the same control volune. Subtracting equation (08) fron (05): 

(09) 

The continuity equation may '!'CM be re-written as: 

(DID) 

This can be seen to be so since the assumption of a constant film 

breadth, b, implies: 

(lA ;)A 'aY ay 
-"-.-=b-a x 'ay 'Ox 'Ox 

(011) 

OA aA ay aY 
_. "-.-=b-
at ay at at 

Equations (09) and (OlD) are non-linear partial differential equations 

des=ibing the behaviour of gradually varying unsteady free-surface 

flows. 
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The method of characteristics may be used to obtain a solution of the 

u..o equations. By makin;;J the following substitutions: 

ilY ay dUx 
~=bUx-+b-+A_-q=o 

ox 'at 'ax 

the u..o equations can be linearly ccmbined using an unknown 
rnul tiplier, A : 

(012) 

This gives the following expression for L: 

TrTo Ux L = f(Ux ) + b Ag(y) + ( ) + q (_ -A) (013) 

ps A 

where the functions f and g are defined by: 

(014) 

g(y) 
(015) 

dUx 
f(Ux ) will yield the total derivative, _ , if: 

dt 

dx 
- = UX +AA (016) 
dt 

and g(y) will yield dy if: 
dt 

dx 
- = Ux dt (017) 
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Equations (D16) and (D17) must be equal f= this to be sensible, hence 

}.. = O. Substituting this into equation (Dl2) yields the following 

equation f= the velocity decay: 

q 
-------Ux -

A 
(D1B) 

dt ps 

Although it may be possible to derive equation D1B fran physical 

arguments, with appropriate asSlllTptions (91, 93), the:irnportance of 

starting the analysis fran equations 04 and D6 is to denonstrate the 

governing equations which fonn the basis of the problem to be solved, 

thus offering possibilities for enhancing the capability of the 

canputer code by devising numerical techniques to solve the basic 

equations without making the simplifying asSl.llTptions given by 

equations DlO and Dll. A more accurate method, however, can only be 

obtained if a variation of the film breadth, b, is given. otherwise 

closure is =t possible, with three unknowns; Ux ' s, b, and only two 

equations. 

Ncn-Dimensic.oal Linear McJnentum E'quaticn 

Assuming steady state flow in the film, the linear m:mentum equation 

is expressed by equation (04). The film is subjected to the following 

major forces: 

1. Viscous forces, Fv 

ii. Gravity fomes, Fg 

iii." Forces on the free surface (surface tension), Fs 

iv. Frictional forceson the wall, Ff 

So equation (04) may be expressed in the following form: 

(D19) 

Conservation of linear m:mentum iroplies that the m:mentum flux at any 
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position x, given by Px Ux
2 Ax, equals that at the =le exit, given 

by Po Uo 2 Aa. Since the right hand side of equation (019) may be 

written as Px u} Ax and the equation will still hold if both sides 

are divided by Po Uo
2 1u (which is a CCU'lStant), the following 

is the n::lI1-dimensianalised fonn of equation (019): 

where P' =- A' , 

The tenns on the left hand side of equation (020) represent 

reciprocals of Reyrolds, Froude, Weber numbers, and the friction 

coefficient, respectively, so that the equation may be written as 

slx:lwn in equation (021). 

11112 
- + - + - + - = p' U ' A' 
Ra Fr We Cf 

(021) 

The order of magnitude of each tel:m on the left hand side signifies 

its inp:>rtance in influencing the m:::mentum flux inthe flow. This has 

been utilised in Olapter 5 to develop equations for the dynamic 

similitude of film flow. 
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FIGURE D1: FORCE BALANCE ON THE ELEMENTAL SECTION OF 
FILM THICKNESS 



APPENJIX E 

DERIVATICN OF '!HE FOSITICN VEC'lOR 

The characteristics of the film patch can be estimated without much 

loss of accuracy by considering a parabo1oic velocity profile 

the patch, having the fo:cn in equation (El): 

(El) 

where quantities are as defined in Figure 3.9(a). The position 

vector, r, defining ~ point on the advancing edge of the film can be 

expressed algebraically as 

dr 
-=U 
dt Z 

(E2) 

By substituting equations (3.45) and (El) into equation (E2) the 

following expression results: 

dr C Uo Z2 
- (1 - -) 

dt (2!.-)a b2 
(E3) 

%' 
The variable b, def:l.n:ing half the breadth of the film, can be 

expressed as 

b=xtan9 (E4) 

Hence equation (E3) can be integrated to yield the follCMing 

expression f= the position vector: 
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r= (E5) 

Equation (E4) may be rewritten, by substituting equation (3.48) into 

it, as: 

where x is the film penetration a10ng the piston wal1. 

2 
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